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Abstract
The work presented in this thesis explores the feasibility of the Multiple Mapping Con-
ditioning (MMC) approach and its closures for real (laboratory) flames. Three different
configurations with relatively high Reynolds numbers but without considerable degree of
extinction and re-ignition are investigated, and results are compared against experimental
measurements of mixing and reactive scalar fields and other commonly used models.
MMC combines the probability density function (PDF) approach and the conditioning
methods via the application of a generalised mapping function to a prescribed reference
space. Stochastic and deterministic formulations of MMC exist. Both formulations have
been explored here for the case of one dimensional Gaussian reference space that is associ-
ated with the evolution of mixture fraction. The chemically reactive species are implicitly
conditioned on mixture fraction, and their fluctuations around the conditional means are
neglected for the deterministic approach and modelled for the stochastic approach. Re-
garding the velocity field evolution, the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes equations are
solved with a k-ε turbulence model.
In the deterministic context, this work evaluates the ability of MMC to provide ac-
curate and consistent closures for the mixture fraction PDF and the conditional scalar
dissipation which do not rely on presumed shape functions for the PDF such as the com-
monly used β-PDF. Computed probability distributions agree well with measurements,
and a detailed comparison of the modelled conditional and mean scalar dissipation with
experimental data and conventional closures demonstrate MMC’s potential. Predictions of
reactive species and temperature are in good agreement with experimental data and simi-
lar in quality to singly-conditioned, first-order CMC predictions. MMC therefore provides
an attractive -since consistent- alternative approach for the modelling of scalar mixing in
turbulent reacting flows.
5
6In the stochastic context the evolution of the reference space is described by a Markov
process that is coupled with a full PDF method for joint scalar evolution. A modified
IECM model is applied for the modelling of the mixing operator where the particles mix
with their means conditioned on the reference space. The formulation of the closure leads
to localness of mixing in the mixture fraction space and consequently localness is expected
to be improved in the composition space. Focus is given on the accurate prediction of
scattering around the conditional means. Results demonstrate the potential of the method,
however some discrepancies are noted in the predictions that can probably be associated
with the chemical mechanism and the uncertainties associated with the choice of the minor
dissipation time.
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nr number of major species; number of reference variables
Pmix particle number selected for mixing (IEM)
Pξ PDF of reference variable
p static pressure
pi partial pressure
Pk turbulent kinetic energy production due to shear (Reynolds) stresses
PZ PDF of mixture fraction
qr heat transfer due to radiation
r β-function parameter
R0 universal gas constant
Re Reynolds number
Nomenclature 26
s β-function parameter
S mixing operator
Sc Schmidt number
T temperature
To reference temperature
t time
U velocity defined in the reference space
ui velocity vector (ui,uj ,uk)
uY conditional average velocity
u′iu
′
j constant density Reynolds stress tensor
u˜′′i u
′′
j variable density Reynolds stress tensor
u˜′′i Y
′′
α scalar fluxes
Y˜ ′′α Y
′′
α scalar fluctuations
V volume
Wa conditional averaged reaction rate
wi Wiener process
xi cartesian coordinate vector (x,y,z)
Yα mass fraction of species α
Z mixture fraction
Zst stoichiometric mixture fraction
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Greek Symbols
βY particle interaction model parameter
δij Kronecker delta
∆t time interval
∆hα,f standard heat of formation of species α
ε˜/ε dissipation rate of the kinetic energy
η mixture fraction sample space
µ laminar dynamic viscosity
µt turbulent dynamic viscosity
µeff effective viscosity (≡ µ+ µt)
ν laminar kinematic viscosity
νa net stoichiometric coefficient of species a
νt turbulent kinematic viscosity
ξ reference variable
ρ density
σε constant in the ε equation
σk constant in the k equation
σt Prandtl number
σ Prandtl-Schmidt number
τij viscous stress resulting from local deformation
τk Kolmogorov time scale
τmin minor dissipation time scale
Φa mapping function for scalar Ya
ΦZ mapping function for mixture fraction
χ˜ twice the rate of dissipation of φ fluctuations
ω decay rate of the scalar variance
Ωα mean reaction rate of species α
Ωα instantaneous reaction rate of species α
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Superscripts
〈 〉 Statistical ensemble average
ˆ coordinate transformation˜ density-weighed average
′ Reynolds fluctuation
′′ Favre fluctuation
′′′ conditional fluctuation
′′′′ minor fluctuation
Shorthands
AMC Amplitude mapping closure
atm Atmospheres
BL Binomial Langevin
C/D Coalescence/Dispersion
CDF Cumulative distribution function
CDS Central Differencing Scheme
CMC Conditional Moment Closure
CV Control Volume
Da Damko¨hler number
DLR Deutsches Zentrum fu¨r Luft- und Raumfahrt
DNS Direct Numerical Simulation
EBU Eddy break-up model
EDM Eddy dissipation model
EMST Euclidian Minimum Spanning Tree
Nomenclature 29
FA Flamelet Approach
fde finite difference equation
GRI Gas Research Institute
IEM Interaction by Exchange with the Mean
LES Large Eddy Simulation
LHS Left Hand Side
LIF Laser Induced Fluorescence
LMSE Linear Mean Square Estimation
MC Modified Curl’s
MMC Multiple Mapping Conditioning
N-R Newton-Raphson solver
ode ordinary differential equation
PDF Probability Density Function
Pr Prandtl number
RANS Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes
RHS Right Hand Side
RSM Reynolds Stress Models
sde stochastic differential equation
SFLM Stationary Laminar Flamelet Model
Nomenclature 30
Chapter 1
Introduction
Combustion meets more than 90% of the mankind’s needs for energy today. It was
estimated by the Energy Information Administration that in 2006 primary sources
of energy consisted of petroleum 36.8 %, coal 26.6%, natural gas 22.9%, amounting
to an 86% share for fossil fuels in primary energy production in the world [50]. It
also seems that the combustion of fossil fuels will remain the predominant source of
usable energy for the foreseeable future since changes at the fuels used for the energy
production require changes in the production process of industries, along with the
introduction of new appliances for energy conversion different from the traditional
”burners”, changes that need time to be implemented in large scale and are costly.
Fossil fuels are fuels formed by the natural resources such as anaerobic decom-
position of buried dead organisms that lived million years ago. These fuels contain
high percentage of carbon and hydrocarbons and-in the case of oil-are also com-
posed by a lot of toxic materials that when burned are known to release carbon
back into the atmosphere in the form of carbon dioxide (CO2). Combustion of fossil
fuels also produces other air pollutants, such as nitrogen oxides, sulphur dioxide,
volatile organic compounds and heavy metals. The emission of carbon dioxide and
other ’greenhouse’ gases from the combustion of these fuels is rapidly warming the
planet, altering our climate system, and jeopardising the well-being of both people
and ecosystems. Indicatively it is mentioned that the burning of fossil fuels produces
around 21.3 gigatonnes of carbon dioxide per year, but it is estimated that natural
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processes can only absorb about half of that amount.
During the last few decades, the awareness for environmental issues has increased.
The concern for phenomena such as global warming along with the increased number
of health problems has forced the governments worldwide to take actions and to
impose stricter legislation regarding the permissible emission threshold. An example
of such regulation was issued in the USA in 2005. According to this regulation coal-
fired power plants will need to reduce their emissions by 70% by 2018. Another
world wide initiative is the Kyoto protocol signed on December of 1997. The goal
of this protocol is to force participant countries collectively to reduce emissions of
greenhouse gases by 5.2% below the emission levels of 1990 by 2012. Ten years later,
on June of 2007, leaders at the 33rd G8 summit agreed to an even longer term plan
that aims to halve global CO2 emissions by 2050.
Although combustion is the subject of systematic scientific research for more
than 50 years, there are still many aspects which are not completely understood.
The interaction of complex chemical reactions, transport phenomena, turbulence
and radiation effects make combustion systems difficult and challenging to simulate.
However, because of the wide range of applications, the reward of design modifi-
cations in combustion systems which can lead to higher efficiency and pollutant
reduction, is high.
Combustion in most applications takes place within a turbulent flow field for
two reasons: turbulence increases the mixing process and enhances combustion, but
at the same time combustion releases heat which generates flow instability through
buoyancy, thus enhancing the transition to turbulence. Turbulence itself is probably
the most complex phenomenon in non-reacting fluid mechanics. Turbulent flows are
characterised by chaotic, stochastic property changes. This includes low momentum
diffusion, high momentum convection, and rapid variation of pressure and velocity
in space and time. So, the stochastic character of turbulence combined with the
complexity of chemical kinetics makes the understanding of turbulent combustion a
very challenging task.
Given the importance of fossil fuel combustion for energy supply on one hand,
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and problems like pollution and increase of prices of fossil fuels (mainly because the
fuel supplies are reducing at a rapid rate) on the other hand [114], an improved
understanding of turbulent combustion is strongly desired for the development of
more accurate predictive tools. Investigation of turbulent combustion reveals a no-
ticeable gap between theoretical and applied research. Technology for combustion
devices have reached high levels of development, however, an adequate quantitative
description of all turbulent flows is not yet available. The experimental testing of
engineering equipment is ultimately the most reliable way of assessing their suit-
ability for practical/commercial applications. However, it is difficult to evaluate the
effects of changes to a particular design purely from the experimental point of view;
for many applications, extensive and repeated measurements during the design and
development stage can be too expensive.
As an alternative to experiments, predictive methods based on the solution of
the Navier-Stokes equations can be employed. These methods are known as compu-
tational fluid dynamic (CFD) and are a powerful engineering tool. Deriving the ana-
lytical solution of these equations is a difficult task since sensitive dependence on the
initial and boundary conditions makes fluid flow irregular both in time and in space.
Somewhat surprisingly, it has not yet be proven that in three dimensions solutions
always exist, or that if they do exist they do not contain any infinities, singularities
or discontinuities. Numerical solutions, on the other hand, demands computational
resources orders of magnitude above the most powerful computers available today.
Consequently, a statistical description is needed and the conservation equations are
usually ensemble-averaged. Whilst the numerical solution of the ensemble-averaged
equations is feasible, the price that is paid is a loss of information concerning the
fine details of the turbulent flow. The loss of information manifests itself as terms
in the ensemble-averaged equations which cannot be evaluated as a function of the
basic variables (e.g. pressure, velocity, temperature, species concentration)- this
is called the closure problem. In order to represent the behaviour of these terms,
mathematical modelling is required; in other words subject to certain assumptions,
a functional form is postulated for these terms so they can be evaluated.
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The central difficulty of turbulent combustion modelling is the closure of the
chemical reaction rates. The non-linearities of the chemical reaction rates lead to
terms involving correlations of the fluctuations that can be as large as those involving
the average quantities. As a consequence, attempts to express the average rates of
reaction in terms of average values of the scalars have proved inadequate and species
concentrations, which depend on reactions, cannot be predicted by unconditional
averaging methods. Another important term is the turbulent mixing term. In a
non-turbulent fluid, energy dissipation and small-scale fluctuations are absent. In
a turbulent fluid, dissipation and small scale fluctuations always play an important
role since they are associated with the mixing process that is of major importance
for the efficiency of the practical combustors. Unfortunately, the dissipation appears
as an unclosed term in most commonly used approaches.
1.1 Present contribution
This thesis focuses on gaseous non-premixed combustion and uses the Reynolds
Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations to describe the turbulent flow field. The
main subject of this work is the investigation of the performance of the Multiple
Mapping Conditioning approach (MMC) in inhomogeneous flows. MMC has been
tested mostly in homogeneous flows. Consequently, issues associated with the spe-
cific modelling of the terms of the model and the performance of the model in
comparison to other well established models are not yet clear. This work aspires to
give a better understanding of MMC and to explore the feasibility of the method
for the modelling of laboratory flames as a first step for its implementation to fur-
ther applications of practical interest. The specific flames chosen (Sandia flame D,
DLR A and B) have high, varying Reynolds numbers which makes them interesting
test cases. In addition, the low computational cost of RANS permits for a range of
sensitivity test that are necessary for the complete description of a model.
Although MMC is labelled as a turbulent combustion model, it would be more
accurate to characterise MMC as an approach to turbulent combustion. Depending
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on the actual implementation of MMC principles, various specific models can be
formulated within the MMC framework. In the current work both the deterministic
and the stochastic implementation of MMC are considered, and the issues associated
with the specific implementations are explored.
In a deterministic framework MMC is a combination of probabilistic and condi-
tioning methods with the advantage that the conditional scalar dissipation and the
mixture fraction PDF appear in closed form. A focal point of the current work is
the evaluation of the ability of MMC to reproduce qualitatively and quantitatively
the mixture fraction PDF and the conditional scalar dissipation. Specifically for
the conditional scalar dissipation, detailed comparison is performed with other com-
monly used models that although are known to produce satisfying results are based
on assumptions that are somewhat restrictive for turbulent jet diffusion flames. In
addition, comparison at numerical as well as at theoretical level is performed for the
mean and the variance of mixture fraction between the MMC predictions and the
conventional RANS.
In a stochastic framework MMC is used as an advanced mixing model that
guarantees closeness in the composition space. The performance of the model is
explored and the predictions are compared to experimental data. Emphasis is on
the investigation of the ability of the method to reproduce accurately conditional
fluctuations of the species and thus numerical trials with different mixing times are
presented in the effort to determine the accurate mixing time in the MMC context.
The structure of the thesis is the following:
Chapter 2 is a general overview of the literature on turbulent combustion. The
equations that govern the evolution of velocity and scalar fields in a turbulent flow
are presented. Then the effect of chemical reactions is discussed. The different
combustion models that exist in the literature are presented. Special interest is paid
to the review of the existing methods for the modelling of the micromixing term
that appears unclosed in RANS type transport equations.
Chapter 3 introduces the MMC model. The different implementation strategies
are discussed. Emphasis is on the clarification of concepts that are important for
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MMC but are not present in other combustion models such as the reference space.
Also a brief discussion is introduced regarding the links of MMC with other models.
Similarities and differences are examined.
Chapter 4 addresses the issue of the deterministic implementation of MMC with
one major scalar. A focal point is the numerical modelling of the coefficients of
the MMC equations. A description of the specific flames under investigation and
details on the numerical procedure follow. Results are presented for the closure of
conditional scalar dissipation and the mixture fraction PDF along with results for
the reactive species.
In Chapter 5, a stochastic implementation is suggested. The thermochemistry is
described using the transported PDF approach, and the MMC is used as a mixing
model. Sensitivity of the model to different parameters is discussed. The case under
investigation is Sandia flame D.
In Chapter 6, the conclusions of the present work are summarised. The strengths
and weaknesses of the current method are discussed. Suggestions for future work
on the modelling of turbulent reacting flows are made based on the findings of the
current study.
Chapter 2
Backround
This chapter introduces the basic equations which describe the evolution of tur-
bulent reacting flows. The instantaneous equations are first outlined followed by
the description of the averaging procedure required to solve the conservation equa-
tions of practical interest. Turbulence modelling is briefly demonstrated, and this
is then followed by a discussion of the mean reaction rate term which appears when
the species conservation equations are averaged. The issues that arise from the
effort to close this term motivates the discussion for combustion modelling. The
discussion centres around the conserved scalar formalism, hence, the emphasis is on
non-premixed combustion.
2.1 General modelling approaches
Modelling approaches for turbulent reacting flows can be broadly categorised accord-
ing to two attributes: how the flow and turbulence are represented and secondly,
how the turbulence-chemistry interactions are modelled. The dominant approaches
to the flow and turbulence can be divided into six main categories [3], the most
important of which are the following: The conservation equations are averaged over
time (if the flow is statistically steady) or over an ensemble of realisations (for un-
steady problems). A system of partial differential equations, called Reynolds Aver-
aged Navier-Stokes (RANS), is then obtained and needs to be solved. The system of
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these equations is unclosed, so additional closure information needs to be introduced
in the form of turbulence models. Such methods are used widely today, especially
in an industrial environment, as they can produce reliable results at a relatively
low computational cost. An alternative approach is Large Eddy Simulation (LES).
In this approach, the equations of motion are not averaged, but solved directly for
the large scale motion of the flow. The small scale motion is not resolved, but is
calculated through some modelling approximations. The computational cost of LES
is significantly higher than that of RANS, but the increase of computational power
nowadays means that it becomes more and more attractive, especially within the re-
search community. The last category is Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS). Using
a very fine numerical grid the turbulence is resolved at all length (and time) scales
so that the instantaneous Navier-Stokes equations are solved without any need to
model the turbulent fluctuations. However, the immense computational cost which
is required makes its use up to date prohibitive for the case of flows with practical
interest.
Regarding the turbulence-chemistry interactions modelling is required for both
RANS and LES. The large-scale turbulent motion plays the dominant role in the
transport of momentum, heat and species and these are well represented in LES by
the resolved field. So the LES approach is advantageous over RANS with respect to
the description of the large-scales. However, in reacting flows the essential processes
of molecular mixing and reaction occur at the smallest (sub-grid) scales and therefore
require statistical modelling in both LES and RANS.
2.2 Governing equations of turbulent reacting
flows
2.2.1 Instantaneous equations
The instantaneous Navier-Stokes equations for mass and momentum can be used to
describe completely the laws governing a turbulent reacting flow when combined with
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the conservation equations of internal energy or enthalpy of the system, species mass
fractions and the perfect gas law. These equations can be written in the differential
form as below. Unless otherwise stated, Cartesian tensor notation and S.I. units are
used.
Mass continuity
The continuity equation has the following form
∂ρ
∂t
+
∂ρui
∂xi
= 0, (2.1)
where ui(x, t) is the instantaneous velocity in the ith coordinate direction and ρ(x, t)
is the density.
Momentum conservation equation
The momentum equation is a generalisation of Newton’s second law that relates
the acceleration of the fluid to surface and the body forces acting on it. The form
of the equation is the following
∂
∂t
(ρui) +
∂
∂xj
(ρuiuj) = ρgi − ∂p
∂xi
+
∂τij
∂xj
, (2.2)
where gi is the body force per unit volume in the ith coordinate direction, p is the
static pressure, and τij is the viscous stress. If the fluid is Newtonian (i.e. the stress
components depend linearly on the rates of deformation) then τij is given by
τij = µ
(
∂ui
∂xj
+
∂uj
∂xi
)
− 2
3
µ
∂uk
∂xk
δij . (2.3)
In the above equation δij is the Kronecker symbol (δij=1 if i = j, 0 otherwise) and
µ is the molecular viscosity. Viscosity describes a fluid’s internal resistance to flow
and may be thought of as a measure of fluid friction.
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Species conservation equation
The equation for the conservation of a scalar quantity Ya is given by
∂
∂
(ρYa) +
∂
∂xj
(ρujYa) = −∂Ji,a
∂xi
+ Ωa, (2.4)
with a = 1...n and n being the total number of species. Ωa is the net formation
of species a per unit volume and Ji,a is the diffusional flux vector. The process of
diffusion is linked to two main effects: scalar transport by diffusion and scalar dissi-
pation that are closely related to each other. However, in high-Reynolds turbulent
flows the effect of transport by molecular diffusion is considered small and usually
ignored but the effect of dissipation remains significant.
The mass conservation law requires that there cannot be overall source/sink of
mass and thus Ωa obeys the following relation
n∑
a=1
Ωa = 0. (2.5)
Regarding Ji,a, if Fick’s law is taken into consideration then this term is
approximated as
Ji,a = −DYa
∂Ya
∂xi
. (2.6)
Here DYa is the molecular diffusivity of species a. In turbulent flows with high
Reynolds number (Re) it is convenient to assume the molecular diffusivity is equal
for all species (DYa = D for all species a) and that the Lewis number, which is the
ratio of thermal and molecular diffusivity, is equal to one. Then the Schmidt number
Sc which is the ratio of momentum diffusivity (viscosity) and mass diffusivity can
be defined as Sc = µ/ρD. If instead of D the turbulent diffusivity Dt is used the
Prandtl-Schmidt number σ = µ/ρDt results which is usually of order of 0.7.
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Energy equation
The energy equation can be described by various forms such as internal energy or
mixture enthalpy. The conservation equation for mixture enthalpy is given by
∂ρh
∂t
+
∂ρujh
∂xj
=
∂p
∂t
− ∂Jq
∂xj
+ qR, (2.7)
where qR corresponds to the heat transfer due to radiation and Jq describes the
contribution from the heat conduction due to temperature gradients and the effect
of enthalpy transport by the diffusive fluxes Ji,a. The mixture enthalpy h is a
function of the specific enthalpies of all species and is given by
h =
n∑
a=1
Yaha, (2.8)
where ha is the specific enthalpy of species a, given by
ha = ∆ha,f +
∫ T
T0
CpadT. (2.9)
In the above equation, ∆ha,f is the standard heat of formation of species a and T0 is
a reference temperature, usually taken equal to 298 K. The standard heat of forma-
tion can be interpreted as the net change in enthalpy associated with the formation
of substance from its elements under reference conditions that usually correspond
to atmospheric pressure and room temperature. The quantity Cpa denotes the spe-
cific heat capacity of species a at constant pressure. Equations (2.8) and (2.9) are
considered as the link between the mixture enthalpy and the temperature of the
fluid.
The term ∂p/∂t in Eq. (2.7) is important for the propagation of the acoustic
waves. It should not be neglected in the case of compressible flows, as well as
internal combusting flows, as in the case of an internal combustion engine.
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The system of the above instantaneous equations is closed using the equation of
state where
p = ρR0T
n∑
a=1
Ya
Ma
, (2.10)
with R0 being the perfect gas constant (R0 = 8.314J/(mole K)) and Ma the molec-
ular weight of species a. For low flow velocities, where the Mach number is much
lower than unity, the coupling of the momentum and scalar conservation equations
is assumed to be only through the density field.
2.2.2 The averaging process
The equations of the previous section constitute a closed set of equations and in
principle, they could be solved numerically with appropriate initial and boundary
conditions. For high Reynolds number flows of engineering interest, DNS is com-
putationally prohibitive up to date. The traditional approach for treating high Re
turbulent flows has been to average the conservation equations. Different types of
averaging can be applied, but they all share a common feature; the closed set of
instantaneous equations is transformed by averaging into an open set of equations
since, through the averaging process, the fine details of the flow are not resolved.
Modelling serves to approximate the resulting unclosed terms, and the purpose of
the following sections is to address the principles behind the representation of such
terms.
The two commonly employed types of averaging are based on the Reynolds
(unweighted) and Favre (density-weighted) approach. The standard practice
is to decompose the instantaneous quantities into mean (bulk) and fluctuating
(turbulent) parts and then to average them. For Reynolds averaging the process is
the following
ui = ui + u
′
i, (2.11)
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Ya = Y a + Y
′
a , (2.12)
with u
′
i = Y
′
a = 0. The mean Y a can be defined through time averaging,
Y a(x) = lim
∆t→∞
1
∆t
∫ t+∆t
t
Ya(x, t), (2.13)
where t is the time and ∆t is the averaging interval. This interval must be large
compared to the typical time scale of fluctuations. The above definition can be
used in the case of statistically steady flows where time averaged viarables are
independent of time. In the case of unsteady flows, time averaging cannot be used.
Instead, it can be replaced by ensemble averaging
〈Ya,i(x, t)〉 = lim
m→∞
1
m
m∑
i=1
Ya,i(x, t), (2.14)
where i = 1, ...m denotes individual realisations. Both methods are equivalent in
homogeneous isotropic turbulence as a consequence of the ergodic theorem [126].
For Favre averaging, the corresponding relations are
ui = u˜i + u
′′
i , (2.15)
Ya = Y˜a + Y
′′
a , (2.16)
where
Y˜a =
ρYa
ρ
(2.17)
and
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Y˜ ′′a = 0. (2.18)
Note that although Y˜ ′′a = 0, Y
′′
a 6= 0. Similar expressions to Eqs. (2.17) and (2.18)
hold for the velocity fluctuations.
A relation between the Favre and Reynolds averaging can be derived based on
Eq. (2.17) as following
ρY˜a = ρY a + ρ
′Y ′a , (2.19)
but requires the modelling of density fluctuation correlations ρ′Y ′a .
When considering a typical non-linear convective term from the momentum
conservation equation and applying the Reynolds averaging technique, one would get
ρuiuj = ρui uj + ρu
′
iu
′
j + uiρ
′u
′
j + ujρ
′u
′
i + ρ
′u
′
iu
′
j. (2.20)
The last three terms on the RHS of the above equation disappear if the density is
considered constant through the flows. However, in cases of practical interest, as
in the case of the reacting flows, strong density fluctuations occur, and these terms
cannot be omitted, rendering Reynolds averaging impractical. For such cases the
Favre average is advantageous.
2.2.3 Favre averaged equations
In order to obtain the Favre averaged form of the conservation equations for mass,
momentum and scalars, the following procedure is followed. The instantaneous
equations are rewritten, by applying the Favre decomposition to all quantities. The
resulting equations are then averaged, following the rules mentioned previously.
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The final equations are
∂
∂t
(ρ) +
∂
∂xj
(ρu˜j) = 0, (2.21)
∂
∂t
(ρu˜i) +
∂
∂xj
(ρu˜iu˜j) = − ∂p
∂xi
− ∂
∂xj
(ρu˜
′′
i u
′′
j )−
∂τ ij
∂xi
+ ρgi, (2.22)
∂
∂t
(ρY˜a) +
∂
∂xj
(ρu˜jY˜a) +
∂
∂xj
(ρDYa
∂Ya
∂xj
) = − ∂
∂xj
(ρu˜
′′
jY
′′
a ) + Ωa, (2.23)
∂ρh˜
∂t
+
∂ρu˜jh˜
∂xj
=
∂p
∂t
− ρu˜
′′
jh
′′
∂xj
− ∂J˜q
∂xj
+ qR. (2.24)
The above equations have been written for the limit of high Reynolds number. The
unknowns appearing in the equations are the Reynolds stresses, scalar fluxes, mean
density and the mean formation rate due to chemical reaction. Their modelling is
discussed in the following sections.
2.3 Turbulence models
Before discussing turbulence modelling it is useful to provide a brief overview of the
energy cascade process. This will demonstrate the complexity of the interactions
taking place in a turbulent flow and help to explain the theoretical basis of some of
the assumptions.
Turbulence can be thought of as a tangle of eddies of varying length scales
interacting with one another. Only at the Kolmogorov scales of motions the effects
of viscosity become significant in comparison to inertial effects and consequently the
interaction of the large eddies remains unaffected by the viscous stresses. Energy
is initially transferred from the mean flow to the large eddies. Then, through a
process of vortex stretching, the eddie is extended with the consequence that its
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cross-sectional area (length scale) reduces and its kinetic energy of rotation increases.
In this way energy can be transferred from the large scale motion right down to the
Kolmogorov scales of motion where it is dissipated into heat. Energy is dissipated
with the same rate as the rate it cascades from the large to small eddies [25]. It
is commonly assumed that at the fine scales, turbulence has no preferred direction
and is therefore locally isotropic.
The arguments presented above suggest that the modelling of viscous and scalar
dissipation rates can be determined by the rate of energy transferred from the large
to the small scales.
2.3.1 k-ε model
Two important quantities for the closure of the unknown terms of Eq. (2.21) to
(2.24) is the turbulent kinetic energy k and the dissipation of the kinetic energy ε.
The average turbulent kinetic energy is defined as
k =
1
2
((u
′
i)
2 + (u
′
j)
2 + (u
′
k)
2). (2.25)
The kinematic eddy viscosity is given by the following equation
νt = k
1/2lt = Cµ
k2
ε
. (2.26)
where lt represents the turbulent length scale. The kinematic eddy viscosity can be
associated with the corresponding turbulent dynamic viscosity through
µt = ρνt = ρk
1/2lt = Cµρ
k2
ε
. (2.27)
Note that µt is not a property of the fluid, as is laminar viscosity, but a property of
the flow.
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In the so called one-equation models the turbulent length scale is calculated
using an algebraic relationship. In the two-equation models additional equations
are needed to be solved for this quantity. In the case of the k-ε model [61, 62, 89],
the following equations are solved
∂
∂t
(ρ k) +
∂
∂xj
(ρ uj k)
=
∂
∂xj
[(
µ+
µt
σk
)
∂k
∂xj
]
+ Pk +Gk − ρ ε, (2.28)
∂
∂t
(ρ ε) +
∂
∂xj
(ρ uj ε)
=
∂
∂xj
[(
µ+
µt
σε
)
∂ε
∂xj
]
+ Cε1
ε
k
(Pk +max(Gk, 0))− ρCε2 ε
2
k
. (2.29)
Pk is the turbulent kinetic energy production due to shear (Reynolds) stresses with
Pk = µt
(
∂ui
∂xj
+
∂uj
∂xi
)
∂ui
∂xj
, (2.30)
and Gk is the turbulent kinetic energy production due to buoyancy given by
Gk = −µeff
σ
1
ρ2
∂ρ
∂xj
∂p
∂xj
, (2.31)
where µeff = µ+ µt.
In the above equations Cµ = 0.09, Cε1 = 1.44, Cε2 = 1.92, σk = 1.0 and
σε = 1.3 which are the most commonly used k-ε model constants [47]. They have
been determined by tuning for known flow solutions and produce satisfactory results
for the widest variety of turbulent flows. For certain flow categories alternative
constants should be used.
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As a side notice, it is underlined that Gk is an interesting term since it differen-
tiates the Reynolds averaged equations when terms such as uρ′v′ are neglected from
the corresponding Favre averaged equations [14]. This term can give rise to source
terms for the turbulence arising from mean pressure gradients and from turbulent
pressure fluctuations in phase with heat release. In unconfined flames at low Mach
numbers these terms are likely to be quite small. In practical burners they could
be quite large. Apart from the standard k-ε model alternative models have been
proposed, such as k-ω model [147] and the cubic model of Merci et al. [101].
Generally, many applications of two-equation models have appeared in the lit-
erature [59, 90] due to their simplicity and their low numerical cost. The results
obtained using such models are overall satisfactory for relatively simple flow cases.
However, for more complicated cases limitations arise. The main disadvantage is
that they are isotropic and thus not good at predicting curvature effects and irro-
tational strains.
2.3.2 Turbulent viscosity hypothesis
For a general three-dimensional flow there are four independent equations governing
the mean velocity field; namely three components of the Favre averaged equations
(Eq. (2.22)) together with the mean continuity equation (Eq. (2.21)). However, these
four equations contain more than four unknowns. In addition to the three velocity
components u˜i and the pressure, there are also the Reynolds stresses. The Reynolds
stresses play a crucial role to the evolution of the mean velocity field since they are
actually the terms that distinguish the mean from the instantaneous equations. An
other important term for the modelling of the mean species equation are the scalar
fluxes ρu
′
jY
′
a that represent both the direction and the magnitude of the turbulent
transport of the scalar a.
Two main methods exist for modelling the turbulent correlations in the RANS
equations. One approach uses algebraic expressions based on the so called turbulent
viscosity hypothesis and gradient diffusion approximation. The other introduces
extra equations for the correlations and is known as the Reynolds Stress Models
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(RSM).
Turbulent flows exhibit a greater rate of mixing than laminar flows and the
turbulent viscosity hypothesis relates this increased mixing to an increase in the
viscosity. The related gradient diffusion hypothesis suggests that the turbulent
scalar flux is proportional to the gradient of the scalar. Mathematically, the
hypothesis states
ρu
′
iu
′
j = −µt
(
∂ui
∂xj
+
∂uj
∂xi
)
+
2
3
ρδijk, (2.32)
and
ρu
′
jY
′
a = −ρDt
∂Y a
∂xj
= −µt
σ
∂Y
∂xj
. (2.33)
In the above equations, Dt is the turbulent diffusivity. Mathematically the tur-
bulent viscosity hypothesis is analogous to the stress rate of strain relation for New-
tonian fluids (Eq. (2.3)) and is based on the Boussinesq assumption that parallels the
effect of turbulence on the mean flow with the effect of molecular viscosity on a lam-
inar flow. Similarly, the gradient-diffusion hypothesis is analogous to the Fourier’s
law of heat conduction and the Fick’s law of molecular diffusion (Eq. (2.6)) [126].
The advantage of using algebraic models is that the solution of any extra equation
can be avoided. In many combustion situations where the effect of phenomena such
as rotation, buoyancy and pressure gradients is relatively weak and the anisotropy
of the stress tensor, and hence the shear stresses, are governed mainly by the mean
velocity field, it is suggested [14] that u˜
′′
i u
′′
j and u˜
′′
jY
′′
a can be modelled in the same
way that u
′
iu
′
j and u
′
jY
′
a are modelled.
While the computational cost of models based on the turbulent viscosity
hypothesis is minimal, which makes them very attractive to application, their main
deficiency is that they can be used only if the length over which the mean velocity
or scalar varies is considerably larger than the lengthscale of turbulence. However,
in most flows the integral lengthscales are of the same order of the width of the
flow itself [25]. An alternative method is based on the concept of second moment
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closures. This model, known as the Reynolds Stress Model (RSM), is written in
the following form
ρu˜
′′
i u
′′
j
∂t
+
ρu˜ku˜
′′
i u
′′
j
∂xk
= Tijk + Pij + Φij + φij − ρε˜ij. (2.34)
The first term on the Left Hand Side (LHS) of the equation represents the change
in time and the second the convection of the Reynolds stresses by the mean flow.
Regarding the terms on the RHS, the first term is the turbulent transport of the
Reynolds stresses, the second term represents the mean strain, the third the effects
of the mean pressure gradients, the fourth corresponds to the turbulent pressure
strain term and the final term is the viscous dissipation. The problem with the
RSM approach is that the introduction of Eq. (2.34) introduces a large number of
unclosed terms which increases the complexity and the computational cost of the
method.
2.3.3 Density fluctuations
Closure of Eqs. (2.21) to (2.24) and Eqs. (2.28) and (2.29) also requires the use of
the equation of state. In particular, Eqs. (2.21), (2.22) and (2.28) which describe
the velocity field are coupled to the rest of the equations by the mean density, hence
the conventional mean ρ is required. Then from Eqs. (2.23) and (2.24), by the use
of appropriate closures for the Reynolds stresses, turbulent viscosity, mean reaction
rate and the Favre averages of reactive species can be calculated.
The variable density flows that are usually of practical interest present some
special characteristics that make their description problematic. The most important
are outlined here. Density fluctuations can not only generate or suppress turbulence
in flows with pressure gradients, rotation, gravitation or combustion but they can
alter the structure of turbulence as well [14]. Where the density fluctuations interact
with pressure gradients or gravitational body forces which have a definite direction,
the stress tensor becomes strongly anisotropic. Combustion generated turbulence
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will act with a directionality associated with the flame front and therefore is also
likely to affect the anisotropy of the stress tensor.
2.4 Combustion models for non-premixed config-
urations
2.4.1 Reaction rate
The modelling of the equations which describe a turbulent flow were outlined in the
previous sections. Now the focus is turned to the effects of thermochemistry to the
flow. The modelling methods that have been developed are briefly reviewed.
The closure of the reaction rate in Eq. (2.23) is the source of considerable
difficulty when considering turbulent combusting flows [14]. The instantaneous
reaction rate of species a and b can be expressed by the Arrhenius Law
Ωa = ρ
2νaM
−1
b YaYbArexp(−E/R0T ). (2.35)
Here νa is the net stoichiometric coefficient of species a, Ar the frequency factor,
and E the activation energy for the reaction, and T the temperature. However,
because the reaction rate is highly non-linear, its mean cannot be expressed in
terms of the mean composition and temperature,
Ωa 6= ρ2νaM−1b Y aY bArexp(−E/R0T ). (2.36)
Instead, the direct approach is to apply Reynolds decomposition of the terms in
Eq. (2.35) into their mean and fluctuating components, expand the expression and
then average. The result has the form
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Ωa = ρ
2νaM
−1
b Y aY bArexp(−E/R0T )
× {1 + ρ
′2
ρ
+
Y ′aY
′
b
Y aY b
+
2ρ′Y ′a
ρY a
+
2ρ′Y
′
b
ρY b
+
E
R0T
×
[
Y ′aT
′
Y aT
Y
′
baT
′
Y bT
+
(
E
2R0T
− 1
)
T ′2
T
2
]
+ ...}. (2.37)
New unclosed quantities of the form Y ′nT ′m appear. Borghi [20] suggested the
introduction of extra transport equations for these terms, but discovered that a large
number of terms needs to be retained for a good approximation. For a computa-
tionally tractable set of equations, moments of third order and higher are usually
neglected but this leads to large errors since these terms might be of the same order
of magnitude as the mean values. In addition, hydrocarbon combustion is described
by detailed chemical schemes containing hundreds of species and thousands of re-
actions, which makes the extension of this direct approach prohibitive for practical
cases.
As the mean reaction rate, Ωa, cannot be calculated by the averaged quantities,
different approaches are used for the derivation of turbulent combustion models.
The underlying idea of all modern methods in turbulent combustion is starting
from the unclosed set of the Navier-Stokes equations and following mathematical
transformations to end up with an equivalent set of equations where the chemical
reaction term is either closed or can be closed easily.
The dependence of the reaction rate on turbulence can be expressed by the the
Damko¨hler number which is defined as Da = τm/τc. τm and τc are characteristic
time scales that represent mixing and chemical reaction respectively. According
to the above definition of Da, if τm >> τc (Da >> 1) the combustion process is
mixing controlled and if Da << 1 the chemistry is very slow compared to mixing.
A somewhat different definition is given by Bilger [13] who derived an expression
for the instantaneous chemical reaction rate Ωa of species a
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Ωa = −N ∂
2Ya
∂Z2
. (2.38)
Now, a Damko¨hler number can be obtained from the ratio of the chemical reac-
tion rate from chemical equilibrium, Ωc, Da = Ωc/Ωa. Eq. (2.38) demonstrates the
link between the instantaneous reaction rate and mixture fraction Z and the rate of
decay of mixture fraction fluctuations, N , and led to the development of a number
of modern turbulent combustion models such as the Flamelet Approach (FA) and
the Conditional Moment Closure (CMC) that are based on using mixture fraction as
one of the independent variables. For the case of the Flamelet Approach the mean
reaction rate is commonly calculated with the help of the laminar reaction rates.
For the case of CMC the mean reaction rate is calculated from the conditionally
averaged reaction rate. The conditionally averaged reaction rate can be expressed
in terms of the conditional average of species and temperature and thus is easier
to model. A different category of models is called transported Probability Density
Function (PDF) methods. PDFs are used to characterise the joint stochastic distri-
bution of all chemical species, and thus they allow for a rigorous direct evaluation
of the chemical source term.
2.4.2 Mixture fraction based models
Mixture fraction is a very important quantity in turbulent non-premixed com-
bustion modelling. It is defined as the conserved scalar which specifies the ratio
between fuel and oxidiser. In a two stream mixing flow it is bounded by zero in
the oxidant stream and unity in the fuel stream. It can be determined from the
mixture composition by
Z =
2(YC−YC,O)
MC
+
(YH−YH,O)
2MH
− (YO−YO,O)
MO
2(YC,F−YC,O)
MC
+
(YH,F−YH,O)
2MH
− (YO,F−YO,O)
MO
, (2.39)
where the subscripts O and F denote oxidizer and fuel stream, respectively. A
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significant advantage of this approach is that the conserved passive scalar transport
equation does not contain any chemical source term, which generally simplifies its
modelling.
The transport equation for mixture fraction is given by
∂ρZ
∂t
+
∂ρuiZ
∂xi
=
∂
∂xi
(
ρD
∂Z
∂xi
)
. (2.40)
An other way to view mixture fraction is if we consider aαj as the number
of atoms of element j in a molecule of species α and Mj as the corresponding
molecular weight, then the mass of all atoms j in the system is
mj =
n∑
α=1
aαjMj
Mα
mα. (2.41)
The mass fraction of element j is
Zj =
mj
m
=
n∑
α=1
aαjMj
Mα
Yα. (2.42)
The transport equation for Zj is then given by
∂ρZj
∂t
+
∂ρUkZj
∂xk
= − ∂
∂xk
(
n∑
α=1
aαjWj
Wα
Jαk
)
. (2.43)
The conservation of the elemental mass fraction means that the chemical source
term is zero. Assuming Fickian diffusion and equal diffusivities for all species (Dα =
D), Eq. 2.43 can be written in the fortm of Eq. (??).
For non-premixed turbulent reacting flows most of the fluctuations of scalar
quantities and chemical reaction rates can be associated with the fluctuations of
mixture fraction. This observation forms the basis of the so-called conserved scalar
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or mixture fraction approaches to turbulent combustion that are widely used due
to their conceptual simplicity and their relatively low computational cost. These
models may have similar terms (the most notable one is the diffusion in the mixture
fraction space) but they differ by specification of the equation coefficients and by
interpretation of the terms involved.
Most combustion models assume, implicitly or explicitly, the form of the mixture
fraction PDF. The most common examples of presumed PDFs are the β-PDF [15],
a clipped Gaussian [2] or a sum of delta-functions [49]. In engineering applications
of binary mixing in turbulent combustion or chemical reactors, the β-PDF is very
often applied. Regarding the clipped Gaussian PDF, delta functions are used at
η = 0 and η = 1. A common characteristic of the above distributions is that
they are parametrised by the mean and the variance of the stochastic variable such
that P (η) ≡ P (η, Z, Z ′2). Here η represents the sample space of mixture fraction Z.
Some more information for the β− and the Gaussian PDF can be found in Appendix
A.
The mean and the variance of the mixture fraction can be calculated from the
following set of equations [121]
∂ρZ˜
∂t
+
∂ρu˜iZ˜
∂xi
=
∂
∂xi
(
ρD
∂Z
∂xi
− ρu˜′′iZ ′′
)
, (2.44)
and
∂ρZ˜ ′′2
∂t
+
∂ρu˜iZ˜
′′2
∂xi
= T1 + T2 + T3 − 2ρN˜, (2.45)
where
T1 = −∂ρu
′′
i Z
′′2
∂xi
,
T2 =
∂
∂xi
(
ρD
∂Z ′′2
∂xi
)
+ 2Z ′′
∂
∂xi
(
ρD
∂Z˜
∂xi
)
,
T3 = −2ρu′′iZ ′′
∂Z˜
∂xi
. (2.46)
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Terms T1,T2 and T3 represent turbulent transport, molecular diffusion and produc-
tion, respectively.
Fickian diffusion and equal diffusivities have been assumed for the derivation
of the above equations. In addition, the molecular diffusivity is usually assumed
to be much smaller than the turbulent diffusivity, so the first term on the RHS of
Eq. (2.44) and T2 on Eq. (2.45) are often neglected. Regarding the closure of the
rest of the terms the following models are used based on the gradient transport
assumption [121] (see also Eq. (2.33)).
ρu
′′
i Z
′′2 = −µt
σ
∂Z˜ ′′2
∂xi
, (2.47)
ρu
′′
i Z
′′
∂Z˜
∂xi
= −ρDt ∂Z˜
∂xi
∂Z˜
∂xi
= −µt
σ
∂Z˜
∂xi
∂Z˜
∂xi
. (2.48)
Term T3 is usually positive and is therefore associated with the production
mechanism of scalar fluctuations. On the other hand, the last term on the RHS of
Eq. (2.45) that is called the mean scalar dissipation rate of the fluctuations of the
mixture fraction field acts as a sink. It is an important term because it quantifies
the decay of Z˜ ′′2. N˜ is defined as [121]
ρN˜ = ρD∇Z∇Z = ρD∇Z˜∇Z˜ + 2ρD∇Z ′′∇Z˜ + ρD∇Z ′′∇Z ′′. (2.49)
For constant density flows the second term on the RHS vanishes. The first term
measures the scalar dissipation rate due to mean mixture fraction field while the
last term measures the scalar dissipation rate due to turbulent fluctuations of Z. In
the RANS context it can be assumed that mean gradients are significantly smaller
than the gradients of fluctuations and hence the mean scalar dissipation can be
approximated by
ρN˜ ≈ ρD∇Z ′′∇Z ′′ . (2.50)
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In the literature, the symbol χ is also associated with the scalar dissipation term
and the common convention is that χ = 2N . A short description of models that
belong to the mixture fraction approaches follows.
Fast chemistry turbulence models
The turbulent combustion models can be divided in two groups depending on the
assumptions for the chemical reaction time scale: infinite-rate chemistry (or fast
chemistry) models and finite-rate chemistry models. For fast chemistry models to
be valid, the time scale for chemical reaction must be small relative to the time scale
for molecular mixing. It is assumed that reaction is infinitely fast when the reactants
are mixed. However, although it is assumed that the chemistry is infinitely fast, the
mean reaction rate is finite. It can be determined by the average rate of molecular
mixing for the stoichiometric mixture fraction [25].
The simplest fast chemistry model is the Burke-Schumann flame-sheet ap-
proach [23]. It uses an irreversible, one-step global combustion reaction and the
intermediate species are not considered. If there is no fuel in the oxidant stream
and no oxidant in the fuel stream there is an infinitely thin sheet at the stoichio-
metric mixture fraction Zst where reaction takes place. Outside this sheet the mass
fractions of fuel and oxidant are either zero or linear functions of Z. The temper-
ature is also a linear function of Z. Some more recent fast chemistry model for
turbulent combustion are the eddy break-up model (EBU) [135] or eddy dissipation
model (EDM) [95].
The fast chemistry model is simple and thus convenient for computational calcu-
lations. However, the restriction implied by the fast chemistry assumption is rather
unphysical for turbulent flows where local diffusion time scales vary considerably.
Specifically for the accurate prediction of pollutants finite-rate chemistry must be
considered. Three finite-rate chemistry models are introduced in the following sec-
tions: the laminar flamelet model, the CMC model and the joint PDF method.
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Laminar flamelet models
The basic idea of flamelet modelling is to view a turbulent flame as an ensem-
ble of strained laminar flamelets under the assumption that the reaction zone is
thin compared to turbulent flow scales. In real flames the experimental observa-
tion that sections of the flame can break away from the bulk structure upstream
and possess a highly contorted structure demonstrates that the flame zone can be
a multiply-connected region. However, it is argued that even under these circum-
stances, provided Da >> 1, the reaction can be assumed sufficiently thin so that its
instantaneous structure can be approximated by a laminar flame.
The Laminar Flamelet approach is based on recasting the conservation equations
for scalars using the mixture fraction as a coordinate through the instantaneous
flame front and the the effect of the turbulent flow field upon the flamelet structure
is introduced by the instantaneous scalar dissipation. Peters [118] derives the
laminar flamelet equation for unity Lewis number as
∂Ya
∂t
= N
∂2Ya
∂η2
+ Ωa, (2.51)
where N = D∇Z∇Z. In the stationary laminar flamelet model (SLFM) the
unsteady term is dropped from Eq. (2.51) such that it can be solved independently
of the turbulent mixing field equations. It is convenient to create a library for a
range of N so that Ya = Ya(Z,N). The library can be referenced in a turbulent field
based on the local values of Z and N . The average mass fractions of the species are
determined through weighting of Ya(Z,N) by the joint PDF of N and Z,
Y˜a =
∫ 1
0
∫ ∞
0
Ya(Z,N)P˜ (Z,N)dNdZ. (2.52)
It has been suggested that mixture fraction and scalar dissipation are statisti-
cally independent [16, 118]. Therefore, the bi-variate PDF can be written as the
product of two independent PDFs
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P˜ (Z,N) = P˜ (Z)P˜ (N). (2.53)
An alternative approach is to presume the shape of P˜ (Z,N). It has been sug-
gested that the PDF is log-normal [56, 65, 118].
Bilger [16] questioned the general validity of the method since flamelets only exist
if the smallest turbulence scales, Kolmogorov scales, are larger than the reaction
zone thickness, a criterion that is not satisfied in most flames of interest. In another
study however, Buch et al. [22] suggested that reaction zones can be ten times wider
than the Kolmogorov length scale. Despite the requirement for a very thin flame
surface, laminar flamelet methods have been successfully applied to the modelling
of turbulent jet flames. SLFM is an attractive approach for modellers since a library
method is used. It can be problematic for the predictions of the pollutants [25].
Conditional moment closure
CMC was developed independently by Klimenko [74] and Bilger [17] and reviewed
jointly in a later paper [82]. Up to date, CMC has been successfully applied to
simple jet flames [134], bluff body flames [73, 107], lifted flames [42], enclosure
fires [34], engines [40] and furnaces [130].
CMC and flamelet methods share the idea that the fluctuations of reactive scalar
variables can be associated with the fluctuations of mixture fraction. As its name
implies the model predicts averages conditioned on a local, instantaneous, value of
the mixture fraction Z(x, t)
Qa(η, x, t) = 〈Ya(x, t)|Z(x, t) = η〉 ≡ 〈Ya(x, t)|η〉. (2.54)
The instantaneous mass fraction can be decomposed into
Ya(x, t) = Qa(η,x, t) + Y
′′′
a , (2.55)
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where Y
′′′
a are the conditional fluctuations that satisfy 〈Y ′′′ |η〉 = 0. In flows where
Re is large the conservation equation for conditionally averaged species is
∂ρηQaP (η)
∂t
+∇(ρη〈uiYa|η〉P (η)) = ρη〈Ωa|η〉P (η)
−∂
2ρη〈N |η〉P (η)
∂η2
Qa
+ρη〈N |η〉P (η)∂
2Qa
∂η2
, (2.56)
or equivalently
∂Qa
∂t
+ 〈ui|η〉∇Qa ++∇(ρη〈u
′′′
i Y
′′′ |η〉P (η))
ρηP (η)
= NZ
∂2Qa
∂η2
+ 〈Ωa|η〉. (2.57)
In the above equations 〈uiYa|η〉 is the conditional scalar flux, 〈N |η〉 is the conditional
scalar dissipation (also symbolised as NZ) and 〈Ωa|η〉 is the conditional chemical
source term.
If the convective terms in Eq. (2.56) are ignored then the resulting equation
∂Qa
∂t
= 〈N |η〉∂
2Qa
∂η2
+ 〈Ωa|η〉, (2.58)
is similar in form to Eq. (2.51) for the Laminar Flamelet model. However, as it is
pointed out by Klimenko [76] there are some important differences. In Eq. (2.51)
N refers to the value at the thin stoichiometric reaction zone and in Eq. (2.58)
N is conditioned on the mixture fraction. It should also be recognized that the
CMC model has been rigorously developed from the joint PDF equation [74] and
also by decomposition of the scalar transport equation [17] and hence there is no
requirement for a very thin reaction zone.
Although CMC increases the dimensionality of the problem by one compared
to standard Reynolds one considerable advantage of the method is that the condi-
tionally averaged reaction rates and consequently the mean reaction rates can be
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predicted since they can be expressed in terms of the conditional species assum-
ing that the conditional fluctuations are small. First order closures [72, 70] have
been successfully implemented. However, it has been noticed that for flames near
quenching or extinction the fluctuations of mixture fraction are not sufficient to
describe the fluctuations of the composition space and consequently the Y
′′′
a are
significant [82]. For these cases higher order closures are necessary but increase
considerably the complexity of the modelling. An alternative approach is to intro-
duce multiple conditioning variables. Cha et al. [29] showed improved performance
relative to DNS data of extinction and re-ignition using doubly conditioned CMC,
conditioned jointly on mixture fraction and scalar dissipation. Local extinction was
captured, however the timing of extinction and re-ignition was not well predicted
due to the rather limited correlation between temperature and its conditioning vari-
ables (mixture fraction and scalar dissipation). Double conditioning on mixture
fraction and a temperature-related variable seems more promising due to the strong
correlation of the chemical source term with these two variables. Bilger [17] sug-
gested the use of sensible enthalpy as a second variable in premixed and partially
premixed flames and Kronenburg [84] showed that fluctuations of mixture fraction
and normalised sensible enthalpy in flames with moderate to significant extinction
and re-ignition lead to accurate first-order closures of the chemical source term. In
general, the challenge with the double conditioning approach in the framework of
CMC is that the form of the joint PDF of mixture fraction and the second condi-
tioning variable is not easily presumed, and the closure of the doubly conditioned
dissipation terms is rather problematic.
2.4.3 Joint PDF methods
The Probability Density Function (PDF) methods model turbulence-chemistry in-
teractions through the solution of a transport equation for the joint PDF of the
fluid composition (and other variables). The scope of the PDF methods is not to
reproduce all details of the scalar field; instead, the simulations emulate equivalent
statistics. The joint velocity-composition PDF transport equation was derived by
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Lundgren [94] using the concept of a fined-grained density function. This same
approach was applied by O’Brien [111] when deriving the joint-scalar transport
equation. Pope [123, 126] derived the joint velocity-composition PDF starting from
the instantaneous conservation laws of mass, momentum and scalars.
For variable density flows the density weighted Eulerian PDF scalar transport
equation takes the form [111, 126]
∂
∂t
(ρP˜Y ) +
∂
∂xi
(ρu˜iP˜Y ) +
∂
∂ya
(ρΩaP˜Y ) = − ∂
∂xi
(ρ < u
′′
i |Y > P˜Y )
+
∂
∂ya
(
〈1
ρ
∂
∂xi
Ji,a|Y〉ρP˜Y
)
, (2.59)
where PY represents the joint PDF of the composition space Y = (Y1...Yn). The
terms on the LHS of the above equation represent the rate of change of PY in
time, the convection from the mean flow field in physical space and the effect of the
chemical reactions, respectively. These terms appear closed and do not require any
modelling approximation. The first term on the RHS represents turbulent transport
in physical space and the second term corresponds to the turbulent transport in
composition space. The terms on the RHS contain conditional expectations and
have to be modelled.
The solution of the PDF transport equation essentially replaces Eq. (2.23) as the
turbulence-chemistry interactions are modelled through this single equation which
incorporates all the necessary scalar transport effects. The primary advantages of
PDF methods are that the turbulent fluctuations of the fluid variables considered
are completely represented through their joint PDF and that the arbitrarily complex
non-linear chemical reactions can be treated without approximation. PDF meth-
ods have been applied successfully to many different test cases such as piloted jet
flames [138, 97, 92, 91] and lifted jet flames [24, 96, 27] with very satisfactory re-
sults. A common drawback of the PDF methods however, is that the joint PDF
equations have high dimensionality and numerical modelling is rather expensive.
In order to reduce the computational cost of PDF methods, they are commonly
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implemented in a stochastic way involving the use of particle methods. Particles are
used such that they mimic the change in the composition of the fluid particles due
to mixing and reaction in a turbulent flow. From a physical point of view idealised
mixing can be defined as dissipation that does not have any spatial transport com-
ponents; mixing occurs between two (or more) fluid particles at the same location
while fluctuations of particle positions due to diffusional random walk involve spatial
transport. For the implementation of particle models Monte Carlo simulations are
performed due to their efficiency for problems of large dimension.
For a time increment dt, each particle’s position evolves like that of a fluid
particle [113, 124, 139]
dx∗ = udt, (2.60)
du∗ = Adt+ bdw∗. (2.61)
The superscript ’*’ is used to denote the values linked to stochastic trajectories.
The location of the particles is indicated by x∗, u∗ is the velocity of the particle and
w∗ is a Wiener process with zero mean and variance equal to dt. The coefficients
A and b represent the drift and diffusion coefficients of the stochastic process of
Eq. (2.61). Eqs. (2.60) and (2.61) represent the stochastic differential equations
(sde) for the equivalent formulation of the Fokker-Planck equation of the velocity
PDF and imply the assumption that the velocity of the particle is treated as a
random variable. Although u∗ includes some randomness introduced by the random
process dw∗, it can be seen, that the position of the particle evolves in a deterministic
way.
In an equivalent formulation [44] assuming that the introduced particles are
performing a Brownian motion, Eqs. (2.60) and (2.61) can be replaced by
dx∗ = udt+ (2D)1/2dw∗. (2.62)
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The processes dw∗ in Eq. (2.61) and Eq. (2.62) both represent a Wiener process
but actually refer to different physical mechanisms. dw∗ in Eq. (2.61) is used to
model the turbulent fluctuations (directly emerging from the stochastic character
of the velocity in a turbulent flow) while the process dw∗ in Eq. (2.62) models the
molecular diffusion [75]. For the evolution of the concentration of the species an
extra equation is solved
dY ∗ = S∗dt+ Ω∗dw∗. (2.63)
Ω∗ is the reaction rate and conditional scalar dissipation is simulated by the particle
mixing operator denoted by S∗.
2.4.4 Micromixing
As its name implies the micro mixing term which appears in all combustion models
expresses a molecular process that occurs at the smallest scales. The smallest scales
are explicitly calculated in DNS, but computational expense limits application to
flows with relatively low Reynolds numbers in simple geometries. Computational
modelling of reacting flows of engineering interest is currently limited to RANS and
LES. In both methods the smallest scales are not resolved. This is the main reason
why in all LES or DNS combustion models, independently of how they are derived,
the term that models the micro mixing is always in unclosed form.
The strong physical correlation between chemical source and scalar space dif-
fusion terms is manifested in the mixture fraction models of the previous section
(flamelet and CMC) where the scalar dissipation or conditionally averaged dissipa-
tion appears as an explicit parameter in the model formulation.
The importance of an accurate model for the mixing process is not just limited
to flamelet and CMC methods but extends to joint PDF combustion model where
scalar dissipation conditioned on all scalars (not just on mixture fraction) appears as
an unclosed parameter (see the last term in Eq. (2.59)). In the equivalent stochastic
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approach, the rate of change of the conditional scalar dissipation is modelled by the
mixing term S∗.
Different models have been suggested in the literature for S∗, the so-calledmixing
models. The most important among them are briefly presented in the next sections
along with the most important algebraic models for the conditional scalar dissipation
that are used in the deterministic framework.
Conditional scalar dissipation
The modelling of the conditional scalar dissipation is an area of great interest to
researchers, and a large number of different models have been suggested in the
literature. The major difficulty arises from the need for two point correlations in
physical space from which the mean scalar gradient product 〈D∇Z∇Z|η〉 can be
determined.
The simplest model is to use the unconditional scalar dissipation N˜ for all η
(〈N |η〉 ≈ N˜). The model has the advantage that is very simple and can be calculated
from the mixing field parameters alone. It is known to be accurate for Gaussian
turbulence [15] but may be very inaccurate for non-Gaussian distributions [18, 100]
e.g. near the fuel port and in the air entrainment regions of flames where the flow
is likely to be intermittent.
Other forms of modelling include amplitude mapping closure (AMC) [30] and
Girimaji’s model [53]. The derivation of the AMC model is based on the map-
ping closure approach for homogeneous turbulence and a time independent refer-
ence space. A similar model can be derive by solving the mixture fraction transport
equation in a counter-flow diffusion flame [117]. The model is characterised by the
separation of scalar and time variables. The separability suggests that the shape of
the conditional scalar dissipation remains unchanged although its amplitude decays
with time. For validity it requires some unmixed fluid to be present which is not
realistic in many mixing layers [41]. Girimaji’s model was initially derived for double
delta initial conditions and then it was extended for arbitrary initial conditions [52]
as an extension of the AMC model to time-dependent reference fields. It is derived
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for a β-function PDF and is appropriate only in flows with homogeneous turbulence.
Both models are derived for homogeneous turbulence, however, they have been used
for inhomogeneous cases based on the the fact that mixing is a small-scale phe-
nomenon and thus more universal. A detailed presentation of these models can be
found in the Appendix A.
More recent studies use a presumed PDF method where a model for the mixture
fraction PDF, PZ , determines the model for NZ [34, 41, 82, 85, 105, 136]. Assuming
uniform density and constant molecular diffusivity, D, PZ is governed by
∂PZ
∂t
+
∂〈ui|η〉PZ
∂xi
= −1
2
∂2NZPZ
∂η2
+D
∂2PZ
∂xi∂xj
, (2.64)
where the last term on the RHS of the above equation is usually omitted for large
Re numbers. Then, the above equation can be doubly integrated thus enforcing
consistency between 〈N |η〉 and PZ . Kronenburg et al. [85] employed a cross-stream
averaged approach for this method for locally self-similar jet flames where 〈N |η〉
was determined as a function of the centerline mean mixture fracture. Further work
has been done by Devaud et al. [41] and Mortensen [105] to extend this model for
non-self-similar flows. Unfortunately, this approach suffers from numerical problems
in regions of low probability as the final model contains PZ in the denominator.
Mixing models
All the models that are briefly described here satisfy three basic requirements [137].
First, the mean value is conserved in the mixing process. Second, the scalar variance
decays according to a prescribed decay rate ω. Third, the mixing process keeps
the scalar values bounded within the physically allowed domain. However, even
though the models yield the same evolution of the scalar mean and variance, the
evolution of the higher moments, and thus the PDF shape, may differ significantly.
DNS of inert scalar mixing in isotropic homogeneous turbulence [46] along with
experiments showed that the scalar PDF evolves towards a Gaussian distribution.
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The reproduction of this asymptotic behaviour is thus considered as an important
factor in order to asses mixing model performance.
The simplest micro-mixing model is called Interaction by Exchange with the
Mean (IEM) also known as Linear Mean Square Estimation (LMSE) model,
proposed by Dopazo [43, 111]. It is defined as a deterministic relaxation of all
scalar values to the local mean,
dYa
dt
=
1
2
CYa〈ω〉(Ya − 〈Ya〉), (2.65)
where CYa is a model constant commonly chosen to be 2.0 to yield the desired scalar
variance decay rate. 〈ω〉 is the mean turbulent frequency in the cell, often defined
as 〈ω〉 = k/ε.
The IEM is widely used due to its simplicity and its ability to mimic the primary
effects of mixing. The model guarantees the conservation of the scalar mean and the
correct variance decay, linear independence and boundedness of the scalars. Despite
its advantages, the model leaves the shape of an initial PDF unchanged which does
not allow for the evolution and relaxation of the distribution to a Gaussian. This
incorrect behaviour is to be expected given that the model contains no information
about the shape of the distribution but only its mean value.
A different class of stochastic mixing models involves the interaction of stochastic
particles that describe the fluid properties. In this case, mixing takes place in
randomly selected particle pairs that mix, with a certain probability, to the mean
value of this pair before mixing.
A well known model of this class is the coalescence dispersion (C/D) model,
suggested by Curl [39]. A weakness of this model is that it does not relax the initial
PDF towards a Gaussian. Instead, it produces discrete multi-spiked shapes which
are physically incorrect. A modified version of the model has been independently
proposed by Dopazo [43] and Janicka et al. [58]. The modified Curl’s (MC) model
allows continuous PDF shapes to be obtained.
In the MC model, the particle interaction is represented by a Poisson process
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for a set of P stochastic particles. Pmix particles out of P are selected at random
without replacement, according to
Pmix =
2βY P∆t
τY
, (2.66)
with βY taking the value of 3.0, in order to ensure the correct decay rate of the
scalar variance. The particles interact for a time increment ∆t and exchange
information according to the following equation:
Y (p)a [t+∆t] = Y
(p)
a [t] + h
Y
(q)
a [t]− Y (p)a [t]
2
,
Y (q)a [t+∆t] = Y
(q)
a [t]− h
Y
(q)
a [t]− Y (p)a [t]
2
, (2.67)
where h denotes a random number between 0 and 1. If h is set equal to 1, the
original Curl’s model is obtained.
The MC model is easy to implement and has low computational cost which
makes its use widespread for the computation of turbulent reacting flows [19, 26,
60, 91, 104]. Further advantages are that it causes an arbitrary initial PDF to
evolve towards a Gaussian distribution, and it has the correct effect on the mean
and variance of the scalar quantities.
Another class of mixing models is based on the Langevin approach. In the Bi-
nominal Langevin model (BL), the decay of scalar variance is modelled by a linear
relaxation to the local mean and the effects of turbulent dispersion are modelled by
a stochastic process [141]. The stochastic increments are drawn from a normalised
binomial distribution. As a result the stochastic term is bounded. In spite of
its significant advantages in terms of modelling the relevant physics of the mixing
process, the computational expense is greater than of the above mixing models. An
additional difficulty is that the bounds of a reactive scalar are not fixed, but each
scalar property has its own bounds (e.g. mass fraction) dictated by the elemental
conservation rules. These maximum values may lie beyond the maximum allowable
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flame sheet values and the difficulty is that the standard diffusion term of the BL
model may diffuse particles over an entire plane without taking notice of the flamelet
boundaries. Such issues are yet unresolved and at present multi-scalar modelling
has only been attempted by Hu˚lek and Lindstedt for two scalars [57] and has yet to
be extended fully to multiple scalars.
One principal drawback of all the above models (notably the IEM) is that they
are not local in composition space. In non-premixed combustion with fast chem-
istry and initial equilibrium the reaction is confined on a thin reaction zone and
consequently particles of cold fuel and oxidiser can mix leading to stoichiometric,
unreacted mixtures as demonstrated by Norris et al. [110] in a diffusion flame test
problem. This notice leads to the need for a model that should satisfy the principle
of localness in composition space. Subramaniam and Pope [137] proposed the Eu-
clidean Minimum Spanning Tree (EMST) mixing model. According to this model,
only particles which are close to each other in scalar space can interact. It has to
be noted that EMST has its own shortcomings, as it violates the linearity and in-
dependence conditions [137]. Furthermore, it has an increased computational cost
and does not relax the shape of the PDF towards a Gaussian distribution [127].
Mapping closure
A class of micromixing models, applicable to both CMC and joint PDF methods, is
based on the concept of mapping closures. Mapping closures for turbulent mixing
were initially proposed by Chen et al. [30] and a particle implementation of this
model for a single scalar was described by Pope [125]. The basic idea of the map-
ping closure concept is to employ turbulent fluctuations and small-scale mixing in a
mathematical reference space ξ, with known PDF (or prescribed), to model the tur-
bulent fluctuations and small-scale mixing in the physical composition space, whose
PDF is not known in advance.
The initial mapping closure formalism as it is described in references [30, 125]
involves the mapping of a statistically homogeneous, isotropic, time-independent
Gaussian random field (with standardised normal cumulative distribution function
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(CDF) G(ξ)) through a mapping function Φ(ξ, t) to a statistically homogeneous
scalar field (with CDF F(Y ,t)) evolving in a turbulent flow such that
F (Φ(ξ, t), t) = G(ξ). (2.68)
The advantage of the method is that the unclosed micromixing term can be ex-
pressed in terms of the known statistics of the Gaussian reference field and properties
of the mapping. If a mapping closure is implemented in the context of particle inter-
action methods, it yields a mixing model that is local in composition space and also
satisfies the criteria of variance decay, boundedness, and relaxation to a Gaussian.
However, there are difficulties in extending mapping closures to multiple reactive
scalars since the mappings are non-unique and expensive to compute. The EMST
mixing model presented in the previous section can be seen as an extension of the
mapping closure particle model to multiple scalars.
2.4.5 Closing remarks for mixing models
Quite a few studies have been performed to compare the above mixing models.
A well known test case for mixing of reacting scalars is the partially stirred reac-
tor [129]. Here, the interaction of reaction and mixing is observed as a function of
an imposed mixing frequency. A more realistic test of scalar mixing models was
performed by Nooren et al. [109]. For a natural gas-air diffusion flame, predicted
temperature PDF’s were compared to measured data for IEM, C/D and Mapping
Closure models. Although this case is representative for many jet diffusion flames,
there is no direct comparison of the principal scalar variable (i.e. mixture fraction)
with measured data. Another study on the same test case of Wouter et al. [148]
concluded that for that particular test case different mixing models show no dis-
tinct differences in scalar PDF shapes. Although all the above studies show rather
encouraging behaviour of the mixing models, more recently Pope [127] pointed out
that the predictions are actually sensitive to the velocity-to-scalar time scale ratio
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CYa value that is not known a priori. This was the motivation for a future study
on the performance of mixing models by Mitarai et al. [104]. The importance of
this study is based on the use of the exact value of CYa derived from DNS calcu-
lations designed specifically for the study of local flame extinction and re-ignition;
single step, non premixed reactions developing in incompressible isotropic, decaying
turbulence [103]. The mixing models are tested for both LES and RANS and an
important outcome of this study is that the results indicate that the introduction of
local interaction in physical space improves the performance of the models signifi-
cantly. Overall, for both test cases the EMST model yields better results than IEM
and modified Curl’s mixing model given the exact value of the mixing frequency
2.5 Summary
In this chapter the basic equations which describe the evolution of turbulent com-
busting flows were presented. Turbulence modelling was discussed with focus on
the turbulent kinetic energy and its dissipation rate since they are the two quan-
tities used in the following chapters for the modelling of important terms such as
the turbulent viscosity, turbulent fluxes and Reynolds stresses. The basic principles
of the most commonly used combustion models were analysed with focus to the
ones that constitute the basis of MMC. Issues associated with the treatment of the
micro-mixing term were presented in detail, since this is a term that MMC can offer
considerable modelling improvements as it is discussed in the following chapter.
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Chapter 3
The MMC Model
The purpose of the current chapter is the introduction of the Multiple Mapping
Conditioning (MMC) model for turbulent combustion. The underlying principles of
the model are described and the different formulations are presented.
The MMC model was introduced by Klimenko and Pope [83]. As its name
implies MMC shares some characteristics with the conventional mapping closure
methodology [30, 125]. It employs turbulent fluctuations and small-scale mixing in
a mathematical reference space ξ, whose PDF is known (or prescribed), to model
the turbulent fluctuations and small-scale mixing in the physical composition space
whose PDF is not known in advance. However, MMC is a more generalised approach
than existing mapping closures. It uses a mapping closure mostly as a tool (rather
than an individual methodology) in order to unite the advantages of PDF and
CMC methods. This extends its applicability to any number of scalars and to
inhomogeneous flows.
The guideline of the MMC approach is the division of all turbulent fluctuations
(and scalars) into major and minor groups [83, 77]. For some interpretations of
the MMC model, we can also distinguish major species which uniquely generate the
major fluctuations and the minor species which are allowed to fluctuate jointly with
major species. If n is the total number of species, then we name nr the dimensions
of the major manifold and n− nr the dimensions of the minor manifold. The terms
major and minor for the remainder of the thesis are used in the context of the
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MMC methodology and are not linked to the chemical character of the species.
The idea behind this division is that it is not necessary to allow all species to
fluctuate in all possible ways. A composition manifold with dimensions smaller
than the dimensions of the whole space can be created and has as a base (generator)
the major species fluctuations. Its elements are both major fluctuations and the
part of the minor species fluctuations that are generated by the major fluctuations.
Practically this means that the fluctuations of major species can be treated according
to probabilistic methods and the minor species whose concentrations are conditioned
on the concentrations of the major species can be treated according to conditioning
methods. The apparent restriction of the above methodology is that the amount
of the minor fluctuations that cannot be described by the major species should be
small. This is similar to the hypothesis of CMC method that the fluctuations around
the conditional means are negligible. However, this limitation is outbalanced in the
MMC context by the fact that there is no restriction on the selection of major and
minor species.
The MMC approach has two equivalent formulations: stochastic and determinis-
tic that are presented in the following sections in detail. The stochastic formulation,
which is based on Monte-Carlo simulations, is preferred when dealing with compo-
sition spaces of large dimensions since Monte-Carlo methods are computationally
efficient for multi-dimensional spaces. On the other hand, a deterministic imple-
mentation can be more attractive for industrial applications since many CFD codes
are written in an Eulerian framework.
3.1 General concepts
3.1.1 Reference space
The use of a reference space is not a new concept for turbulent combustion mod-
elling [30, 125, 52, 54]. However its generalised use in the MMC framework provides
the necessary flexibility to the method for the modelling of certain terms that are
otherwise problematic. The reference variables in the MMC context simulate prop-
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erties of turbulence that affect the combustion process. The reference variables can
simulate mixture fraction, velocity components, dissipation and/or other quantities.
However these variables cannot coincide with the simulated reactive species, other-
wise independence of simulated scalars is violated. In this section more insight into
the role and the use of the reference space is provided and the major differences
with previous approaches are highlighted.
A basic concept that underpins modelling approaches such as CMC and PDF
methods is the modelling of transport and mixing via the space of the mass fraction
of the species. This idea is used in the MMC context as well. However, instead of
describing the transport in physical space of any quantity through the space of that
quantity, in MMC the transport through physical space of any quantity is described
through the space of the reference variables. In addition, the description of the
transport of some physical quantity in its own space is not performed by trying to
determine the likelihood of a specific value of that quantity occurring in that locally
homogeneous region. Instead the reference space is introduced. Its values have a
presumed probability and then we try to determine the mapping functions that map
the reference space to a space with the same probability as the probability of the
physical space.
One of the strengths of the MMC approach in comparison to initial mapping
closure method [30, 125] is based on the requirement that the group of reference
variables form a Markov family. In practice this means that these variables can be
simulated by a system of stochastic Ito equations
dξ∗k = A
o
k(ξ
∗,x∗, t)dt+ bkl(ξ
∗,x∗, t)dw∗l , (3.1)
dx∗ = U(ξ∗,x∗, t)dt, (3.2)
with corresponding Fokker-Planck equation as following
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∂ρPξ
∂t
+∇(UρPξ) + ∂A
o
kρPξ
∂ξk
− ∂
2BklρPξ
∂ξkξl
= 0, (3.3)
where 2Bkl = bkibli.
The coefficients Aok and Bkl are the drift and diffusion coefficients in the
reference space respectively and their modelling will be discussed in detail in the
following chapters. Here and for the remainder of the thesis, the superscript ’*’ is
used to distinguish the values linked to stochastic variables. Replacing Aok by
Aok = Ak +
2
Pξ
∂BklPξ
∂ξ
, (3.4)
Eq. (3.3) can be transformed in an equation similar to a PDF transport equation
for ξi,
∂ρPξ
∂t
+∇UρPξ + ∂AkρPξ
∂ξk
+
∂2BklρPξ
∂ξkξl
= 0. (3.5)
Earlier mapping closure approaches [30, 125, 52] used the reference variable for
the closure of the conditional scalar dissipation only. The reference variable was
treated as a mathematical tool in order to express the conditional scalar dissipation
in composition space in terms of the conditional scalar dissipation in reference space
through a chain rule. The above equation gives the reference variable a more general
context. It attributes a PDF transport equation to the reference space and it plays
the role of the generator of the stochastic behaviour for other modelled values via the
mapping functions. It is important to underline that the reference variable remains
a mathematical construct and although is assumed to transport in a similar way to
any physical scalar, it may not necessarily represent any physical quantity by itself.
3.1.2 Mapping functions
The solved quantities in the MMC equations are called mapping functions and their
role is to provide a map between the reference space and the composition space.
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Figure 3.1: Graphical representation of the mapping function concept.
Since the mapping functions ΦI(ξ
∗) are functions of the stochastic variables ξ∗ they
are stochastic quantities as well (ΦI(ξ
∗) = Φ∗I ). They are characterised by a proba-
bility distribution that is determined by the probability distribution of the physical
scalar YI that they represent according to Eq. (2.68).
The mapping functions are non-decreasing functions of their arguments [125].
Figure 3.1 gives a graphical interpretation of the general mapping function concept.
Let us consider the simple case where the mixture fraction is chosen as the major
species for the case of a non-premixed jet flame. In Fig. 3.1(a) green, black and
red lines are the mapping functions at three radial locations of the flame (the lean,
rich and the shear layer region respectively) and at the same axial location, that
map the Gaussian reference space (dashed line represent its distribution) to the
mixture fraction space. In Fig. 3.1(b) the corresponding PDFs are represented.
More generally, for each physical location a mapping function is calculated that has
as input the reference space and as output the range of the expected values of the
species under consideration. Knowing the reference space PDF and the values of the
mapping function the PDF of the physical scalar can then be calculated according
to the mapping closure methodology.
Solving for the mapping function is not an easy task. In previous work a Gaus-
sian reference field has been used and the solution process to the mapping function
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has been demonstrated for homogeneous turbulence and for a range of initial condi-
tions [125, 52, 51]. An effort of extending the method to inhomogeneous flows has
more recently been attempted by presuming the mapping function [106]. However,
the disadvantage of presuming a mapping function is that this implies a presumed
major species PDF. Two of the advantages of MMC are that it provides a single
equation for the mapping function of reactive and non reactive species that holds
for inhomogeneous turbulence and no assumptions or restrictions are introduced for
the joint PDF of the major scalars. Apparently, these two facts strengthen the gen-
erality of the method and make MMC easily applicable to cases where more than
one major species need to be used. The form of the equation depends on the choice
of either a deterministic or stochastic approach, and this will be discussed in the
following sections. Note that the final solution produced by MMC for the scalars
does not correspond exactly to the real values for these scalars (as in all methods
that follow the mapping closure concept)-instead it is assumed that the the mapping
functions and the physical scalars are equal in distribution.
3.2 Stochastic MMC
The stochastic formulation of the MMC model is represented by the following
stochastic (Ito) equations
dx∗ = U(ξ∗,x∗, t)dt, (3.6)
dξ∗k = A
o
k(ξ
∗,x∗, t)dt+ bkl(ξ
∗,x∗, t)dw∗l , (3.7)
dΦ∗I = (W
∗
I + S
∗
I )dt, (3.8)
〈S∗I |ξ∗ = ξ,x∗ = x〉 = 0, (3.9)
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Φ
∗
I = ΦI(ξ
∗, x∗, t), ΦI(ξ,x, t) = 〈Φ∗I |ξ∗ = ξ,x∗ = x〉. (3.10)
The stochastic trajectories indicated by the superscript ’*’ are also called stochas-
tic particles. Equation (3.6) accounts for transport in physical space while Eqs. (3.7)
and (3.8) account for transport in the reference space ξ and for transport in the com-
position space, respectively. The location of the particles is indicated by x∗ and w∗i
is a Wiener process with zero mean and variance equal to dt. The small subscripts
i, j, k run over nr reference variables, and the capital subscripts run over n species.
It is expected that nr < n.
W ∗I is the chemical source term and S
∗
I is a mixing operator that simulates
the rate of change of scalar dissipation. The value of S∗I is a random operator
that does not alter the conditional expectations as it is specified by Eq. (3.9). Its
modelling should comply with the conventional requirements applied to modelling
of dissipation: SI should provide relaxation of values ΦI towards their conditional
means ΦI and SI should be a linear operator with respect to ΦI
S[cIΦI ] = cIS[ΦI ], (3.11)
with cI defined as constant. In the original formulation of MMC its role was per-
ceived by the writers as to keep Φ∗I close to ΦI [83]. However, in more recent studies
[78, 80, 145] SI is examined in a more general context, and it is used to control the
modelled conditional variance.
Many of the standard mixing models discussed in the introductory chapter would
be suitable for SI . The most simple example of SI is given by IEM-type closure with
linear relaxation S∗I = (Φ
∗
I − Φ∗I)/τmin where τmin is a certain relaxation time. An-
other common model that can be used is Curl’s model. The following difference of
MMC from conventional models should be emphasised: the operator is constructed
as localised operator in both reference and physical space. In a sense, the refer-
ence space is used in order to enforce localisation in compos
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stochastic MMC similar to the EMST model that also uses mapping closure con-
cept. However, there is one essential difference: EMST enforces localness directly in
the composition space which violates the principle of independence of scalars, while
MMC used reference variables to enforce localness.
Some more discussion is needed for ΦI and ΦI . Mathematically they are related
by
〈ΦI〉 = 〈〈ΦI |ξ〉〉, (3.12)
〈Φ′2I 〉 = 〈〈(ΦI |ξ)
′2〉〉+ 〈〈ΦI |ξ〉′2〉. (3.13)
Physically, both random variables pertain to the modelled scalar values. How-
ever, although the Φ∗I is always the exact species concentration, the interpretation
of Φ
∗
depends on the degree of the randomness of Φ∗I that can be associated
with ξ∗ (see Eq. (3.13)). In other words, if nr ≈ n, then it is expected that
ΦI(ξ;x, t) ≈ YI(x, t) but if nr << n then there are deviations of Φ∗I from Φ
∗
I that
are called minor fluctuations. The MMC model allows for two different inter-
pretations depending on the degree of minor fluctuations that are taken into account
• Conditional MMC: The ΦI are treated as concentrations of the species and
the minor fluctuations (Φ′′′′I = ΦI − ΦI) are completely neglected.
• Probabilistic MMC: The ΦI are the concentrations, and the minor fluctuations
are not neglected. In this case, the operator SI should model the dissipation
of the minor fluctuations.
3.3 Deterministic MMC
The deterministic formulation is represented by the Fokker-Planck equation of
Eqs. (3.6) to (3.10),
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∂PΦξx
∂t
+∇(UPΦξx) + ∂A
o
kPΦξx
∂ξk
− ∂
2BklPΦξx
∂ξk∂ξl
+
∂(WI + SI)PΦξx
∂φI
= 0, (3.14)
that specifies the evolution of the joint PDF of the Markov process family Φ∗I(t),
ξ∗(t) and x(t)∗ sampled by the variables φ, ξ and x, respectively.
The probabilistic version of MMC would demand the solution of the above
equation, however, for the conditional version, Eq. (3.14) can be transformed in an
equivalent form
∂ΦI
∂t
+ U∇ΦI + Ak∂ΦI
∂ξk
− Bkl ∂
2ΦI
∂ξk∂ξl
= WI . (3.15)
In addition, Eq. (3.5) should be satisfied. The proof of the correspondence
between stochastic and deterministic versions of conditional MMC is not trivial and
can be found in [83]. Note that the operator SI does not appear in the above
equation due to the special requirements applied from Eq. (3.9) and consequently it
does not affect the major fluctuations (ΦI) in conditional MMC.
3.4 Properties of MMC
3.4.1 Dimensionality of MMC
Recognizing that there might be hundreds of chemical species involved in a com-
bustion process, modelling can be computationally expensive. However, the multi-
dimensional manifold on which all possible solutions for a particular flow lie, is likely
to be smaller than the total dimensionality of the flow. Indeed, conservation prin-
ciples and fast reactions limit the fluctuations of some species. In addition, some of
the turbulent fluctuations do not have a significant effect on combustion and can be
neglected. This idea is exploited almost fully by CMC by assuming that only one
or possibly two scalar dimensions are required to represent this manifold.
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One of the strengths of the MMC framework is that there is no restriction on
the number of dimensions of the major scalar field nr. Indeed, although for the
conceptual description of MMC the terms major and minor scalars are used, in
practice these scalars are treated by MMC in exactly the same way. In terms
of implementation a single equation governs both major and minor species. The
difference is the fact that the major scalars fluctuations can be associated directly
with the fluctuations of the reference variable, but the randomness of the minor
scalars is generated from the fluctuations of the major scalars.
Depending on the number of major scalars chosen, MMC can be interpreted as
a PDF or CMC model. If nr = n then a complete PDF model is produced; if nr < n
then the nr independent scalars have nr corresponding PDF transport equations,
while the remaining n−nr minor scalars can be treated with conditioning methods,
where the nr independent scalars are the conditioning variables. One is free to
choose nr to be smaller than the dimensionality of the manifold that contains all
possible solutions. However, this then leads to the requirement of either assuming
that deviations of the true manifold from the selected manifold are negligible or
assuming that these deviations are significant and model them. In most flame cases
of interest it should be possible to describe the composition space with a small
number of well chosen primary variables [83] and thus keep computational cost low.
In the deterministic formulation of the model the computational cost depends
on the dimensionality of the major scalars since they play the role of the condition-
ing variables. Based on the fact that in CMC up to two conditioning variables are
enough to describe flames with considerable degree of extinction and reignition, the
same conclusion probably holds for MMC. This means that the computational cost
is comparable to the cost of CMC calculations with the same number of conditioning
variables. The advantage of MMC is that although additional equations are solved
for the major species there is no need to solve the considerably more complicated
second moment equations. In addition, there is no need to presume the joint prob-
ability of the major scalars, and thus even three or more major species can be used
in order to improve the predictions.
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In the stochastic approach there are two ways of simulations-strong and weak
[35]. In the case of a strong approximation, which offers higher accuracy, the full
stochastic realisation is simulated. For a weak approximation, which is the way
joint PDF methods are commonly implemented, only stochastic distributions of
the physical process are simulated. Even in the case of weak approximations a
relatively large number of particles is needed in order to resolve the reaction field.
In addition, one of the key factors for the successful stochastic implementation of
a turbulent combustion model is the accurate representation of mixing. During
the process of mixing two particles are allowed to mix only if they are sufficiently
close in physical space. This condition is usually enforced by a large number of
particles. The MMC framework offers the alternative of enforcing locality through
locality in the reference space which allows for sparse Lagrangian simulations that
are known to be computationally efficient. For these simulations the number of
particles is kept relatively small, but two particles will never be sufficiently close in
the physical space and thus their mixing becomes somewhat unphysical. However,
since the particles are only used to represent the distribution of the species and not
the exact trajectories of the fluid particles, allowing particles to mix if they are close
enough in the reference space and consequently close in the concentration space, the
simulated mixing process regains some of its physical characteristics that are lost
due to the lack of spatial localness. An additional advantage of the MMC stochastic
approach is that the cost of solving extra stochastic equations without reaction term
is moderate and thus the dimensionality of the reference space can be increased in
order to improve accuracy.
3.4.2 Links with mapping closures
Initially the concept of establishing a mapping between a reference space and the
physical field was introduced strictly for the modelling of the conditional scalar dis-
sipation. MMC shares the basic ideas of the amplitude mapping closure (AMC)
method of Chen et al. [30] and includes all the major improvements suggested by
Pope [125] and Girimaji [52]. However, MMC has the advantage of being a gener-
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alised model applicable to all flow conditions. The earlier mapping closure methods
derived expressions for the conditional scalar dissipation in composition space in
terms of the conditional scalar dissipation in reference space. Unfortunately, the
evaluation of the conditional scalar dissipation in reference space still required knowl-
edge of the mean scalar gradients (i.e. two-point correlations) which could only be
determined easily for Gaussian reference PDFs [30, 125]. Girimaji [52] extended the
method by deriving a reference PDF transport equation and demonstrated that a
β-PDF reference variable can also be used. However, in practice, the reference field
PDF transport equation does not have a known solution and, strictly, Girimaji’s
method is applicable to homogeneous turbulence only. Apart from MMC, all the
other models mentioned are external methods for calculating the conditional scalar
dissipation. In contrast, MMC is a self-contained turbulent combustion model which
solves the transport equations for turbulent scalar mixing and reaction in the ref-
erence space and conditional scalar dissipation is not explicitly present. The solved
quantities in the MMC equations are the mapping functions which map between the
reference space and the composition space. These equations were derived for gener-
alised inhomogeneous turbulence and do not depend on the shape of the reference
PDF. Furthermore, the composition joint PDF does not need to be presumed as it
can be determined directly from the solved mapping functions.
3.4.3 Compliance with the PDF transport equation
MMC is a PDF model. This means that stochastic values, Φ∗I , can be characterised
by a PDF PΦ(φ{I},x, t) which should be a model for PY (y{I},x, t) and thus
satisfy Eq. (2.59). In this section, the basic steps are described in order to demon-
strate the necessity of the two basic requirements of the MMC approach: (1) Pξ
must satisfy Eq. (3.5) and (2) the coefficients NIJ and umust be modelled by [83, 77]
uY =< u(x, t)|Y{I} >= 〈U∗|Φ∗{I} = Φ{I}〉, (3.16)
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NIJ = 〈Bkl∂ΦI
∂ξk
∂ΦJ
∂ξl
|Φ∗{I} = Φ{I}〉, (3.17)
where NIJ = 〈∇YI∇YJ |Y{K}〉. The indices I, J,K run over all species and the indices
in brackets show a given subset of the species.
A more detailed explanation for the compliance of the MMC model with a
standard PDF model can be found in [83]. The proof is based on the idea of
expressing the PΦ(φi; x, t) in terms of a conditional and marginal probability
density, through the use of the Bayes theorem
Pφ(φ{I};x, t) =
∫
PΦ|ξ(φ{I}|ξ, x, t)Pξ(ξ;x, t)dξ. (3.18)
In the above equation, the conditional PDF PΦ|ξ can be expressed as a Dirac
function
PΦ|ξ(φ{I}|ξ, x, t) = δ(Φ{I}(ξ;x, t)− φ{I}), (3.19)
since the functions ΦI(ξ;x, t) are deterministic.
Given Eq. (3.15) and standard PDF techniques [83], the PDF transport
equation for PΦ|ξ is given by
∂PΦ|ξ
∂t
+U∇PΦ|ξ + Ak
∂PΦ|ξ
∂ξk
+
∂2NoIJPΦ|ξ
∂φI∂φJ
+
∂WIPΦ|ξ
∂φI
= Bkl
∂2PΦ|ξ
∂ξk∂ξl
, (3.20)
where NoIJ = Bkl
∂ΦI
∂ξk
∂ΦJ
∂ξl
.
The evolution equation for PΦ is obtained from Eq. (3.18) by multiplying
Eq. (3.20) by ρPξ and integrating over all ξ. During the integration we also take
into account that
PΦ|ξ(Φ{I}|ξ,x, t)Pξ(ξ;x, t) = Pξ|φ(ξ|φ; x, t)PΦ(φ{I};x, t), (3.21)
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which is actually another form of the Bayes theorem. Replacing PΦ|ξPξ by Pξ|φPΦ
in the following integrals gives
∫
NoIJ(ξ;x, t)Pφ|ξPξdξ = 〈N∗IJ |Φ∗{K} = φ{K}〉PΦ = NIJ(φ{K};x, t)PΦ, (3.22)
∫
U(ξ; x, t)Pφ|ξPξdξ = 〈U ∗|Φ∗{K} = φ{K}〉PΦ = uY (φ{I};x, t)PΦ, (3.23)
and
∫
WI(Φ(ξ;x, t))Pφ|ξPξdξ = 〈W ∗|Φ∗{I} = φ{I}〉Pφ = ΩI(φ{I};x, t)Pφ. (3.24)
This results in
∂ρPΦ
∂t
+ ∇(uρPΦ)∂ΩIρPΦ
∂φI
+
∂2NIJρPΦ
∂φI∂φJ
=
∫ (
∂ρPξ
∂t
+∇UρPξ + ∂AkρPξ
∂ξk
+
∂2BklρPξ
∂ξkξl
)
PΦ|ξdξ. (3.25)
Due to Eq. (3.5) the RHS of Eq. (3.25) is zero which proves that the joint PDF
modelled by MMC satisfies the PDF transport equation provided the reference PDF
Pξ complies with the reference PDF equation given by Eq. (3.5).
A question that arises is whether the compliance of Pξ is not only a sufficient
condition but a necessary one for the MMC model to be a PDF model. From math-
ematical point of view it is not necessary for the integrated equation to be zero in
order for the integral to be zero. However, if the mapping function Φ(ξ; x, t) uniquely
determines a single point ξ, then Eq. (3.5) must be satisfied due to Eq. (3.19) that
dictates that for a given point in Φ-space there is only one point in the ξ space
that contributes to the integral in Eq. (3.25). Besides, although the assumption
that Eq. (3.5) must be satisfied is stronger than what Eq. (3.25) dictates, from a
practical point of view it is very difficult to suggest another reasonable mapping
model that satisfies Eq. (3.25).
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3.4.4 Compliance with CMC
The MMC model is CMC consistent. If the major variables Φ{i} are selected,
then the remaining variables Φa (i.e. the minor species) cannot fluctuate in-
dependently but can be fully characterised by their conditional expectations
Qa(Φ{i},x, t) = 〈Φa|Φ{i}〉. Then the fluctuations Qa(φ,x, t) satisfy the CMC
equation [83, 77]
∂Qa
∂t
+ uΦ∇Qa +Wi∂Qa
∂φi
−NIJ ∂
2Qa
∂φi∂φj
= Wa, (3.26)
where uΦ =< u(x, t)|Φ{i} = φ{i} > and NIJ is modelled according to Eq. (3.17).
Conditional MMC effectively uses a PDF approach to treat major fluctuations
and major scalars and a conditional approach to treat minor fluctuations and minor
scalars. This differentiates the method from the conventional CMC approach where
the major fluctuations are presumed and not solved. In case the conditional fluctu-
ations cannot be considered sufficiently small in order to be ignored, then instead
of solving extra variance equations (as it is common practice in CMC [71, 70]), in
the MMC framework the number of the conditioning variables is increased [77].
3.4.5 Replacement of variables
Although the accuracy of the MMC closures depend on the selection of the
stochastic properties of the reference variables ξ∗, different sets of reference
variables may effectively represent the same closure provided certain rules are
followed. Assuming that ξ̂∗j = ξ̂j(ξ
∗,x∗, t), the stochastic differential of ξ̂∗j is given by
dξ̂∗j =
(
∂ξ̂j
∂t
+ U∇ξ̂j
)
dt+
∂ξ̂j
∂ξi
(Aoidt+ bijdw
∗
i ) +
∂2ξ̂j
∂ξi∂ξk
Bikdt. (3.27)
The above equation can be also considered as the Ito transformation of the ξ∗i to ξ̂
∗
ji
The stochastic differential for the time-reversed process can be obtained by
replacing the time differential dt by −d(−t), replacing Aoi by Ai while keeping
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the positive sign of the last term. The new coefficients of the model are given by [77]
b̂jl =
∂ξ̂j
∂ξi
bil, B̂kl =
∂ξ̂k
∂ξi
∂ξ̂l
∂ξj
Bij , Û = U , (3.28)
Âoj =
∂ξ̂j
∂t
+ U∇ξ̂j + ∂ξ̂j
∂ξi
Aoi +
∂2ξ̂j
∂ξi∂ξk
Bik, (3.29)
Âj =
∂ξ̂j
∂t
+ U∇ξ̂j + ∂ξ̂j
∂ξi
Ai − ∂
2ξ̂j
∂ξi∂ξk
Bik. (3.30)
The PDFs of ξ∗ and ξ̂∗ are linked by
P̂ξ = det
(
∂ξi
∂ξ̂i
)
Pξ. (3.31)
The PDF P̂ξ satisfies Eq. (3.5) with the new coefficients Âi and B̂ij . Note that
even if some of the coefficients may stay the same, their functional dependence dif-
fers: U(ξ, x, t) = U(ξ(ξ̂, x, t), x, t) = Û(ξ̂, x, t). If ξ̂ represents the mixture fraction,
then Û(ξ̂, x, t) represents the conditional velocity. In this case although U(ξ, x, t)
can be chosen linear over ξ this does not imply that Û(ξ̂, x, t) is linear over the
mixture fraction ξ̂.
3.4.6 Modelling of fluctuations
An important issue in every turbulent combustion model is the accurate modelling
of the origin and the size of the deviation of the scalar values from their expectations
conditional on the mixture fraction. The origin of these fluctuations is turbulent
transport and fluctuations of the dissipation of the mixture fraction (if the depen-
dence between the scalars and the mixture fraction is not linear) [77]. The reactions
change the amplitude of the fluctuations but they do not generate them. The first
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mechanism is modelled in MMC by having U dependent on ξ. For the second
mechanism reference variables linked to dissipation need to be introduced.
For the prediction of the exact size of conditional fluctuations some more discus-
sion is needed. In the MMC context two different definitions of fluctuations exist:
the major fluctuations (〈ΦI |ξ〉) and the minor fluctuations (Φ′′′′I = ΦI − 〈ΦI |ξ〉).
In conditional MMC, the minor fluctuations are minimised to follow the first order
CMC approach whereas in probabilistic MMC the minor fluctuations are generated
from the major fluctuations and are dissipated by the mixing operator S∗I with a
dissipation time τmin, also called minor dissipation time.
The problem that arises is how to choose an accurate τmin that associates the
minor fluctuations that exist only in the MMC context to the physical conditional
fluctuations [80]. One method is to match the modelled values with DNS data
of the conditional variance based on the mixture fraction [145]. This method is
problematic for inhomogeneous flows where DNS data are not available. Following
a more theoretical analysis Klimenko suggests that [78]
τmin =
√
cτKτN , (3.32)
where τK is the time scale associated with K = 〈(Y ∗)2|Z,x〉 − 〈Y ∗|Z,x〉2 and τN is
the time scale associated with the scalar dissipation fluctuations. τK is expected to
be nearly four times smaller than the conventional dissipation time scale of mixture
fraction τd and τN is considerably smaller than the Kolmogorov time scale [78].
Consequently τmin should be selected smaller than τd. The idea behind the derivation
of Eq. (3.32) is that since both conditional and probabilistic MMC fully comply with
the joint PDF equations, they must comply with the unclosed first and second order
CMC equations. An asymptotic analysis is performed to establish a link between
K and τmin through comparison of the modelled values of K from MMC with the
corresponding values predicted by the CMC variance equation. A detailed analysis
can be found in [78].
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3.4.7 Inverse parabolicity
Physical similarity and mathematical equivalence of continuous diffusion and parti-
cle random walk simulated by Ito equations form the link between stochastic and
deterministic implementation of modern turbulent combustion models. However,
the equivalence of a set of sdes describing the trajectories of a fluid particle with the
PDF transport equation derived from the species transport equation is far from be-
ing trivial. A first obvious inconsistency is that although the PDF transport appears
as an inverse parabolic equation (last term of Eq. (2.59) has a positive sign), the
corresponding Markov model for the species evolution has a Fokker-Planck equation
that is a direct parabolic equation. On a practical level, the inverse parabolic na-
ture of the PDF transport equation makes the implementation of PDF methods in
a deterministic framework difficult. Since the conditional scalar dissipation appears
as a negative coefficient in Eq. (2.59) the explicit modelling of NIJ does not lead to
a stable and realisable model.
One can introduce the reversed time τ = −t to Eq. (2.59) and rewrite it
as an equation with direct parabolicity, however as Klimenko proved [79] that
reversing this process is not straight forward and in reality changes the physics of
the problem. Direct and reversed diffusion processes might not be equivalent. An
alternative suggestion can be found in Anderson [1] that derived the Fokker-Planck
equation for the forward time diffusion model by replacing A = ρΩa by A
o
Ao = A +
2
PY
∂NY PY
∂ya
. (3.33)
MMC through the transformation of Eq. (3.3) to Eq. (3.5) following the method-
ology from Anderson [1] deals with the problem of inverse parabolicity in an effective
way. Reversing the parabolicity of the reference space that is not a physical scalar
is less restrictive from a physical point of view. In addition, Eq. (3.15) that gov-
erns the scalars appears with the desirable direct parabolicity and can be solved
deterministically. Since Eq. (3.5) is not actually solved the positive sign does not
influence the stability of the calculation procedure.
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3.5 Existing MMC models
The MMC approach can result in different specific models depending on the par-
ticular form of the operator S∗I , the type of the physical fluctuations represented
by the reference variables and other details. In this section some of the specific
implementations that have been suggested in the literature are reviewed.
Although MMC is a generalised model, most applications to date have been for
homogeneous, isotropic, decaying turbulence. One of the first studies in MMC can
be found in [144]. Wandel [144] tested an MMC formulation in two rather simplified
cases: the Partially Stirred Reactor (PaSR) and the Partially Stirred Plug Flow
Reactor (PaSPER). The results for simulations using MMC in the PaSR were rather
poor because the PaSR violates the locality principle-molecules from the inlet are
allowed to mix with any other molecule inside the combustion chamber. On the
contrary, the results for the case of the PaSPER are better since the assumptions
for this reactor do not violate the localness of MMC. In a further attempt, Wandel
and Klimenko [145] used a probabilistic approach with one-step chemistry where
a single reference variable is mapped to mixture fraction. The results are in good
agreement with DNS data and results from PDF calculations using different mixing
models. However, the accuracy of the results depends on the selection of the time
scale ratio for the dissipation of major and minor scalars, a parameter that is difficult
to be defined unless DNS data are available.
Further efforts can be found in the work of Cleary and Kronenburg in a de-
terministic framework [38, 37, 87]. Initially Cleary and Kronenburg [38] used
four-step chemistry, where a single reference variable was used for the mixture frac-
tion fluctuations and scalar dissipation fluctuations associated with local extinction
were modelled via dissipation-like reference variables [80]. Scalar mixing in this
dissipation-like reference space can be characterised by one time scale; however, in-
creased accuracy is succeeded by the introduction of several dissipation like reference
variables. MMC computations with up to three dissipation-like reference variables
showed some improvement over the double conditioning approach (with mixture
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fraction and scalar dissipation as conditioning variables). Discrepancies between
MMC and DNS data are noted and computational demands due to the introduction
of four conditioning variables may not be justified. A factor that probably explains
these discrepancies is the weak correlation between the chemical source term (or
temperature) and scalar dissipation during reigniting. This led to the consideration
of a double conditioning MMC with reference variables for mixture fraction and
sensible enthalpy [37, 87]. This approach gives excellent predictions of all major
species and captures the degree and timing of extinction and re-ignition rather well.
The drawback of the method is that it does not account directly for the driving
force for extinction: the scalar dissipation. In [87] the second conditioning variable
is modified in order to be dissipation-like, however it represents sensible enthalpy.
The results are very satisfactory.
Two further studies have been conducted in the deterministic framework for
laboratory flames (Sandia flame D and DLR A and B) from Vogiatzaki et al. [142,
143]. In these studies, detailed chemistry and a single mixture fraction-like reference
variable have been used. The general agreement of the results with experimental
data and the CMC approach is very satisfactory for all three test cases. One of the
important finding of [142] is that the conditional velocity differentiates the MMC
from conventional RANS in terms of modelling of the second order turbulent flux.
In addition detailed comparisons of the MMC closure for the conditional scalar
dissipation rate the AMC and doubly-integrated PDF transport equation models
showed that MMC is a qualitatively better model. However, it was shown that the
quantitative accuracy depends on the quality of the model for mean scalar dissipation
through the modelling of the diffusion coefficient.
More recently, Cleary and Klimenko [35, 36] implemented MMC modelling to
inhomogeneous flows using a stochastic approach in the LES context following the
basic guidelines from [80]. The basis of this generalised MMC is to remove the
Markovian restriction and set reference variables equal to traced Lagrangian quan-
tities within DNS or LES flow fields. The scheme utilises LES for the dynamic flow
field and a sparse-Lagrangian filtered density function method with MMC mixing for
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the scalar field. Detailed chemical kinetics are used. An obvious advantage is that
difficulties associated with the modelling of the coefficients of Eq. (3.7) are removed.
In addition the method is computationally efficient since good agreement with the
experimental results can be succeeded with a relatively low number of particles. The
disadvantage is that a similar approach cannot be used in the RANS context Any
particle properties interpolated from RANS statistics are mean properties and do
not add any information with respect to their instantaneous compositional localness
of the particles. Also it is not yet very clear how it can be extended for flame cases
with considerable degree of extinction where closeness in mixture fraction space does
not guarantee closeness in the concentration space.
An additional study in the stochastic context has been performed by Wandel
and Lindstedt [146] The model consists in a combination of the binominal Langevin
model with the MMC methodology and it is implemented to a chemically reacting
mixing layer. The novelty of the suggested implementation is that the reference vari-
ables are obtained directly from the velocity calculated by the binominal Langevin
model, a clear distinction from all the previous studies that the reference variables
are used to model the conditional velocity. The advantages of this hybrid approach
is the removal of difficulties associated with bounded scalars and the simple closures
for the MMC coefficients. The results for the mean values for mixture fraction and
mole fractions of the reactants are in good agreement with the experimental data
and the general trends for the higher moments were well reproduced.
3.6 Summary
This chapter constitutes an overview of the basic concepts of MMC. The different
formulations of the model were presented for the general case of a multi-dimensional
reference space. The derivation of the method was briefly discussed and special
attention was given to issues that arise for each implementation method. Although
this chapter can be considered as introductory chapter for the main body of the work
presented in the following two chapters, it is also an effort to provide a closer look at
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the theoretical background of MMC. The rather limited literature on MMC and the
fact that in MMC the physical processes of mixing and reaction are performed with
the help of the rather unphysical reference space initiated the effort in this chapter
not only to review the existing literature but also to provide a deeper insight on the
physical principles that shares with other models.
Chapter 4
Deterministic MMC
In the previous section the MMC model was presented as a generalised model with-
out nominating the major and minor scalars. The fact that any choice and any
number of major scalars is possible, while maintaining the same form of equation, is
one of the strengths of the method. However, since there are hundreds of species in-
volved in a combustion process, nominating a major manifold of large dimensionality
can be computationally expensive, especially in deterministic approaches. Previous
work on CMC showed that it is likely, especially for cases with relatively low Re
numbers, only one or two scalar dimensions to be sufficient to represent the total
dimensionality of the flow. Following the same assumption for the present work,
the mixture fraction is selected as the only major scalar and the specific model
implementation and the associated numerical schemes used are discussed in this
chapter. Example calculations illustrate the importance of some closure details and
results are presented for three test cases: a piloted CH4/Air and two non-piloted
CH4/H2/N2 turbulent jet diffusion flames.
4.0.1 Case configurations
The MMC implementation is validated primarily against experimental multi-scalar
measurements in a piloted CH4/Air jet flame, known as Sandia flame D [4]. The
fuel composition for Flame D is 25% methane and 75% air by volume. The
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Figure 4.1: (a) Sydney burner geometry [6], (b) DLR jet geometry [10]
burner geometry features an axisymmetric fuel jet with diameter of D = 7.2mm
and a surrounding pilot with outer diameter 18.2mm. The exit velocity of the jet
is 49.6m/s and of the pilot 11.4m/s. Table 4.1 shows the boundary conditions of
flow and scalars for Sandia flame D.
Re Flame D 22,400
Coflow velocity 0.9 m/s (+/- 0.05m/s)
Coflow Temperature 291k
Coflow Pressure 0.993atm
Main Jet Velocity 49.6m/s (+/- 2m/s)
Main Jet Temperature 294K
Main Jet Pressure 0.993atm
Pilot Velocity 11.4m/s (+/-0.5m/s)
Stoichiometric mixture fraction 0.351
Table 4.1: Conditions of flow and scalars for Sandia flame D [4].
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Sandia flame D is well characterised experimentally by extensive scalar measure-
ments. A large number of modelling attempts have been performed in the context of
both RANS and LES using different combustion approaches [136, 120, 108, 68]. The
primary focus of the current work on Sandia flame D is to investigate the suitability
of MMC model as a generalised scalar mixing model.
The model is also tested against experimental data for two non-piloted
CH4/H2/N2 flames studied at the Deutsches Zentrum fu¨r Luft- und Raumfahrt
(DLR) [99, 11] and at Sandia Laboratories [98, 131]. The two flames named DLR A
(Re=15,200) and DLR B (Re=22,800) are suitable for the present implementation
since they have different Re numbers but at the same time neither presents con-
siderable levels of local extinction and re-ignition. The fuel composition for both
fuels is 22.1% CH4, 33.2% H2, and 44.7% N2 by volume. The burner geometry
features an axisymmetric fuel jet with D = 8mm and a surrounding nozzle with
D = 140mm. The exit velocity of the cold jet is 42.2 ± 0.5 m/s for flame DLR A
(Re = 15,200) and 63.2± 0.8 m/s for DLR B (Re = 22,800). The summarised flow
and scalar conditions for DLR A and B can be found in Table 4.2.
Re DLR A 15,200
Re DLR B 22,800
Coflow velocity 0.3 m/s (+/- 0.05m/s)
Coflow Temperature 292K
Main Jet Velocity for DLR A 42.2m/s (+/- 2m/s)
Main Jet Velocity for DLR B 63.2m/s (+/- 2m/s)
Main Jet Temperature 300K
Stoichiometric mixture fraction 0.167
Table 4.2: Conditions of flow and scalars for DLR A and DLR B [99, 98, 11, 131].
Despite the fact that DLR A and B are well characterised experimentally through
extensive velocity and scalar measurements, only few modelling attempts have been
performed. Pitsch [119] modelled the flame DLR A by combining a k−ε model with
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an unsteady flamelet approach. Kempf et al. [69] applied a three dimensional LES
for DLR A as well. Although the overall agreement of their results with experimental
data is good, there is a clear tendency to overpredict radial diffusion close to the
nozzle. More recently, Kim et al. [70] computed flame DLR B with a second order
CMC for the reaction step, improving considerably NO predictions. Ozarovsky et
al. [93] implemented a joint PDF approach closed at the joint scalar level for DLR
A and DLR B and explored different methods of flame ignition. They also reported
problems in predictions at the nozzle where steep gradients in mixture fraction
necessitate accurate scalar dissipation estimates.
4.1 Major species modelling
Equation (3.15) holds for the major and minor scalars. In the current section the
focus is on mixture fraction which is chosen as the only major scalar. The mapping
function for mixture fraction is denoted by ΦZ and the multi-dimensional reference
space of Eq. (3.5) is replaced by a single reference variable ξ. The evolution of ΦZ
is given by
∂ΦZ
∂t
+U∇ΦZ + A∂ΦZ
∂ξ
− B∂
2ΦZ
∂ξ2
= 0. (4.1)
For clarity the subscript Z has been dropped from the drift and diffusion coefficients
which are understood to operate in ξ-space.
The mapping function ΦZ is the mapping between ξ, whose statistical details
are fully prescribed, and the scalar Z whose statistical details need to be predicted.
Therefore, knowledge of ΦZ implies knowledge of all statistical properties of Z. For
example the first and second moments are given by
〈Z〉 ≈ 〈ΦZ〉∗ =
∫ ∞
−∞
ΦZPξdξ, (4.2)
and
〈Φ′′2Z 〉 ≈ 〈Φ
′′2
Z 〉∗ =
∫ ∞
−∞
(ΦZ − 〈ΦZ〉∗)2 Pξdξ. (4.3)
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The notation used here and for the rest of the section for different averages
is the following: terms with an over-tilde are Favre averages of turbulent flow field
quantities; terms in simple angular brackets represent Favre averages evaluated with
the use of the PDF for mixture fraction, PZ ; and the star is added to the angular
brackets to denote Favre averages evaluated with the use of the reference space PDF,
Pξ.
Equation (4.1) is in unclosed form and models for the conditional velocity, drift
and diffusion coefficients are required. Since in MMC the reference PDF, which for
a single reference variable becomes
∂ρPξ
∂t
+∇UρPξ + ∂AρPξ
∂ξ
+
∂2BρPξ
∂ξ2
= 0, (4.4)
must be satisfied as well, an assumed distribution for the reference space can
provide closures for these terms. Klimenko and Pope [83] suggest that prescribing
ξ a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and unit dispersion for any x and t, the
reference PDF equation can be satisfied provided
U = U(ξ;x, t) = U (0) +U (1)ξ, (4.5)
A = −∂B
∂ξ
+Bξ +
1
ρ
∇ρU (1), (4.6)
U (0) = u˜, (4.7)
U (1)〈ξΦz〉∗ = u˜′′Y ′′a , (4.8)
where u is the fluid velocity vector and Ya is the scalar composition modelled by the
mapping function (i.e. < Ya >= 〈Φi〉∗).
Equations (4.5) through (4.8) imply that B can be treated as an independent co-
efficient. Following convention [83], B is modelled independently of ξ (B = B(x, t)).
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The values of the coefficients B and U (1) can then be selected to match the Favre
average dissipation of scalars and the Favre average scalar fluxes.
For the present implementation the assumption of the Gaussianity of the refer-
ence field is adopted and all coefficients are modelled according to Eq. (4.5) through
(4.8). However, generally speaking, the reference PDF does not have to be Gaus-
sian, and the coefficients can be determined for any reasonable choice of the reference
PDF. However, the modelling of U and Ak will involve much more complex depen-
dencies than those given in Eqs. (4.5) and (4.6) to satisfy Eq. (3.5) and a simple
implementation may then not be feasible.
4.2 MMC model closures
Understanding and modelling the coefficients of Eq. (4.1) presents some considerable
difficulties associated with their role. Although they are used to model ΦZ that
represents a physical quantity of the problem, they act on the reference space that
is a mathematically constructed quantity and this probably ’blurs’ their links with
the physical space. In this section some more insight is given to the sensitivity of
the model to the specific closures chosen and establish their physical meaning.
The suggested coefficients of Eq. (4.5) to (4.8) are consistent with Eq. (4.4)
however, this does not imply that they are unique. Taking Eq. (4.4) for a spatially
and temporally invariant Gaussian reference PDF as a starting point and expanding
the partial derivatives the following equation is obtained
∇UρPξ + ∂AρPξ
∂ξ
+
∂
∂ξ
(
ρPξ
∂B
∂ξ
− ξBρPξ
)
= 0. (4.9)
Then integrating over ξ-space gives
A =
(
−∂B
∂ξ
+Bξ
)
− 1
ρPξ
∫ ξ0
−∞
∇UρPξdξ, (4.10)
where ξ0 is the integration constant.
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Based only on the mathematical constraints of the problem it is apparent that
coefficients U and B can be any reasonable function of x and ξ. A can then be
determined from Eq. (4.10) to ensure that the reference PDF transport equation
is satisfied. Eq. (4.10) demonstrates that the range of choices of a model for A is
broader than suggested in Eq. (4.6) and depends on the choice of U and B.
4.2.1 Conditional velocity
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Figure 4.2: Profiles of the mixture fraction mapping function, ΦZ , in reference
space at various axial locations and r/D = 1 for Sandia flame D. Solid lines are the
reference case, dotted lines case 1, stars case 2 and dashed lines case 3.
A linear model given by Eq. (4.5) is used for the conditional velocity. It
has a similar form to the linear model for velocity conditioned on the mixture
fraction which is commonly used in CMC computations [82] (see also Appendix B,
Eq. (B.17)). The gradient of U in ξ-space, denoted as U (1), is given by Eq. (4.8).
Following convention, the Favre turbulent flux u˜′′Z ′′ is modelled according to the
gradient diffusion hypothesis so that
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u˜
′′Z ′′ = −µt
σz
∇〈ΦZ〉∗. (4.11)
The turbulent diffusivity is modelled according to Eq. (2.27) and the turbulent
Schmidt number σz is set to 0.7. Since it quantifies the effect of turbulence on the
evolution of ΦZ , U
(1) is one of the most important terms in the MMC model. Its role
is explored in Fig. 4.2 where profiles of ΦZ over the reference space are presented for
Sandia flame D, at different axial locations and at r/D = 1 which is in the vicinity
of the shear layer. Three alternative test cases are compared to the reference case
where U (1) is as described above. In case 1, U (1) is omitted from the calculation
of the conditional velocity in Eq. (4.5) and from the drift term in Eq. (4.6). As
expected for this case turbulent fluctuations are not generated by the model and
the ΦZ profile is horizontal; representing a delta PDF in mixture fraction space. In
case 2, U (1) is omitted from the conditional velocity model in Eq. (4.5) only. As for
case 1, ΦZ is horizontal in ξ-space at all locations and this result indicates that it is
through conditional velocity, specifically, that turbulent fluctuations are generated.
In case 3, U (1) is omitted from the calculation of the drift coefficient in Eq. (4.6) but
retained in the velocity model in Eq. (4.5). This results in a stronger dependence
of ΦZ on ξ with increasing downstream location, implying the physically unrealistic
situation of the mixture fraction variance increasing in the far field.
The analysis above illustrates that while U (1) generates turbulent fluctuations
through the conditional velocity, the gradient term containing U (1) in the drift
coefficient acts to dissipate those fluctuations. The correct balancing of these two
opposing forces is necessary to accurately predict jet break-up and flame length.
Although from a mathematical view point many different models for U may be
permitted this does not imply that all such models are good. The suitability of the
MMC model with the nominated linear conditional velocity model is assessed against
experimental data and the conventional RANS solutions for the scalar mixing field
in Section 4.7.1.
Depending on the turbulence conditions, the modelling of U (1) may not be well
defined. Some minimum level of fluctuations needs to be imposed to avoid 〈ξΦZ〉∗ →
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0 leading to U (1) →∞. Here the minimum value 〈ξΦZ〉∗ is set as 10−8 to avoid any
subsequent numerical problems.
4.2.2 Diffusion coefficient
Equations (4.5) through (4.8) imply that B can be treated as an independent coef-
ficient. Following convention [83], B is modelled independently of ξ (B = B(x, t)).
Therefore, according to Eq. (3.17) the diffusion coefficient in ξ-space must satisfy
the relation
B
〈
∂ΦZ
∂ξ
∂ΦZ
∂ξ
〉∗
= N˜. (4.12)
The above equation results from the requirement that the MMC is compliant
with the PDF transport equation of the mixture fraction if Eq. (3.17) is satisfied.
An external model is required for N˜ but this should not be considered a restrictive
factor as mapping closures can accommodate any model for mean scalar dissipation.
For MMC specifically, N˜ and the other input parameter u˜, connect the transport
equation in the artificial mathematical reference space with the physical turbulent
flow field, thus giving the mapping functions a physical meaning. In the present
work N˜ in Eq. (4.12) is obtained from the turbulent mixing parameters k˜ and ε˜
and the scalar variance as
N˜ = CZ
ε˜
k˜
〈Φ′′2Z 〉∗, (4.13)
where the constant CZ is set to unity.
4.2.3 Comparison with conventional RANS scalar mixing
model
In RANS modelling it is conventional to model the first two moments of the
scalar mixing field directly. Here, the first and second mixture fraction moments
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that result from the conventional RANS simulations are denoted as f˜ and f˜ ′′2,
respectively. For turbulent flows in axisymmetric coordinates these quantities can
be modelled according to Eqs. (2.44) and (2.45), that are rewritten here for the
steady-state, axisymmetric form that is used through the implementation of the
current chapter
ρu˜
∂f˜
∂x
+ ρv˜
∂f˜
∂r
=
∂
∂x
(
µeff
σf
∂f˜
∂x
)
+
1
r
∂
∂r
(
r
µeff
σf
∂f˜
∂r
)
, (4.14)
and
ρu˜
∂f˜ ′′2
∂x
+ ρv˜
∂f˜ ′′2
∂r
= 2
µt
σg
(
∂f˜ ′′2
∂x
)2
+ 2
µt
σg
(
∂f˜ ′′2
∂r
)2
+
∂
∂x
(
µt
σg
∂f˜ ′′2
∂x
)
+
1
r
∂
∂r
(
r
µt
σg
∂f˜ ′′2
∂r
)
− 2ρN˜ . (4.15)
Here, u˜ and v˜ are the Favre averaged axial and radial flow velocities and the
turbulent Schmidt numbers σf and σg are set to 0.7. Similar to MMC, the mean
scalar dissipation in Eq. (4.15) is given by
N˜ = CZ
ε˜
k˜
f˜ ′′2. (4.16)
Provided the model equations for ΦZ , f˜ and f˜
′′2 are accurate and implemented
correctly then 〈ΦZ〉∗ and f˜ are two alternative models for Z˜, and 〈Φ′′2Z 〉∗ and f˜ ′′2
are two alternative models for Z˜ ′′2. Although the RANS equations, Eq. (4.14) and
(4.14), solve for Z˜ and Z˜ ′′2, MMC solves directly for ΦZ ≈ Z. Consequently, it
is not possible to spot directly any differences that might exist between these two
approaches. However, taking in consideration the property of MMC as a PDF
consistent model, the full MMC-type equations for the mean and the variance of
mixture fraction can be derived in order to facilitate the comparison.
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Figure 4.3: Radial profiles of the turbulent flux of scalar variance, u˜′′Z ′′2. The solid
lines are results from MMC (LHS of Eq. (B.16)) and symbols represent modelling via
a standard gradient diffusion approximation (1st two terms on RHS of Eq. (B.7)).
Starting with the integrated steady state Eq. (2.64) for ΦZ multiplied by ΦZ
and (ΦZ − Φ˜Z)2 (i.e. the first and the second moments) the governing equations for
Φ˜Z and Φ˜
′′2
Z result as following
∇(ρu˜Φ˜Z) +∇(ρ
∫ 1
0
ΦZu
′′′
Z P˜ZdΦZ) = 0, (4.17)
and
∇(ρu˜Φ˜′′2Z ) +∇ρ
∫ 1
0
Φ2Zu
′′′
Z P˜ZdΦZ − 2Φ˜Z∇ρ
∫ 1
0
ΦZu
′′′
Z P˜ZdΦZ = −2ρN˜ , (4.18)
where u
′′′
Z are the conditional fluctuations of velocity (i.e. 〈u|Z〉 = u˜+ u′′′Z ). It can
be noticed that the flow turbulence determines the turbulent scalar mixing through
the models for µt and N˜ which are identical in both the MMC and conventional
RANS mixing formulations. The linear closure of the conditional velocity given by
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Eq. (4.5) is the only additional modelling contained in MMC that does not appear in
conventional RANS. Therefore, any differences between the predicted scalar mixing
fields will be related to the modelling of this term.
The above equations should be consistent with Eq. (2.44) and Eq. (2.45) and thus
∫ 1
0
ΦZu
′′′
Z P˜ZdZ = u˜
′′Z ′′. (4.19)
and
∫ 1
0
(Φ2Z − 2Φ˜ZΦZ)u
′′′
ZPZdZ = u˜
′′Z ′′2. (4.20)
In the MMC context U(ξ) is considered a model for 〈u|Z〉 = u˜ + u′′′Z and conse-
quently u
′′′
Z can be modelled by U
(1) from Eq. (4.8) as following
u
′′′
Z =
u˜
′′Z ′′
〈ξΦZ〉∗ . (4.21)
During the implementation process u˜′′Z ′′ is modelled according to the gradient
diffusion approximation. Then, Eq. (4.19) and (4.20) provide the following closures
for the first and second order turbulent fluxes
−Dt∇Φ˜Z = u˜′′Z ′′ , (4.22)
and
−Dt(∇Φ˜Z)〈Φ′′2Z ξ〉∗
〈ΦZξ〉∗ = u˜
′′Z ′′2. (4.23)
For the first order turbulent flux both RANS and MMC equations use the gradi-
ent diffusion approximation. However, for the second order turbulent fluxes, u˜′′Z ′′2,
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the modelling is different. In the RANS equation the gradient diffusion approxima-
tion is used (i.e. u˜′′Z ′′2 = −Dt∇f˜ ′′2 with ρDt = µt/σ). The MMC approach implies
a different closure through Eq. (4.23). The term ’imply’ is used in order to stretch
that in Eq. (4.1), that is actually solved, the term u˜′′Z ′′2 does not appear explicitly
as it does for the case in the conventional RANS equations. However, the specific
model for the conditional velocity imposes indirectly a specific model for this term
in order for the consistency with the PDF transport equation to be guaranteed.
Consequently any differences that might appear between the values f˜ , f˜ ′′2 and Φ˜Z ,
Φ˜
′′2
Z result mainly from the different modelling of the second order turbulent flux.
Ideally, DNS data are necessary to check the accuracy of Eq. (4.23) for the
closure of second order turbulent fluxes. Unfortunately DNS data for laboratory
flames are not available. Instead, in Fig. 4.3 a comparison of the MMC and the
the gradient method is performed. The two models are in general qualitatively
similar. Quantitatively differences between the models are largest in the shear layer
particularly at x/D = 15 and x/D = 30. These differences are expected to influence
the predictions mostly of the variance of mixture fraction since u˜′′Z ′′2 appears in
Eq. (2.45). Some more information regarding the comparison performed in the
current section can be found in Appendix B where two alternative models for the
conditional velocity are also considered.
The advantage of MMC, being a PDF model is that all the statistics of Z and
not just the mean and variance are contained in the solution for ΦZ . In this work
Eqs. (4.14) and (4.15) are used primarily to provide a comparison for the MMC
predictions. For numerical convenience the f˜ and f˜ ′′2 fields are computed initially
with Eq. (4.14) and (4.15) and used for setting the initial conditions of ΦZ .
4.3 The MMC model for the conditional scalar
dissipation
The scalar dissipation conditioned on the mixture fraction NZ = 〈N |η〉 does not
appear explicitly in the MMC equations, however Klimenko has shown [77] that
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it can be determined from ΦZ through a transformation of the reference space
ξ, to the mixture fraction sample space, η. The transformation of the reference
variable ξ to a new variable ξ̂ has been discussed in Section 3.4.5. In the context
of the present work ξ̂ = η and the transformed non-conservative form of the MMC
equation for minor scalars results
∂Qα
∂t
+ Uˆ∇Qα − Bˆ ∂
2Qα
∂η2
= Wˆα. (4.24)
The quantities in Eq. (4.24) are
Qα = 〈Φα|η〉, (4.25)
Uˆ = U , (4.26)
Bˆ = B
(
∂ΦZ
∂ξ
)2
, (4.27)
and
Wˆα = 〈Wα|η〉. (4.28)
Equation (4.24) is equivalent to the singly-conditioned, first-order CMC equation
for high Reynolds number flows. The above coefficients follow the transformation
of the Section 3.4.5. Looking at Eq. (3.15) it can be seen that although a model
for the conditional scalar dissipation is not necessary for the closure of the MMC
formulation, a part of the physical effect of NZ is modelled indirectly through the
parameter B that can be associated with the diffusion in the ξ space (see Eq. (3.7)).
This physical similarity of B and NZ becomes more evident after the coordinate
transformation of Eq. (3.15) to Eq. (4.24). B gives rise to the term Bˆ that appears
at the place of NZ if Eq. (2.57) is compared with Eq. (4.24). Thus a model for the
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conditional scalar dissipation
NZ ≃ B
(
∂ΦZ
∂ξ
)2
, (4.29)
results.
It should also be stretched that in the MMC context, the above modelling of
conditional scalar dissipation apart from a natural consequence of the coordinate
transformation of the reference space, ξ, to the mixture fraction sample space, η,
it is also a requirement for the consistency of the model with the PDF transport
equation approach as it has been demonstrated in Section 3.4.3.
4.4 Minor species modelling
The most obvious implementation of MMC for the modelling of non-premixed re-
acting flows is via Eq. (4.1) with the replacement of ΦZ , the mapping function for
mixture fraction, by Φa, the mapping function for the reactive scalars and the addi-
tion of the reaction term. However, the transformation in Eq. (4.24), the CMC form
of the MMC model facilitates an analysis of the sensitivity of species predictions to
the modelling of conditional scalar dissipation. In the current work Eq. (4.24) has
been used and the conditional scalar dissipation is modelled through Eq. (4.29). The
results have been compared with conventional CMC calculations where the condi-
tional scalar dissipation is modelled with the AMC and the doubly-integrated PDF
model.
The Favre mean species for both MMC and CMC calculations are determined by
Y˜a =
∫ 1
0
QaP˜Z(η)dη, (4.30)
where P˜Z(η) must be modelled. For the MMC implementation, P˜Z(η) is calculated
from the following equation
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Figure 4.4: Modelled conditional temperature profiles for adiabatic (solid line), non-
adiabatic (dashed line) and non-reacting (dashed-dotted line) mixtures (adapted
from [32]).
PZ = Pξ
(
dΦZ
dξ
)−1
, (4.31)
according to the mapping closure concept. For the CMC computations a presumed
β-function PDF is used. Backround information on the form of the β-function PDF
can be found in the Appendix A.
4.4.1 Conditional temperature
Some more details are needed regarding the calculation of the conditional tempera-
ture that strongly influences the conditional reactions. In previous CMC studies [71],
the conditional temperature is calculated according to the model of Klimenko and
Bilger [82] that involves the solution of the conditional enthalpy equation. In the
current study an alternative model is used instead, that uses the adiabatic condi-
tional temperature determined by the SLFM as a template from which non-adiabatic
conditional temperature is scaled. The main reason is that the source term of the
conditional enthalpy equation is determined for the optically thin limit that limits
the generality of the method. The model used here was initially implemented by
Cleary [32] and some further information can be found in [34].
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The idea is to provide a method of apportioning conditional temperature so
that the integral quantity
T˜ =
∫ 1
0
TηP˜Z(η)dη, (4.32)
is satisfied. Tη can be scaled relative to the non-reacting baseline Tη,b, that is
the straight line that connects the temperature of the oxidiser (Tair) and the
temperature of the fuel (Tfuel). The scaling is the following
Tη ≡ Tη,b +∆Tη = Tη,b + C∆Tη,ad, (4.33)
where ∆Tη = Tη − Tη,b and ∆Tη,ad = Tη,ad − Tη,b. Fig. 4.4 illustrates the different
temperatures involved in the scaling.
Using Eq. (4.33) the difference between the actual unconditional temperature
and the adiabatic unconditional temperature is given by
T˜ − T˜ad =
∫ 1
0
(Tη − Tη,ad)P˜Z(η)dη =
∫ 1
0
(∆Tη −∆Tη,ad)P˜Z(η)dη. (4.34)
Solving simultaneously the system of Eq. (4.33) and (4.34) the unknown
coefficient C can be computed as
C = 1 +
T˜ − T˜ad∫ 1
0
∆Tη,adP˜Z(η)dη
. (4.35)
The unconditional temperature is determined from the standarised enthalpy and
the mixture composition. The standarised enthalpy is approximated as a quadratic
function of temperature and the latter can be determined by inverting the following
equation
h˜ =
∑
a
Y˜a
(
hof,a +
∫ eT
T o
cp,adT
)
≈
∑
a
Y˜a
(
a0 + a1(T˜ − T o) + a2(T˜ − T o)2
)
,
(4.36)
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where the values of the coefficients a0, a1 and a2 used in the current work can be
found in the Appendix D.
The unconditional adiabatic temperature is determined by inverting Eq. (4.36)
where the adiabatic enthalpy is given by
h˜ad = Z˜hfuel + (1− Z˜hair), (4.37)
and the unconditional adiabatic species is calculated using Eq. (4.30) with condi-
tional averages from the adiabatic SLFM.
4.4.2 Conditional reaction term
An additional advantage of the current implementation of MMC for the minor
species in the form of Eq. (4.24) is the treatment of the fluctuating chemical source
term. By decomposing the source term into its conditional average and fluctuating
components it can be expressed in similar form to Eq. (2.37) for the unconditional
reaction rate. For example the irreversible, one-step reaction of species a and b can
be expressed to second-order accuracy as
〈Ωa|η〉 = ρηk(Tη)QaQb
Mb
× {1 + 〈Y
′′′
a Y
′′′
b |η〉
QaQb
+
E
R0Tη
[〈Y ′′′a T ′′′ |η〉
QaTη
〈Y ′′′b T ′′′ |η〉
QbTη
+
(
E
2R0Tη
− 1
) 〈(T ′′′)2|η〉
T 2η
]
}
(4.38)
where the Y
′′′
represents the conditional fluctuations. Adopting the basic as-
sumption of first order CMC methods that also holds in the MMC context, i.e.
〈Y ′′′ |η〉 ≪ 〈Y ′〉, then a first order closure is sufficient and all higher moments
disappear in Eq. (4.38). Consequently for an arbitrary chemical mechanism with n
species and L elementary reactions the first-order closure is given by
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Wη,a = < Ωa|η >
=
Ma
ρη
L∑
l=1
(ν
′′
a,l − ν
′
a,l)
(
kf,l(Tη)
n∏
b=1
[Xb|η]ν
′
b,l − kr,l(Tη)
n∏
b=1
[Xb|η]ν
′′
b,l
)
,
(4.39)
where [Xa|η] is the conditional average concentration with
[Xa|η] = ρηQa
Ma
. (4.40)
Here ν
′
and ν
′′
are the reactant and product side stoichiometric coefficients and kf
and kr are the forward and reverse reaction rate.
4.5 Flow field modelling
The closures for the equations that describe the flow field evolution are described
briefly in this section and further information can be found in [32]. Equations
are solved for continuity, momentum, turbulent kinetic energy, rate of dissipation
of the turbulent kinetic energy, mixture fraction, mixture fraction variance and
standarised enthalpy. The exact equations can be found in the Appendix B. Favre
averaging is used except for density and pressure for which Reynolds averaging
is applied. Favre averaging is advantageous in variable density flows as it allows
the omition of turbulence correlations containing density fluctuations [12]. For the
closure of the turbulent fluxes the gradient diffusion approximation and the turbulent
viscosity hypothesis is applied (see Section 2.3.2). The k-ε constants are Cε1 = 1.44,
Cε21 = 1.92, σk = 1.0,σε = 1.3 and Cµ = 0.09. These are the most commonly used
values [47], producing satisfactory solutions over the widest range of conditions.
The diffusivities are equal for all scalars and the turbulent Prandtl-Schmidt number
is 0.7. The turbulent viscosity is given by Eq. (2.27).
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An important variable for the correct prediction of the flow field evolution is
pressure since its gradient strongly influences the momentum field. Unfortunately
pressure is not included in the continuity equation and this complicates the solution
of the Navier-Stokes equation [47]. This problem can be solved by the use of the so
called SIMPLE scheme [28] that constructs the pressure field from the divergence
of the momentum equation. The pressure field is derived such that continuity is
guaranteed. More specifically a pressure-correction equation is solved and used to
modify the momentum field. The pressure-correction equation contains unknown
velocity correction terms which are ignored. Here a version of SIMPLE called SIM-
PLER [115] is used. It solves for both the pressure and the pressure-corrections
equations.
4.6 Computational details of the deterministic
approach
The numerical schemes employed to solve the coupled flow and MMC equations
are given in this section. The conserved form of the ΦZ and conditional species
transport equations are discretised using a finite volume method [32]. In finite
volume schemes species fluxes are conserved and continuity is ensured regardless of
grid spacing. The particular advantage of this approach for conditioning methods
is that spatial boundary conditions are uniquely defined. The scheme for Eq. (4.1)
is presented in the following sections in detail.
Regarding the unconditional quantities the pressure, pressure -correction and
momentum equations are solved along with discretised equations for turbulent ki-
netic energy, rate of dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy, mixture fraction , mix-
ture fraction variance and standarised enthalpy. The alternating direction implicit
(ADI) line solver is used for this purpose. Specific under-relaxation factors are ap-
plied to each solved quantity. The equations are solved across the two-dimensional
space sweeping in the axial and radial direction in turn. It is preferable to have an
accurate pressure field at each iteration and hence additional ADI sweep is applied
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in each direction for the pressure equation.
4.6.1 Grids
Numerical grids are defined for the flow field, mixture fraction and reference space
fields. For Sandia flame D computational domain extends 80cm vertically and 5cm
radially and is discretised by 175 x 60 cells in the axial and radial directions, respec-
tively. It is refined near the fuel port and pilot. For both flames DLR A and B 185
x 50 cells in the axial and radial directions, respectively are used.
The η space is divided into a grid with boundaries at η = 0 and 1. The grid
points are at the center of each η bin. Conditional averages are the average quantities
within each bin. There are 39 η bins including the boundary points and bin sizes
are refined in the region of stoichiometry. The η grid is tabulated in the Appendix
D.
For the reference variable ξ, 50 cells cover the interval ξ ∈ [−4, 4]. The ξ grid is
tabulated in the Appendix D as well.
4.6.2 Finite volume method for ΦZ equation
As it is mentioned above the governing equations for mixture fraction and conditional
reactive species are discretised on a finite volume grid. A section of the finite volume
grid used in the present work is shown in Fig. 4.5. Directions are designed west and
east in the axial direction, and north and south in the radial direction. In the finite
volume method the equations are integrated across the computational cell and the
advection and diffusion terms are fluxes at the cell boundaries and scalars at the
cell centroids. For this section variables without a location subscripts are at the
node of the current computational cell; those with lower case subscripts are at the
cell boundaries; and upper case subscripts refer to values at adjacent nodes. The
subscripts + and - are used to denote the positive and negative directions at the η
and ξ grid.
Equation (4.1) is multiplied by ρ and time derivatives are neglected due to the
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Figure 4.5: A section of the computational grid [32].
steady nature of the flow under investigation. The resulting equation takes the
form of
ρU∇ΦZ + ρA∂ΦZ
∂ξ
− ρB∂
2ΦZ
∂ξ2
= 0. (4.41)
It is preferable to have spatial transport terms in conservative form. However,
the conditional velocity U(ξ) is not divergence free since [83]
∇ρU = ξ∇ρU (1). (4.42)
Equation (4.41) taking in consideration Eq. (4.42) becomes
∇ρUΦZ + ρA∂ΦZ
∂ξ
− ρB∂
2ΦZ
∂ξ2
= ΦZξ∇ρU (1), (4.43)
or equivalently
∇ρUΦZ + ρA∂ΦZ
∂ξ
− ρB∂
2ΦZ
∂ξ2
= ΦZ∇ρU . (4.44)
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The conservative form of Eq. (4.1) describes the evolution of a passive scalar,
however it contains the term ΦZξ∇ρU (1) that without formality can be considered
as a source term in the reference space. In case of reactive species the form of the
equation is the same with the addition of the reaction term on the RHS of the
equation
∇ρUΦI + ρAk ∂ΦI
∂ξk
− ρBkl ∂
2ΦI
∂ξk∂ξl
=WIρ+ ΦI∇ρU . (4.45)
Eq. (4.44) is rewritten in cylindrical coordinates as following
∂
∂x
(ρUxΦZ) +
1
r
∂
∂r
(rρUrΦZ) +
(
ρA
∂ΦZ
∂ξ
− ρB∂
2ΦZ
∂ξ2
)
=
ΦZ
[
∂
∂x
(ρUx) +
1
r
∂
∂r
(rρUr)
]
. (4.46)
Here and for the remainder of the section Ux and Ur represent the axial and
radial component respectively of the conditional velocity U(ξ). Integration of
Eq. (4.46) over the cell volume and use of Gauss Divergence Theorem gives
[ρeLeUx,eΦZ,e − ρwLwUx,wΦZ,w] + [ρnLnUx,nΦZ,n − ρsLsUx,sΦZ,s]
+ V
(
ρA
∂ΦZ
∂ξ
− ρB∂
2ΦZ
∂ξ2
)
= ΦZ [ρeLeUx,e − ρwLwUx,w + ρnLnUx,n− ρsLsUx,s], (4.47)
where second-order midpoint approximations are used for the volume and surface
integrals and
V = rdxdr, Le = Lw = rdr, Ln = rndx, Ls = rsdx. (4.48)
Each of the terms on the LHS of Eq. (4.47) is a flux crossing the face of
finite volume and is the sum of advective and diffusive components. Approxi-
mations are required for the mixture fraction mapping function at the midpoint
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of each face. Fluid properties such as density are determined by linear interpo-
lation. Using the east cell face for illustration the advection term is approximated by
ρeLeUx,eΦZ,e ≈ ρeLeUx,e[feΦZ,E + (1− fe)ΦZ ], (4.49)
where fe is the weighting term which gives ΦZ,e at the cell boundary from ΦZ and
ΦZ,E. ΦZ,E represent the value of ΦZ at center of the the east neighboring cell (see
Fig. 4.5). Implementing Eq. (4.49) to the other cell faces as well, and dividing by
ρV Eq. (4.47) becomes
ρe
ρ
Le
V
Ux,e[feΦZ + (1− fe)ΦZ,E] − ρw
ρ
Lw
V
Ux,w[fwΦZ + (1− fw)ΦZ,W ]
+
ρn
ρ
Ln
V
Ux,n[fnΦZ + (1− fn)ΦZ,N ]
− ρs
ρ
Ls
V
Ux,s[fsΦZ + (1− fs)ΦZ,S]
=
(
A
∂ΦZ
∂ξ
− B∂
2ΦZ
∂ξ2
)
+
[
ρe
ρ
Le
V
Ux,e − ρw
ρ
Lw
V
Ux,w +
ρn
ρ
Ln
V
Ux,n − ρs
ρ
Ls
V
Ux,s
]
ΦZ .
(4.50)
Defining the coefficients
ae =
ρe
ρ
Le
V
(−feUx,e), aw = ρw
ρ
Lw
V
(fwUx,w),
an =
ρn
ρ
Ln
V
(−fnUx,n), as = ρs
ρ
Ls
V
(fsUx,s), (4.51)
and
Fe =
ρe
ρ
Le
V
Ux,e, Fw =
ρw
ρ
Lw
V
Ux,w,
Fn =
ρn
ρ
Ln
V
Ux,n, Fs =
ρs
ρ
Ls
V
Ux,s. (4.52)
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Eq. (4.50) can be rewritten in the following form
[ae(ΦZ − ΦZ,E) + FeΦZ ] − [aw(ΦZ − ΦZ,W ) + FwΦZ ]
+ [an(ΦZ − ΦZ,N) + FnΦZ ]− [as(ΦZ − ΦZ,S) + FsΦZ ]
+
(
A
∂ΦZ
∂ξ
− B∂
2ΦZ
∂ξ2
)
= [Fe − Fw + Fn − Fs]ΦZ , (4.53)
or equivalent
(ae + aw + an + as)ΦZ =
(
A
∂ΦZ
∂ξ
−B∂
2ΦZ
∂ξ2
)
+ [aeΦZ,E + awΦZ,W + anΦZ,N + asΦZ,S]. (4.54)
Having shown the discretisation process for the terms associated with convection
in the physical space we move on to the treatment of drift and diffusion terms on
the reference space. The derivatives on the reference space are expressed in the
following central differencing form
A
∂ΦZ
∂ξ
=
A
2∆ξ
(ΦZ,++ − ΦZ) + A
2∆ξ
(ΦZ − ΦZ,−−) (4.55)
and
B
∂2ΦZ
∂ξ2
=
B
∆ξ∆ξ+
(ΦZ,++ − ΦZ)− B
∆ξ∆ξ−
(ΦZ − ΦZ,−−), (4.56)
where
∆ξ =
1
2
(ξ++ − ξ−−), ∆ξ+ = ξ++ − ξ, ∆ξ− = ξ − ξ−−, (4.57)
Since for the current implementation ξ space is equally spaced ∆ξ = ∆ξ+ = ∆ξ−.
Then defining the coefficients
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a+ =
(
A
2∆ξ
+
B
∆ξ∆ξ+
)
,
a− = −
(
A
2∆ξ
− B
∆ξ∆ξ−
)
, (4.58)
the Eq. (4.54) is rewritten as following
(ae + aw + an + as + a+ + a−)ΦZ =
aeΦZ,E + awΦZ,W + anΦZ,N + asΦZ,S + a+ΦZ,++ + a−ΦZ,−−. (4.59)
Solving for ΦZ yields
ΦZ = Σ
akΦZ,k
ap
, (4.60)
for all boundaries and nodes and where ap = (ae + aw + an + as + a+ + a−). The
discretised equation for the αth reactive scalar is similar in form to Eq. (4.60) with
the addition of the reactive term
Φa =
Wa + ΣakΦZ,k
ap
. (4.61)
The fluxes in physical and reference space are expressed as
Je ≈ ρeLeUx,e[feΦZ,E + (1− fe)ΦZ ],
Jw ≈ ρwLwUx,w[fwΦZ,W + (1− fw)ΦZ ],
Jn ≈ ρnLnUx,n[fnΦZ,N + (1− fn)ΦZ ],
Js ≈ ρsLsUx,s[fsΦZ,S + (1− fs)ΦZ ],
J+ ≈
(
A
2∆ξ
− B
∆ξ∆ξ+
)
(ΦZ,++ − ΦZ),
J− ≈
(
A
2∆ξ
+
B
∆ξ∆ξ−
)
(ΦZ − ΦZ,−−). (4.62)
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Note that the flux leaving one cell is exactly that entering its neighbor.
4.6.3 Advection and diffusion schemes
The interpolation chosen for the advection terms can be implemented through the
weighting factor f . A linear interpolation between adjacent cell centers (f = 0.5)
corresponds to central differencing if a finite difference approach had been used and
it is a second-order approximation. If a flow is dominated by the advection terms
the central differencing scheme (CDS) can produce negative coefficients ae, aw, an, as
and lead to an oscillatory solution and to numerical instabilities. In the current
work the preliminary numerical tries were performed with f = 0.5 which resulted
in important numerical instabilities. For the final results the upwind scheme that
is known to produce always stable solutions has been used. The coefficients can be
expressed in the following form
ae =
ρe
ρ
Le
V
|| −Ux,e, 0||, aw = ρw
ρ
Lw
V
||Ux,w, 0||,
an =
ρn
ρ
Ln
V
|| −Ur,n, 0||, as = ρs
ρ
Ls
V
||Ur,s, 0||, (4.63)
where ||a, b|| = max(a, b).
Extra numerical difficulties arise from the computation of the coefficients
a++, a−− since their value can change sign. Although B is expected to be positive
due to Eq. (4.12) the sign of A is unknown a priori. In general it is desirable for
stability reasons a++ and a−− to be positive or alternatively
(
A
2∆ξ
+
B
∆ξ∆ξ+
)
> 0⇒(
A
2∆ξ
> − B
∆ξ∆ξ+
)
, (4.64)
and
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−
(
A
2∆ξ
− B
∆ξ∆ξ−
)
> 0⇒(
A
2∆ξ
<
B
∆ξ∆ξ−
)
. (4.65)
We define
P =
A∆ξ
B
, (4.66)
and a hybrid scheme is implemented, that depends on the absolute value of |P |.
If |P | < 2 a second-order central differencing is used that changes to first order
upwind differencing when |P | exceeds 2. It is interesting to notice that A and
B express convection and diffusion in the reference space and then P can be
considered equivalent to the Peclet number
Pe =
u∆x
Dt
. (4.67)
It was shown by Patankar [115] that when a flow is dominated by the advection
terms the instabilities generated by central difference schemes can be avoided if Pe
does not exceed 2.
The discretisation techniques and numerical schemes described in the current and
the previous section are general and can be extended for the calculation of reactive
species as well. However for the present work the equation solved is Eq. (4.24). The
numerical scheme is similar to the one described here and a detailed presentation
can be found in [32]. The difference is that instabilities arise only from the advection
terms that is treated with the power-law interpolation. It is a hybrid scheme that
depends on the Pe number, which changes from second order central differencing to
first order upwind differencing with increasing Pe.
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4.6.4 Boundary and initial conditions
Boundary conditions are required for physical, mixture fraction and reference spaces.
Starting with the unconditional quantities, mass flow, temperature, composition and
turbulence intensity are specified at the inflow by the user for the physical space,
depending on the specific flow conditions of the flames under consideration (see
Tables 4.1 and 4.2). The boundary conditions are uniform at the inflow ports. At
the outflow boundaries upwinding is used and boundary conditions are not explicitly
prescribed. For the axisymmetric coordinate system there is no flux in the normal
direction and additionally, the tangential velocity at the wall is zero.
For the conditional quantities boundaries are required in both physical and mix-
ture fraction space for the conditional average species and in mixture fraction space
only for temperature and scalar dissipation. The inflow boundaries to the condi-
tional grid are located at the boundary between unmixed and mixed fluid. The spa-
tial boundary condition for the conditional reactive species is the zero flux condition.
For mixture fraction, ΦZ is prescribed from Eq. (4.14) at the spatial boundaries. At
the outflow all the gradients normal to the boundary are set to zero. At a symmetry
boundary the gradients normal to the boundary are also set to zero. In addition the
flux normal to the boundary is set to zero.
In the η plane the temperature and composition boundary values are given by
the values in the pure fuel and pure inlet streams. The conditional scalar dissipation
boundary conditions in η space are given by
∂
∂η
(ρNZP˜Z) = 0 ρNZP˜Z = 0. (4.68)
In the ξ-plane the two boundary cells are set dynamically so that ∂2ΦZ/∂ξ
2 = 0.
Initial values for the conditional reactive species are obtained from the SLFM
solution. Regarding the mapping function ΦZ the initial conditions are obtained
from Eqs. (4.14) and (4.15).
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4.6.5 Chemical mechanisms
In the current work the detailed chemical mechanism developed by the Gas Research
Institute (GRI) is used. There were three releases of the mechanism (GRI-Mech
1.1, 2.11, 3.0). In the newest version, GRI3.0, that is used in the present thesis, the
mechanism was optimised for methane and natural gas as fuel in the temperature
range 1000-2500 K, in the pressure range 0,02 to 10 atm and at equivalence ratios
from 0.1 to 5 for premixed systems. The mechanism extends to C3 and contains
35 chemical species and 219 reversible and irreversible reactions (NOx chemistry
has been removed). GRI3.0 and its predecessors are commonly used in turbulent
combustion modelling [71, 86, 120]. Bench -mark tests for this mechanism show
reasonable agreement or reactive species against experimental data in adiabatic,
laminar opposed-flow methane/air diffusion flames [8]. A drawback of the current
and the previous versions of the mechanism is that methane flame speeds are slightly
overpredicted, especially on the lean side for methane.
4.6.6 Computational sequence
The first step is the generation of a flamelet library which provides input data
for both SLFM and MMC modelling. The SLFM is solved for preset NZ . Here
NZ = N˜ is used. The initial conditions for the SLFM are provided by the infinite-
rate solution of the irreversible, one-step reaction of fuel burning in air. The SLFM
solution Q(η; N˜, δTη) is stored in a library for referencing through the flow field.
The stiffness associated with the chemical kinetics is exacerbated by large move-
ments in the temperature, mixture fraction and variance which occur before the
field is converged. Under these circumstances the MMC solution may be unstable.
Furthermore, instability in the conditional species solutions can produce variations
in temperature and density which lead to instability in the Navier-Stokes equations.
A stable and converged flow field is initially generated using the conditional species
from the fixed SLFM library solution and this approach can reduce computing time.
The conditional species are selected from the library based on the field value of N˜
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Figure 4.6: SLFM profiles of CH4, T, CO and OH for three different values of N˜ .
Dashed lines represent the profiles for N˜= 10, dashed-dotted lines the profiles for
N˜= 50 and solid lines the profiles for N˜= 100.
and δTη. If the parameters lie between specific library records linear interpolation
is used. Extinguished flamelets are avoided as they cause large variations in the
unconditional temperature and density which may lead to instability. Figure 4.6
demonstrates the values of the SLFM solution for four species (T, CH4, CO, OH)
given three different values of the mean scalar dissipation.
In the final stage of the computations, the major and minor species MMC equa-
tions are solved through the field. At each time step Eq. (4.1) is solved for mixture
fraction. Then the conditional scalar dissipation is calculated by Eq. (4.29) and
fitted to Eq. (4.24) which is solved for the minor species. The mean profiles of
the reactive species are calculated from the conditional profiles through Eq. (4.30).
The BCG solver is used for the computation of ΦZ values and a modified version
of Newton-Raphson solver is used for the reactive species (see Appendix D). For
the integration across mixture fraction space, the PDF calculated from Eq. (4.31) is
used. Starting values for the conditional quantities in MMC computations as well
as conditional quantities in CMC computations that are used for comparison are
obtained from the SLFM library. The conditional temperature is given initially by
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the adiabatic SLFM solution and updated at each global iteration. Due to the de-
pendence of the reaction rates on the temperature and the difficulties of numerical
stiffness, the changes in the conditional temperature per iteration are restricted by
capping the maximum movement. Typical changes in Tη are restricted to 1
o C per
iteration when far from the solution and 10o C when near to a converged solution.
For the present numerical grid and for the chemical mechanism described above the
model requires approximately 5 hours to converge at a single processor work station
(Intel(R) Xeon(TM) CPU 2.8GHz).
4.7 Results
Initially, results for the mixing field, conditional scalar dissipation and reactive
species for the case of Sandia flame D are presented. Sandia flame D constitutes
the core test case of the present work since it is a laboratory flame well documented
in the literature both experimentally and computationally. The predictions are ex-
amined in detail and analytical explanation of some discrepancies that are noticed
is attempted. Since MMC is mostly evaluated as a mixing model special focus is
given on the mixing field statistics and the predictions for the reactive species are
interpreted through the scope of the influence of the conditional scalar dissipation
model. Then results are presented for two more flames DLR A and B. Most of the
conclusions that are derived from the study of flame D regarding the feasibility of
MMC are confirmed from the performance of the model for these two flames.
4.7.1 Results for Sandia flame D
Mixing field statistics
Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show radial profiles of 〈ΦZ〉∗ and 〈ΦZ,rms〉∗ =
√
〈Φ′′2Z 〉∗ at several
axial locations. Overall the results are in good agreement with the experimental
data and qualitatively very similar to other published computations of this flame
(see e.g.[120, 108, 68]). The mean mixture fraction is well predicted along the
centreline at all axial locations shown, however it is noticeably over-predicted in the
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shear layer at x/D = 7.5 and x/D = 15. The rms is also well predicted along the
centreline but peak values in the shear layer are somewhat over-predicted close to
the nozzle and under-predicted for x/D > 15. Near the nozzle the model is unable
to fully capture the double-peaked rms but further downstream where a single radial
peak exist the predicted trends are correct. The accuracy of the MMC predictions
is put into context by comparison with the f˜ and f˜rms =
√
f˜ ′′2 computations using
Eq. (4.14) and Eq. (4.15) which are also included in Fig. 4.7 and 4.8. The similarity
of the predicted mixing field statistics from MMC and conventional RANS is not
surprising. The key closures that control the production and dissipation of scalar
fluctuations are identical for both methods. The mean dissipation is modelled by
Eqs. (4.13) and (4.16), and the modelling of the turbulent scalar flux is based on
the gradient diffusion hypothesis in both cases. It is therefore rather surprising
that small but distinct differences in the modelling of the mixture fraction rms field
persist. An analysis of the modelling of the turbulent flux of the scalar variance and
the role of the linear conditional velocity helps explain these differences and this is
outlined in the Section 4.2.3 and in the Appendix B.
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Figure 4.7: Radial profiles of mean mixture fraction. Squares are experimental
data [4], solid lines are MMC predictions and dashed lines are conventional RANS
predictions given by the solution of Eq. (4.14).
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In addition to the mean and variance, the mixture fraction PDF can be recov-
ered from the solution for ΦZ from Eq. (4.31). Fig. 4.9 shows MMC predicted PZ
at various axial and radial locations alongside experimental data [5], and β-function
PDFs computed with the MMC mean and variance given by Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3), re-
spectively. Flamelet and CMC combustion models commonly presume a β-function
PDF for mixture fraction and the very good agreement between PZ from MMC and
the corresponding β-function was therefore expected. We reiterate that MMC does
not need to presume PZ and, in fact, the MMC framework given by Eq. (4.1) can
be applied unaltered to cases where the PDF is not a β-function. MMC predic-
tions of a bi-modal PDF for a reaction progress variable in homogeneous turbulence
are reported elsewhere [87] and an extension to laboratory flames is in progress.
Compared to the experimental data the PDF shapes and the locations of maximum
PZ in Z-space are very well reproduced near the nozzle, but further downstream
the peak values of PZ are generally over-predicted. These outcomes are consistent
with the MMC predictions for mean and rms. Also MMC fails to predict the ex-
perimentally observed level PDF skewness at x/D = 45 and other far downstream
locations. More complex expressions for the MMC closures, in particular relaxation
of the assumptions of linearity for U (ξ) (see Eq. (4.5)) may be necessary to over-
come this deficiency. However, any such change in the velocity closure will remain
speculative without detailed analysis of an adequate DNS database and, therefore,
it is not attempted here. It suffices to say that MMC in its current implementation
provides the conditional statistics that are needed for combustion modelling and
this is demonstrated in the next sections.
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Figure 4.9: Mixture fraction PDF at various locations. Squares are experimental
data [5], solid lines are MMC predictions and dashed lines are β-PDFs with mean
and variance given by Eq. (4.2) and (4.3).
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Figure 4.10: Radial profiles of mean scalar dissipation at various axial locations.
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lines are conventional RANS predictions using Eqs. (4.15) and (4.16).
Conditional scalar dissipation model validation
The MMC model for NZ given by Eq. (4.29) is validated against experimental data
and two other NZ models which are commonly used in CMC computations: the
amplitude mapping closure (AMC) model [30] (sometimes called the inverse error
function model); and the doubly-integrated PDF transport equation model [41]. The
alternative models were briefly discussed in Section 2.4.4. A detailed explanation
of their performance for the flame conditions considered is given by Sreedhara et
al. [136]. The three conditional scalar dissipation models depend directly (MMC
and AMC) or indirectly (PDF integration model) on N˜ . For MMC, N˜ is given by
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Eq. (4.13) and for the alternative methods, which rely on the conventional RANS
scalar mixing model, N˜ is given by Eq. (4.16). Fig. 4.10 displays radial profiles
of predicted N˜ at six axial locations alongside 1D radial line-imaging experimental
data [66, 7] which are available at three axial locations only. Quantitatively, both
MMC and conventional RANS over-predict N˜ , particularly in the region close to the
nozzle. This is consistent with the modelled rms of mixture fraction being greater
than experimental rms in that region of the flow. Qualitatively, the predicted N˜
trends are in agreement with the experimental data; the radial locations of the
peak values are predicted quite well for x/D = 7.5 and x/D = 30 but some minor
discrepancies occur at x/D = 15.
Conditional scalar dissipation by MMC is compared to 1D radial line-imaging
and a limited set of 3D point measurements in Fig. 4.11. The data is weighted by
the PDF and averaged in the radial direction according to
〈NZ|η, x〉R =
∫ 〈NZ(x, r)|η〉PZ(η, x, r)2πrdr∫
PZ(η, x, r)2πrdr
. (4.69)
Near the fuel jet scalar gradients in the radial direction are dominant and hence
1D and 3D experimental data are similar. Further downstream where the flow
becomes isotropic gradients in the axial and circumferential direction are also im-
portant and the 3D results are quantitatively more accurate. MMC predicted
〈NZ |η, x〉R is in good qualitative and quantitative agreement with the measurements
at x/D = 7.5. However peak values are under-predicted at greater axial locations,
most notably at x/D = 30, and this is a direct consequence of the under-predicted
variance as shown in Fig. 4.8. In addition MMC does not capture the double-peak
profile evident in the 3D data which has a second peak near η = 0.6. Further qual-
itative comparison is now made with the 1D radial line-imaging experimental data.
Fig. 4.12 shows NZ profiles in mixture fraction space at various radial locations.
AMC and doubly-integrated PDF model predictions are also shown. A deficiency
of the AMC model is that NZ must peak at η = 0.5 whereas the alternative models
permit an asymmetric profile. It is observed that the MMC reproduces the profile
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Figure 4.11: Profiles of radially averaged conditional scalar dissipation in mixture
fraction space. Squares and diamonds are 1-D and 3-D experimental data, respec-
tively [5], and solid lines are the MMC model.
shapes and the location of the peak better than the doubly-integrated PDF method.
The MMC also predicts the radial dependence of NZ more satisfactorily than the
other methods.
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Figure 4.12: Profiles of local conditional scalar dissipation in mixture fraction space.
Squares are 1D experimental data [5], solid lines are the MMC model, dotted lines
are the doubly-integrated PDF model and dashed lines are the AMC model.
Reactive scalar modelling
Species predictions are compared to the experimental data for Sandia flame D [4, 5].
The modelling uses a 35 species and 219-step reaction mechanism (GRI3.0) and the
effects of radiation are included.
Figures 4.13 through 4.19 present radial profiles of unconditional temperature
and unconditional mass fraction of T, CH4, O2, CO2, H2O, CO, and OH. For MMC
the PDF for convoluting the unconditional averages is given by Eq. (4.31) while for
AMC and the PDF integration method a presumed β-function is used with mean
and variance given by f˜ and f˜ ′′2, respectively. Generally, temperature and species
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predictions for all three model cases are in good agreement with the experimental
data and each other. However, there is a discrepancy with the experimental data at
x/D = 7.5 and x/D = 15. Examination of the conditional average temperature, CO
and OH profiles presented in Fig. 4.20 reveals that in mixture fraction space predic-
tions are in excellent agreement with experiments at x/D = 15 and, although not
shown, similarly good results are found at x/D = 7.5. Therefore, the inaccuracy of
the unconditional predictions is directly attributable to the over-prediction of mean
mixture fraction at these axial locations for r/D > 1 (see Fig. 4.7). The predicted
mixture fraction, by both MMC and conventional RANS, is in the vicinity of the
stoichiometric value over a greater radial distance than is observed in experiments
and hence the predicted temperature and species are closer to their stoichiometric
conditional means beyond r/D = 1.
Very little difference is observed between the predictions of conditional (Fig. 4.20)
and unconditional (Fig. 4.13) temperature for the three different model cases. The
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Figure 4.13: Radial profiles of mean T. Squares are experimental data [4], solid lines
are predictions using the MMC closure for conditional scalar dissipation, dashed
lines are predictions using the AMC closure and dotted lines are predictions using
the doubly-integrated PDF closure.
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same can be said for CH4, O2, CO2 and H2O (see Figs 4.14 to 4.17). This outcome
is expected for the principal reactive scalars which are not greatly affected by the
relatively small NZ differences between the three test cases. However, some small
differences between the model predictions for conditional CO and OH are evident in
Fig. 4.20 with the MMC giving slightly more accurate results. In general all three
models perform quite well although MMC produces the most accurate results for
peak OH and for rich side CO at x/D > 30. These improvements are attributed to
the improved predictions for the conditional scalar dissipation.
The inaccuracy of the unconditional reactive scalar predictions at some locations
(most notably at x/D = 7.5 and x/D = 15) should not be interpreted as a weakness
in the generalised MMC framework. The inability to fully capture the rate of spread
and breakdown of the fuel jet is a characteristic of the k − ε turbulence model and
similar results for the mixing field are reported by others (e.g. ref. [72]). Flame D
computations with turbulence closures based on the Reynolds stress model (RSM)
[55] and LES [108] have produced very accurate mixture fraction field results. The
present MMC formulation could be introduced almost unchanged into RSM and
LES based CFD codes. Based on the very good agreement between predicted and
experimental conditional averages in Fig. 4.20 it is reasonable to expect that if
MMC was coupled with a superior turbulence model the predictions of unconditional
reactive scalars would also be better than those shown in Figs. 4.13 through 4.19.
As demonstrated here, MMC produces only slightly improved conditional average
species results relative to models with conditional scalar dissipation closures based on
AMC and the doubly-integrated PDF model. However, the considerable advantages
of MMC relative to those alternatives, especially if implemented in the form of
Eq. (4.24), are that the conditional scalar dissipation appears in closed form, the
mixture fraction PDF does not need to be presumed, and those two quantities are
automatically consistent with each other.
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Figure 4.14: Radial profiles of mean CH4. Squares are experimental data [4], solid
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Figure 4.17: Radial profiles of mean H2O. Squares are experimental data [4], solid
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Figure 4.19: Radial profiles of mean OH. Squares are experimental data [4], solid
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4.7.2 Results for DLR A and B
Mixing field statistics
Figures 4.21 and 4.22 present the mean and the rms of mixture fraction as functions
of radius at several downstream locations for flame DLR A and DLR B, respectively.
It is shown that the predicted mean and variance of ΦZ are in very good agreement
with the experimental data for both flames. The jet spreading is predicted rea-
sonably well. Some discrepancies are evident close to the nozzle as for the case of
Sandia flame D however, downstream the predictions are considerably improved for
both flames. At x/D = 20 for example the agreement with the experimental data is
excellent. Results from conventional RANS computations for mean mixture fraction
and rms (f˜ , f˜rms) are also included in these figures. The quality of MMC and RANS
predictions is comparable. In addition the MMC predictions for the mean are better
downstream than the corresponding RANS calculations and differences may be at-
tributed to the different representation of the turbulent flux term. In general it can
be argued that the model predictions are qualitatively similar to earlier RANS [93]
and LES studies [69].
Figure 4.23 compares the predicted mixture fraction PDFs (solid lines) with
the experimental data (squares) at three radial locations for x/D = 20. Further
comparison is performed with the corresponding β-PDF profiles with mean and
variance from the RANS calculations (dashed line). Agreement with experimental
data is very good and predictions of MMC are improved in comparison to the β-
PDF on the rich side (r/D < 1). The shapes of the two PDFs are very similar
as expected since the β-PDF approximates the mixture fraction PDF for these test
cases very well and thus this can be considered as an additional evidence of the good
performance of MMC.
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Conditional scalar dissipation model validation
Figure 4.24 compares the computed values of mean scalar dissipation obtained from
MMC (solid lines) and conventional Favre averaged mixture fraction variance trans-
port equations (dashed lines). General trends are similar for the two models, how-
ever, peak values are lower for the MMC model. The differences in unconditional
dissipation are directly proportional to differences in variance predictions since lower
variances result in lower dissipation rates.
Figure 4.25 displays the radial profiles of conditional scalar dissipation at two
downstream locations for flame DLR B. Solid lines represent the MMC predictions,
the dash dotted lines show modelled dissipation values from AMC using an inverse
error function as a shape function [117] and mean dissipation values that are based on
the variance from the Favre averaged variance transport equation. Not surprisingly,
MMC yields lower predictions at all times due to lower mean dissipation rates. Some
distinct differences can be observed with respect to the dissipation’s distribution in
mixture fraction space. The AMC gives always peak values at Z = 0.5. This is
certainly not correct at all times and locations, and MMC does not impose any
restrictions on the shape of the conditionally averaged dissipation values. Indeed,
the peak at x/D = 5 varies with radial position. In addition, MMC predicts zero
conditional scalar dissipation in zero probability regions as can be observed for high
mixture fraction values at large radial positions.
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Reactive scalar modelling
Species predictions are compared to the experimental data for DLR A and B [98,
131]. The modelling uses the same chemical mechanism as the one used for Sandia
flame D (GRI3.0) and the effects of radiation are included.
Figure 4.26 shows the conditional averages of temperature, CO and OH at three
downstream locations and r/D = 1 for flame DLR B. MMC predictions (solid lines)
are compared with experiments (symbols) and a second set of CMC computations
using a presumed β-PDF for mixture fraction and the AMC for its conditional
scalar dissipation (dashed-dotted lines). It can be seen that the general behaviour
is quite well reproduced for both models. The temperature is well predicted at
all locations. For OH predictions, the MMC approach seems to offer considerably
better predictions downstream (x/D = 20 and further on). However, close to the
nozzle it is overpredicted, which can probably be an indication of underprediction
of scalar dissipation (Fig. 4.25). In contrast, the CO predictions are somewhat
lower than the experimental data for the MMC approach and the error function
model seems to capture peak CO concentrations at x/D = 20 and x/D = 60 more
accurately. However, if Fig. 4.26 is seen in conjunction with Fig. 4.22, it is clear
that in regions of high probability (η = 0.3 at x/D = 5, η = 0.48 at x/D = 20
and η = 0.26 at x/D = 60), MMC is qualitatively similar to the AMC model. We
should also bear in mind, the relatively large measurement uncertainties of up to
25% for CO as reported in Meier et al. [98]. The conditional profiles of major species
such as CO2 and H2O are in good agreement with the experimental data for both
flames. Differences between the predictions using different models of conditional
scalar dissipation are quite small and results are therefore not shown.
Figure 4.27 shows radial profiles of unconditional temperature for DLR A and
DLR B at three downstream locations. Good agreement is observed with the exper-
imental data. The overprediction of temperature for radial locations with r/D > 1
at x/D = 5 can be associated with the early jet break up that is also noticeable in
the mixture fraction profiles (Fig. 4.22). Generally, MMC leads to slightly improved
temperature predictions, especially for flame DLR A, at x/D = 5 where the width
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of the high temperature region is less overpredicted in comparison to the AMC.
Figure 4.18 and 4.19 show radial profiles of unconditional CO and OH. For CO the
agreement with the experimental data is satisfying. It can be noted that although
close to the nozzle the MMC model and the CMC model with the AMC model for
the conditional scalar dissipation the predictions do not differ much further down-
stream (x/D = 60) MMC offers considerably improved results. For OH however
the predictions downstream are not so good although at x/D = 20 MMC seems
to offer small improvements for both flames. The differences between the models
further downstream should probably be mostly attributed to the differences in the
PDF since the differences in the predictions for the conditional scalar dissipation
are small.
In general, it should also be noted that MMC performs well for both Re numbers.
Regarding the prediction of reactive species, the predictions are somewhat better at
x/D = 20 and r/D = 1 for DLR B, however overall the differences appear to be
moderate.
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Figure 4.26: Conditional profiles of T, CO and OH at r/D = 1 at three downstream
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4.8 Summary
This chapter investigated the implementation of the conditional form of MMC in a
deterministic framework. For the non-premixed flame conditions considered, turbu-
lent scalar statistics are suitably parameterised by the mixture fraction and this was
selected as the only major scalar. It was shown that from the solved mapping func-
tion for the mixture fraction and the prescribed reference PDF one can determine
the mixture fraction PDF and, of course, all its moments. The great advantage
of MMC is that the difficult to model conditional scalar dissipation is contained
implicitly and there is no need for external closure models. All the computational
details of the specific implementation were presented in detail.
Trends for the first two moments of mixture fraction were well reproduced for all
three test cases, although local under-prediction of the rms is evident at some far
field locations (for Sandia flame D). MMC results were also compared to the solution
of conventional RANS. The MMC predicted mixture fraction PDF closely resembles
a β-function and agreement with experimental data was quite good although due to
the under-prediction of scalar variance the peak values of the predicted PDF were
too high in the far field. In addition detailed comparisons of the MMC closure for
the conditional scalar dissipation rate with experimental data, and the AMC and
doubly-integrated PDF transport equation models show that MMC is a qualitatively
better model. It was shown that the quantitative accuracy depends on the quality of
the model for mean scalar dissipation upon which MMC makes not restrictions. The
sensitivity of reactive species predictions to the conditional scalar dissipation was
also tested. As expected for flames with low levels of local extinction the principal
reactive scalars were shown to be relatively insensitive to the exact Reynolds num-
bers, since predictions are in satisfying agreement with reactive species experimental
data for all the three cases.
Chapter 5
Stochastic MMC
In this chapter the focus is on the stochastic implementation of MMC. If the refer-
ence space is chosen properly, MMC can be used to enforce localness in composition
space [83, 145]. The idea is to track particle position in reference space and then
allow mixing only among particles that are close to each other in ξ-space. Ide-
ally, events that are close to each other in reference space should also be close in
composition space. If this is satisfied, localness is ensured.
The approach described here can be considered an extension to the work of Wan-
del et al. [145]. It is a probabilistic MMC formulation with a single reference variable
that is used to enforce localness in mixture fraction space and whose evolution is
described by a Markov process. An IECM-MMC model is used for the mixing term.
MMC allows the choice of any number of reference variables, yet for flames with low
levels of local extinction, as the case of Sandia flame D which will be considered in
this chapter, localness in mixture fraction space is sufficient to indicate localness in
the multidimensional composition space.
5.1 Stochastic MMC model
A stochastic reference variable, ξ∗, is introduced. The evolution of ξ∗ is governed by
Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) and its distribution is assumed to be known. The Fokker-Planck
equation representing these sdes is of the form of Eq. (3.3). Considering an arbitrary
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function of ξ∗, f(ξ∗) = f ∗, a corresponding sde for this new random variable can be
derived using an Ito transformation (see Section 3.4.5)
df(ξ∗) = Aˆdt+ bˆdw∗, (5.1)
with
Aˆ =
∂f(ξ)
∂t
+ U∇f(ξ) +
(
Ao
∂f(ξ)
∂ξ
+B
∂2f(ξ)
∂ξ2
)
, (5.2)
and
bˆ = b
∂f(ξ)
∂ξ
, (5.3)
where 2B̂ = b̂2. The Fokker-Planck equation representing the above sde is given by
∂Pf
∂t
+∇UPf + ∂AˆPf
∂f
− ∂
2BˆPf
∂f 2
= 0. (5.4)
The advantage of the mapping is that by assuming a shape for Pξ, A
o and b
can be defined by Eq. (3.3). Then, the unknown drift and diffusion coefficients
for the new stochastic process f(ξ∗) can be defined by Eq. (5.2) and Eq. (5.3) and
consequently the evolution of its PDF is known.
The function f can be any function of ξ∗, but the assumption of Y ∗I ≈ f(ξ∗) = f ∗
ensures a physical meaning of f . Strictly speaking, this is an approximation because
the parameterisation of Y ∗I as a function of another random variable is assumed, and
all the randomness of Y ∗I is therefore assumed to be reflected by the randomness
of ξ∗. A weaker assumption is that ξ∗ reflects all the randomness of 〈Y ∗|ξ∗ = ξ〉 (
〈Y ∗|ξ∗ = ξ〉 will be symbolised as Y (ξ∗)) that is always a deterministic function of
the stochastic variable ξ∗. Then, if the deviations of Y ∗ from Y (ξ∗) are neglected,
the conditional form of MMC emerges and has been analysed in a deterministic
context in the previous chapter. The alternative probabilistic approach is to allow
for deviations of Y ∗ from Y (ξ∗). These fluctuations need closure.
In the current chapter the probabilistic approach is considered. Adding the
equation for the reactive species of a standard PDF approach (Eq. (2.63)) to the
MMC equations (Eq. (3.6), (3.7) and (5.1)), which embody the mapping closure
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concept, the general probabilistic approach results in the following form
dx∗ = U(ξ∗)dt, (5.5)
dξ∗ = Aodt+ bdw∗, (5.6)
dY (ξ∗) = Aˆdt+ bˆdw∗, (5.7)
dY ∗ = [Ω∗I + S
∗
I ]dt. (5.8)
5.2 MMC mixing models
One of the most important issues that arises in every stochastic approach is the
modelling of the mixing term. Different models have been suggested in the literature
and reviewed in Section 2.4.4. Most of these models can be modified in order to
accommodate the MMC concept. In this section two models are reviewed. Initially
a modified IECM model (IECM-MMC model) that mixes particles with their means
conditioned on the reference space is presented and then a modified Curl’s model
(Curls-MMC) that allows mixing only among particles that are close in the reference
space.
According to the IECM-MMC model, S∗I is given by
S∗I =
YI(ξ
∗)− Y ∗I
τmin
, (5.9)
with < S∗|ξ∗ = ξ, x∗ = x >= 0 [83].
In its initial formulation the IECM model [48] uses the velocity as the condi-
tioning variable. Here, the velocity is replaced by the reference variable. However,
taking into consideration Eq. (5.5) and the fact that U∗ is a function of ξ, it can be
seen that the IECM-MMC model can include the original formulation, if the velocity
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space is used as reference variable [146]. However, the IECM-MMC model is more
general.
The simplicity of the IECM model is attractive for implementation, especially
as a first modelling attempt in order to provide qualitative understanding of the
method. However, the computation of YI(ξ
∗) is problematic. A numerical calcu-
lation based on sample averaging demands a rather large number of particles for
the resulting profile to be smooth. A presumed profile on the other hand might be
feasible for mixture fraction, however, it is difficult to be approximated accurately
for reactive species. In addition, the IECM model is known to destroy conditional
fluctuations since it forces particles close to their conditional means.
Curl’s model has been used successfully in the context of transported PDF meth-
ods for modelling a wide range of reactive flows [19, 26, 60, 91, 104]. The model does
not have any localisation principle on its own and mixing is performed randomly
among a group of particles that are all considered sufficiently close in physical space.
The Curl’s model combined with the MMC methodology embodies an algorithm that
allows mixing of particles close in reference space. These reference variables, as it
has already been mentioned, must be selected in a way that emulate properties of
turbulence that affect the mixing process so that closeness in reference space enforces
closeness in composition space.
The algorithm for particle pairing, initially introduced byWandel et al. [145, 146],
is given by
∆ξpq ≤ (B∆t)1/2, (5.10)
where B = det(Bkl) and ∆ξ
pq denotes the distance in reference space of particles p
and q. If no particle q can be found to satisfy Eq. (5.10) the unpaired particle that
provides the smallest value of ∆ξpq is chosen.
More recently Cleary et al. [35, 36] used a different algorithm for particles
selection so that their distance in both physical and reference space is minimised
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d2pq =
1
1 + γ2
[
3∑
j=1
(
x
(p)
j − x(q)j
Lx
)
+ γ2
(
ξ(p) − ξ(q)
Lξ
)]
, (5.11)
where Lx and Lξ are characteristic physical and reference scales respectively and γ
is a parameter which determines the relative localisation in physical and reference
space.
An important difference between these two approaches apart from the actual se-
lection process of particles is that the former defines the reference space through the
solution of an sde while the latter replaces Markov reference variables by stochastic
processes generated by LES. More specifically, the reference variable is the mixture
fraction that is interpolated from the Eulerian LES flow solver. The approach of
Cleary et al. [35, 36] has been developed for sparse-Lagrangian simulations (the
particles are fewer than the Eulerian grid cells) which considerably reduces the com-
putational cost. However, this is the reason that the selection algorithm defines
distance in the combined reference and physical space. On the contrary, the ap-
proach of Wandel et al. [145, 145] has been implemented for intensive Lagrangian
simulations (many particles per Eulerian cell). The particles that are in the same
cell are considered to have similar distances in the physical space and thus only their
distance in the reference space is necessary to be defined.
For the current work the IECM-MMC model is selected to be implemented due
to its simplicity. However, it is known [81] that the mean-based models need a rather
large number of particles. This is not a serious drawback in terms of computational
cost since RANS is considered. The approach used solves Eq. (5.6) and intensive
Lagrangian calculations are performed.
5.3 Mixing time
The MMC approach does not guarantee that the minor fluctuations are correctly
simulated, yet the unrestricted selection of the mixing parameter τmin allows for a
tuning of these fluctuations. The estimation of the minor dissipation time, τmin,
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however is rather problematic, as explained in Chapter 3 (see Section 3.4.6). The
difficulty is that τmin controls directly the minor fluctuations and only indirectly
the physical conditional fluctuations that are of major importance for the accurate
prediction of turbulent reacting flows [80]. Klimenko [78] showed that the minor
dissipation time should be considerably smaller than the characteristic physical dis-
sipation time, τd ≈ 1CD kε . However, finding τd is also problematic without DNS [104]
and thus the correct estimate of τmin is even more uncertain. Three cases with
τmin = τd, τmin = 0.5τd and τmin = 0.25τd are investigated below.
5.4 Computational details of the stochastic ap-
proach
Stochastic approaches deal with the modelling of the Lagrangian properties of
physical processes through a series of stochastic events conventionally called notional
or Lagrangian particles. For the case of turbulent combustion these methods are
based on the idea of similarity between the fluid particle motion in the velocity-
position phase space and a Markov process. It is important to underline that the
notional particles used for the current calculations should not be confused with the
real fluid particles. They are a tool to represent the Markov process rather than
the exact fluid elements being transported through the fluid medium. However,
their PDF is expected to match the PDF of the modelled process. According to
commonly adopted methodology it can be said that in this thesis weak simulations
are performed in contrast to strong simulations that reproduce realisations of the
field [35].
For the implementation of notional particle models, Monte Carlo simula-
tions [102] are performed due to their efficiency for problems of large dimension
(the number of reactive scalars in chemical reactions is typically not small). The
idea behind the Monte-Carlo simulations is to approximate the probability of certain
outcomes by running multiple trial runs, using random variables.
For the current work an in house code (BOFFIN) has been used. The particle
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method of the code has been modified in order to accommodate the extra equations
that are needed for the MMC. In the following sections the main features of the
calculation method will be described.
5.4.1 Flow field
For the calculation of the flow field evolution the two-dimensional forms of the
Reynolds averaged equations for continuity, momentum, sensible enthalpy, kinetic
energy, its dissipation, mixture fraction mean and mixture fraction variance are
solved. The equations are in similar form as the ones used in the deterministic
approach and can be found in Appendix B.
An essential feature of the code is the transformation of the independent co-
ordinates (x, y, z or x, r, θ) to a general curvilinear co-ordinate system such that
the transformed co-ordinate lines are coincident with the physical boundaries of
the flow domain. This transformation is based on the Von Mises transformation
and its implementation in computational fluid dynamics came with the pioneering
work of Barron [9]. The advantage of this transformation is that geometries of ar-
bitrary complexity are transformed to a rectangular volume and the computations
are carried out (in the transformed domain) using a square finite difference mesh
regardless of the shape of the physical field. The velocity components themselves
are not transformed and as a consequence the Cartesian or cylindrical polar compo-
nent velocities are retained as dependent variables. The details regarding the flow
field transformation can be found in [64] and a brief description is also provided in
Appendix C.
BOFFIN uses a finite volume approach for the discretisation of the partial dif-
ferential transport equations (pdes) that are of the form of Eq. (C.17). Further
details can be found in [64]. The velocity components and all other variables includ-
ing pressure, are stored at the grid nodes. For the pressure specifically an implicit
approximate factored correction method is used. The program includes the k-ε tur-
bulence model written in density weighted form. The turbulent viscosity is defined
by Eq. (2.27) with Cµ = 0.09. The k-ε constants are the same as the ones used in
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the deterministic section.
The axial convection term is approximated using a backward-space Euler dif-
ference and the cross-stream transport (convection and diffusion) is represented by
hybrid differencing depending on the Pe number of the cell similar to the one de-
scribed in the deterministic implementation (see Section 4.6.3). The source term (i.e.
those terms which do not fit the form of the axial and radial transport in Eq. (C.17))
are decomposed using a quasi-linearisation. The finite difference equation (fde) is
formated in a manner which allows solution via Gaussian elimination (also referred
to as the tri-diagonal matrix algorithm [133]). The pressure gradient term is not
treated as unknown. For thin shear layer flows the Patankar-Spalding method [116]
calculates the pressure gradient in a direct and somewhat ad-hoc manner so that
iterative calculations are avoided.
5.4.2 The Monte Carlo method for solving the scalar PDF
equations
Having discussed in detail the modelling of the mixing term of the scalar PDF
equation with the help of the reference variable, the problem of solving the PDF
equation is to be addressed. Since the Monte-Carlo procedure is well known and
documented in the literature, here only a brief overview of the underlying principles
will be presented. Some more details can be found in Appendix D.
The solution formalism is based on the method of the fractional steps. The ap-
proximate factorisation is performed so that the physical operations (i.e. transport,
molecular mixing and chemical reaction) can be applied separately. In the following
sections each of these processes is discussed.
5.4.3 Transport
The Monte-Carlo method simulates the process of transport (convection plus diffu-
sion) in physical space by shifting element properties (chosen at random) from cell
to cell. This means that the cell x interacts with its nearest neighbours (xi−1 and
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xi+1). The number of representative elements chosen from xi−1 and xi+1, referred
to as Nxi−1 and Nxi+1 is very important in order to succeed equivalence between the
Monte-Carlo simulation and the finite-difference solution. Even though the fdes are
not solved the coefficients of the fde are computed prior to the application of the
diffusion and convection simulation using the Monte Carlo technique [122]. The new
ensemble at cell xi consists of Nxi−1 particles from cell xi−1, Nxi+1 particles from cell
xi+1 and (N − Nxi−1 − Nxi+1) particles from xi. The same process is followed for
the neighboring cells. In the case of the particles selected from xi to form the new
ensemble at xi+1 the original ensemble prior to modification in this cell is used in
order to avoid the possibility of returning the same particles that were copied over
from xi+1 in the previous step. Note that in accordance with hybrid differencing, if
the cell Peclet number is greater than two, central differencing switches to upwind
differencing. Under this assumption, xi interacts with xi−1 or xi+1 only depending
on the direction of the local velocity field. An important difference between a finite
difference approach and the Monte-Carlo simulations is that with the former when
the grid size is refined the results are usually improved, however with the latter,
a more refined grid results in less particles per Eulerian cell (if the total number
of particles is kept constant) and thus more numerical instabilities are commonly
reported.
5.4.4 Conditional means
For the current implementation a single mixture fraction-like reference variable is
used. The term mixture-fraction like variable in the stochastic context has the mean-
ing that closeness in reference space must guarantee closeness in mixture fraction
space. For the reference variable Eq. (5.6) is solved. The coefficients Ao and B
are defined by Eqs. (4.5) to (4.8) and Eq. (4.12). For the modelling of B term the
derivative ∂Z
∂ξ
is approximated by ∂Z
∂ξ
.
For the derivation of coefficients Ao and B a Gaussian distribution is assumed for
ξ∗. It might appear as a paradox that a distribution is assumed for a variable that
in reality is solved. Equation (5.6), however, is solved such that every particle has
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its own stochastic value of ξ∗ that is indicative of the distance of the particles in the
mixture fraction space rather than computing its exact distribution. Attributing to
every particle a random value for ξ∗ derived from a Gaussian distribution without
solving Eq. (5.6) might appear as an alternative that would maintain the Gaussianity
of the reference space, however, would not offer any extra information with respect
to the distance of particles in the mixture fraction space. Instead, using the specific
modelling of Ao and B the link of the physical space with the reference space is
introduced through U(ξ), N˜ and 〈Zξ〉.
The mapping functions of mixture fraction and of reactive species Ya(ξ
∗) are
obtained from a binning procedure. In every Eulerian cell the sample space of the
reference variable is defined and divided into a number of bins. Then the particles
that are in the cell are ordered depending the ξ∗ value they carry. In each-ξ bin,
Ya(ξ) is defined by an ordinary averaging process. For the ξ bins that are empty, an
interpolation process between neighboring cells is implemented.
In reality, the stochastic approach described here is somewhat different to the
one described in the deterministic context. In the deterministic framework equations
are solved for the mapping function ΦI(ξ) but the reference space is not solved and
its PDF is presumed. In this chapter, Eq. (5.8) is solved for the reference variable,
and Eq. (5.6) for the stochastic values of species but the actual mapping functions
Ya(ξ
∗) are not solved.
5.4.5 Mixing
The starting point for discussing the implementation of the IECM-MMC mixing
model, is Eq. (5.9) that can be re-written as
d
dt
Y (p)a = −Cmin(Y (p)a − Ya), (5.12)
where Cmin = 1/τmin. For a standard IEM model Cmin would be
Cmin =
1
τd
= Cd
ε˜
k˜
, (5.13)
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with Cd ≈ 1. However, in the MMC context, Cmin is linked to the minor fluctuations
and is expected to be larger (τmin < τd). The model of Eq. (5.12) is deterministic
in the sense that a certain number of particles do not have to be randomly selected.
For every Eulerian cell all particles that are in the same ξ-bin are subjected to
Eq. (5.12).
Equation (5.12) can be discretised in the following manner,
Y (p),n+1a − Y (p),na ≈ −Cminδti(Y (p),na − Y
(p),n
a ) +O(δt
2), (5.14)
where
δt =
∆xo
u˜i
, (5.15)
∆xo =
∆x
Kt,max
, (5.16)
Kt,max = max
[
nint
(
∆x
∆x∗t,min
+
1
2
)
, 1
]
. (5.17)
In the above equations Kt,max represents the times that the transport operator is
applied and ∆x∗t,min is the forward step size.
One potential source of problems with the above form of discretisation is that
if δt is too large then Y
(p)
a can become unbounded. So in order to eliminate such
undesirable features the term on the RHS of Eq. (5.14) involving Y
(p),n
a are replaced
by Y
(p),n+1
a . Solving for Y
(p),n+1
a yields
Y (p),n+1a =
Y
(p),n
a + CminδtY
(p),n
a (ξ)
1 + Cminδt
. (5.18)
With the use of the above equation Y
(p),n
a ≥ 0 regardless of the value of δt. In
addition as δt → ∞, Y (p),n+1a → Y (p),na (ξ) which implies that the result remains
bounded.
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5.4.6 Reaction
The source term for chemical reaction is simulated deterministically. In principle
each particle reacts independently for an interval of time ∆t according to a system
of ordinary differential equations (ode’s)
∂
∂t
(Y (p)a ) =
Ωa
ρ
. (5.19)
In the current work the integrals of the reaction rates are calculated for all
possible chemical states and then the results are stored in a look-up table. Then,
the changes of the scalar properties, as a result of reaction are obtained from multi-
linear interpolations based on the previously generated look-up tables. This replaces
the repeated time integration of the stiff odes and reduces the computational cost.
However, the constraint is the size of the look up table. As the complexity of the
reduced mechanism increases, the number of independent scalars required to specify
the thermochemistry increases.
The scalar bounds for the interpolation table are constructed using mass conser-
vation principles and the assumption of constant carbon-to-hydrogen and oxygen-
to-nitrogen atom ratios is implemented [31]. This latter assumption is consistent
with the idea of equal diffusivity which is implied both by the turbulence models
and the mixing models.
5.4.7 Chemical mechanism
The chemical mechanism used for this work is the global methane mechanism of
Jones and Lindstedt [63]. For many fuels global schemes provide a relatively simple
and computationally efficient way of describing the flame structure. The scheme for
methane is described in Table 5.1.
The most significant characteristic of the above mechanism is that radical species
do not appear. The initial estimates for activation energies are obtained from the
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CH4 +0.5 O2 → CO + 2H2
CH4 +H2O → CO + 3H2
H2 +0.5O2 ↔ H2O
CO + H2O ↔ CO2 +H2
Table 5.1: Global methane mechanism [63].
partial equilibrium analysis used to construct the rate expressions. The two com-
peting fuel breakdown reactions (steps (i) and (ii)) broadly determine the shape of
the primary reaction zone.
The rate constants for the forward and backward reaction can be expressed as
kfr = ArT
arexp
(
− Er
R0T
)
, (5.20)
where ar is a constant exponent. The rate constants are presented in Table 5.2
Reaction Step Rate constant Ar ar E
(iii) kf(iii) 2.5× 1016 -1 40.000
(iv) kf(iv) 2.75 × 109 0 20.000
(ii) kf(ii) 0.3×109 0 30.000
(i) kf(i) 0.44×1012 0 30.000
Table 5.2: Data for the construction of the forward rate constants for the global
methane mechanism [63].
5.4.8 Grids
A cylindrical domain extends 0.65m in downstream direction and 0.15m in radial
direction and is discretised by 80 axial and 50 radial finite volume cells. For the
composition field there are 800.000 Lagrangian particles corresponding to an average
number of around 200 particles per cell. The evolution of the particle properties is
modelled by Eqs. (5.5), (5.6) and (5.8). It is important to emphasise that every
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particle carries information for its (stochastic) velocity, species concentration and ξ
obtained from Eq. (5.6). Note that the reference space is Gaussian and unbounded,
but the deterministic drift term counteracts the random diffusion term and keeps
particles close to the mean. Then depending on their ξ value the particles within
each cell are ordered in the reference sample space which extends from -4 to 4 and
which is divided into 16 bins.
5.4.9 Boundary and initial conditions
At the inflow all the values are specified. At the outflow all the gradients normal to
the boundary are set to zero. A check is made when setting the velocity gradients
that the flow is out of the solution domain. If it is not the value of the normal
velocity component is set to zero and not its gradient. At the axis of symmetry
there is a zero gradient condition implying that diffusive fluxes are zero too. In
addition a mass balance is carried out around the boundary surfaces and the mass
outflows at the outlets are corrected to ensure total mass conservation.
The value of the reference variable for every particle is initialised selecting ran-
dom numbers from a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance one. A
linear profile is imposed for mixture fraction mapping function
Z(ξ) = a0 + a1ξ, (5.21)
where a0 = 〈Z〉 and a1 =
√〈Z ′′2〉. The values of the conventional RANS equations
are used to initialise Z∗ and to provide 〈Z〉 and 〈Z ′′2〉 for Eq. (5.21). Figure 5.1
shows the initial ordering of the particles as function of the reference space.
5.4.10 Computational sequence
In the previous sections the different parts of the numerical procedure were de-
scribed. Here the steps of the numerical implementation are summarised as follow-
ing:
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Figure 5.1: Initial profiles of the mixture fraction in reference space at various axial
locations and r/D = 1. Solid lines are the profiles of Z(ξ) and circles represent the
particles
• Initially a stable and converged flow field is generated.
• The computational domain is initialised by N particles per cell. The mass of
the particles in each cell is assigned to be proportional to the local cell radius
and density. However, during the progress of the calculations, there is no
physical mechanism to ensure that the particle number will remain constant.
In order to ensure that the total mass will remain close to the desired value
particles in each cell are monitored. If their number is higher than the initial
number then the particles splits. If, on the other hand, their number drops
below a specific threshold particles combine.
• Particles are transported in the reference space according to Eq. (5.6).
• Following, the transport and mixing operations in the Monte Carlo simulations
are implemented and then the operation of chemical reaction is applied to
particle properties.
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Figure 5.2: Profiles of the mixture fraction in reference space at various axial lo-
cations and r/D = 1 for τmin = τd. Solid lines are the profiles of Z(ξ) and circles
represent the particles.
• The mean density is obtained from the ensemble average of the particle den-
sities at a given point.
5.5 Results
Figures 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 show the mixture fraction profiles over the reference space
at various axial locations and r/D = 1 for the three test cases of τmin that are
considered: τmin = τd, τmin = 0.5τd and τmin = 0.25τd. It can be seen that particles
cluster around the computed profile (solid line), as expected, resulting in profiles
with rather moderate slop upstream which however increases downstream. There is
significant scattering around Z(ξ) for all three cases, however the degree of clustering
is different. Noticeable are the differences at x/D = 7.5 and x/D = 15. As τmin
decreases the fluctuations are also reduced resulting in particles remaining closer to
their mean profile Z(ξ).
The slope of the particles over the reference space reflects the degree of correlation
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Figure 5.3: Profiles of the mixture fraction in reference space at various axial loca-
tions and r/D = 1 for τmin = 0.5τd. Solid lines are the profiles of Z(ξ) and circles
represent the particles.
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Figure 5.4: Profiles of the mixture fraction in reference space at various axial loca-
tions and r/D = 1 for τmin = 0.25τd. Solid lines are the profiles of Z(ξ) and circles
represent the particles.
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Figure 5.5: Profiles of axial velocity in reference space at various axial locations and
r/D = 1.
of Z∗ and ξ∗ that is introduced in the model through U(ξ) and maintained through
B and 〈Zξ〉. Consequently, Figs. 5.2 to 5.4 should be examined also in combination
with Figs. 5.5 and 5.6 that show the axial and radial velocity profiles over the
reference space at various axial locations and r/D = 1. It can be seen that the axial
velocity is constant over the reference space which implies that the contribution
of U (1)ξ term is rather moderate in comparison to the mean axial velocity U (0).
However, the dependence of the radial velocity to the reference space is stronger,
especially downstream. This can explain the rather moderate slope of the particles
cloud in Figs. 5.2 to 5.4.
Figures 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9 demonstrate the PDF of the reference space over the
reference space at various axial locations and r/D = 1 for the three test cases of
τmin. The computed PDFs (solid lines) represent the solution of Eq. (5.6). Since
the derivation of the drift and diffusion coefficients of Eq. (5.6) is based on the
assumption of a normal distribution for ξ∗ , it is important for the accuracy of the
method that throughout the simulation the computed PDFs remain close to the
presumed distribution. Indeed, it can be noted that for all three test cases the
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Figure 5.6: Profiles of radial velocity in reference space at various axial locations
and r/D = 1.
agreement with the normal distribution is acceptable.
Figures 5.10 and 5.11 show radial profiles of mean and rms of mixture fraction
Z at different axial locations. Three different time scales are considered (τmin = τD,
τmin = 0.5τD, τmin = 0.25τD) and the results are compared with experimental data.
Predictions from the conventional RANS (dotted lines) are also included. Overall
the predictions are in qualitative agreement with the experimental data for both
mixing time scales. However, quantitatively there are some distinct discrepancies.
Mean mixture fracture is well predicted close to the nozzle however, as we go down-
stream the model overpredicts Z˜ for all time scales. The results as the time scale is
decreased do not change significantly. The variance is noticeably over-predicted and
this overprediction as well as the discrepancies in predicting Z˜ need to be further
investigated.
It should be noted that the trend of MMC to overpredict the variance of mixture
fraction is evident in other studies as well. The model was initially implemented by
Wandel [144] for a passive case with significant conditional fluctuations. The level
of conditional fluctuations was comparable to the DNS results however, the decay
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Figure 5.7: Profiles of the reference space PDF at various axial locations and r/D =
1 for τmin = τd. Solid lines are the predictions from Eq. (5.6) and dashed lines
represent the normal distribution.
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Figure 5.8: Profiles of the reference space PDF at various axial locations and r/D =
1 for τmin = 0.5τd. Solid lines are the predictions from Eq. (5.6) and dashed lines
represent the normal distribution.
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Figure 5.9: Profiles of the reference space PDF at various axial locations and r/D =
1 for τmin = 0.25τd. Solid lines are the predictions from Eq. (5.6) and dashed lines
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Figure 5.10: Radial profiles of mean mixture fraction at different axial locations.
Squares represent the experimental data, dotted lines the predictions from con-
ventional RANS equations, dashed lines the predictions from the MMC mixing
model with τmin = τD, solid lines the predictions from the MMC mixing model
with τmin = 0.5τD and dashed-dotted lines the predictions from the MMC mixing
model with τmin = 0.25τD.
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Figure 5.11: Radial profiles of mixture fraction rms at different axial locations.
Squares represent the experimental data, dotted lines the predictions from con-
ventional RANS equations, dashed lines the predictions from the MMC mixing
model with τmin = τD, solid lines the predictions from the MMC mixing model
with τmin = 0.5τD and dashed-dotted lines the predictions from the MMC mixing
model with τmin = 0.25τD.
of the unconditional variance was significantly underpredicted. Moreover, similar
trends to the prediction of Z are apparent at the calculations from Cleary et al. [36]
for Sandia flame D where a Curl’s-MMC mixing model was implemented in the
context of LES.
Figures 5.12, 5.13 and 5.14 present the mean profiles for T , CH4, CO. Agreement
with the experimental data is fair. Yet, the temperature at x/D = 15 and further
downstream is significantly overpredicted. This can probably be associated with
the discrepancies at the prediction of Z˜. For CH4 the predictions are satisfying
throughout the whole domain, however CO is considerably overpredicted especially
at the lean side (r/D > 1).
To give better understanding, the mixing model performance is evaluated in
terms of scatter plots of mixture fraction and reactive species that are presented
in Fig.5.15. The agreement with experimental data in terms of conditional species
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Figure 5.12: Radial profiles of T at different axial locations. Squares represent the
experimental data, dashed lines the predictions from the MMC mixing model with
τmin = τD, solid lines the predictions from the MMC mixing model with τmin =
0.5τD and dashed-dotted lines the predictions from the MMC mixing model with
τmin = 0.25τD.
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Figure 5.13: Radial profiles of CH4 at different axial locations. Squares represent
the experimental data, dashed lines the predictions from the MMC mixing model
with τmin = τD, solid lines the predictions from the MMC mixing model with τmin =
0.5τD and dashed-dotted lines the predictions from the MMC mixing model with
τmin = 0.25τD.
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Figure 5.14: Radial profiles of CO at different axial locations. Squares represent
the experimental data, dashed lines the predictions from the MMC mixing model
with τmin = τD, solid lines the predictions from the MMC mixing model with τmin =
0.5τD and dashed-dotted lines the predictions from the MMC mixing model with
τmin = 0.25τD.
profiles and peak values is rather satisfying. MMC allows a certain degree of fluc-
tuation around the conditional mean especially at the rich part (η > 0.7) which is a
clear distinction from the IEM model that tends to destroy all the conditional fluc-
tuations. However, around stoichiometry the scatter is rather moderate. There are
different reasons that could explain these discrepancies. One of the most important
can be associated with the chemistry that appears to be too ’fast’. The chemi-
cal mechanism chosen for the current work is relatively simple and computational
efficient, however for the prediction of finite rate chemical effects the inclusion of
detailed chemical kinetics is proven to be crucial especially for accurate predictions
around stoichiometry. This could also be responsible for the fact that the change in
the mixing time does not seem to influence the scattering significantly.
An additional issue is the numerical uncertainties. The computation of 〈Y ∗I |ξ∗ =
ξ〉 could be prone to errors. An averaging process applied to Lagrangian particles is
always difficult and leads to inaccuracies that generate many numerical instabilities.
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Figure 5.15: Scatter plots of T, CH4 and CO as functions of mixture fraction at
x/D = 15.
Note that 〈Y ∗I |ξ∗ = ξ〉 is calculated for every ξ bin and therefore the calculation is
based on a considerably smaller number of particles than present in the correspond-
ing RANS cell.
5.6 Summary
The current work is one of the first implementation of stochastic MMC coupled to a
RANS solver for the computation of Sandia flame D. A single Markovian reference
variable with Gaussian distribution is selected and mapped to the mixture fraction
space. The advantage of the method is that by using a rather simple mixing model
similar to IEM, the localness in the concentration space is improved and conse-
quently the conditional fluctuations are expected to be more accurately described.
However, the simplified chemical mechanism adopted and the uncertainties in the
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choice of the minor dissipation time lead to the prediction of a rather moderate level
of conditional fluctuations. Nevertheless, conditional fluctuations can be generated
which is a distinction from the IEM model and a detailed chemichal scheme could
lead to better results and establish the generality of the method. It has been shown
that the time scale can be smaller than the dissipation time scale [78] however,
when τmin << O(τd) (for example the case of τmin = O.25(τd) )the results converge
towards computations using IEM.
Chapter 6
Conclusions And Future Work
6.1 Overview
The current work is dealing with the modelling of steady turbulent flames by the
MMC methodology. The flames under investigation are a piloted jet flame (San-
dia flame D) and two non-piloted flames (DLR A and B). The flames have varying
Reynolds numbers. Computational Fluid Dynamics software has been used for the
numerical calculation of such flames in the context of RANS. Two different ap-
proaches have been considered: deterministic and stochastic MMC. The determinis-
tic approach is used to model all three jet flames and the stochastic methodology has
been applied to Sandia flame D only. The results have been compared with experi-
mental data and other commonly used models, and the conclusions are encouraging
in respect to the feasibility of the MMC method.
6.2 Conclusions
MMC is a model initially introduced 8 years ago, however, only few studies have
been published since, which casts MMC as a relatively new model. MMC is an
attractive approach mostly because it is a generalised approach that allows the
coupling of different existing models in a single methodology through the use of the
so called reference space. Its flexibility is one of the strengths of the method on a
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theoretical level but at the same time constitutes one of its challenges on a practical
level, since there is not yet a clear indication which of the available approaches is
more suitable for every physical problem under consideration. In addition, up to date
most of the studies have been performed for homogenous cases. They have definitely
demonstrated some of the potential of the method, however, they do not contain
sufficient information for the extension to inhomogeneous cases where convection in
physical space is expected to complicate both the modelling and the numerics of the
problem. The main focus of the current thesis is to examine the suitability of the
method for modelling real flames. Although the flames under consideration present
a relatively low degree of extinction and reignition a number of challenges arise from
the effort to implement the method in both, the deterministic and the stochastic
context.
The deterministic approach is similar to a CMC method with one conditioning
variable since for the non-premixed flame conditions considered, turbulent scalar
statistics are suitably parametrised by mixture fraction. The model solves trans-
port equations for mapping functions, which map between the reference and physical
mixture fraction space. It was shown that the solved mapping function for the mix-
ture fraction and the prescribed reference PDF can be used to determine the mixture
fraction PDF and, of course, all its moments. Then, the mixture fraction is used as
conditioning variable for the reactive species and its PDF is used in the integration
process for the calculation of the mean reactive species. A great advantage of MMC
over CMC is that the difficult to model conditional scalar dissipation is obtained
implicitly, and there is no need for external closure models.
The work performed in the deterministic context focused on three main issues.
The first is the sensitivity of the model to the modelling of the three coefficients
Ak, Bkl and U(ξ). The second is the modelling of the conditional scalar dissipation
and the third is the sensitivity of the prediction of reactive species to the choice
of the scalar dissipation model. Regarding the effect of the model’s coefficients,
the most important one appears to be the conditional velocity that affects as well
the modelling of the drift coefficient. Although for the present implementation the
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model for the conditional velocity is chosen to be linear in the reference space, as
it is suggested in the MMC literature, two other models that are commonly used in
the CMC literature were considered for the theoretical analysis. Small differences
noticed when the MMC model for the mixture fraction first and the second moment
was compared with conventional RANS calculations motivated this analysis. It ap-
pears that the conditional velocity differentiates the MMC from conventional RANS
in terms of modelling of the second order turbulent flux.
Detailed comparisons of the MMC closure for the conditional scalar dissipation
rate with experimental data, and the AMC and doubly-integrated PDF transport
equation models show that MMC is a qualitatively better model. It was shown that
the quantitative accuracy depends on the quality of the model for mean scalar dis-
sipation through the modelling of the diffusion coefficient, upon which MMC makes
no restrictions. The modelling of the reactive species is as good as expected since
singly conditioned methods are known to offer accurate prediction of the test cases
under consideration. However, some small differences between the model predictions
for conditional CO and OH are evident, with MMC giving slightly more accurate
results. Also as expected for flames with low levels of local extinction the principal
reactive scalars were shown to be relatively insensitive to the absolute Reynolds
numbers, since predictions are in satisfying agreement with experimental data for
all the three cases.
The stochastic approach is a joint scalar PDF method where the MMC method-
ology is used for the modification of the IEM mixing model in order to ensure
localness in the concentration space. A single Markovian reference variable is se-
lected and mapped to mixture fraction space. The current work is one of the first
implementation of stochastic MMC coupled to a RANS solver for the computation
of Sandia flame D. The advantage of the method is that by using a rather simple
mixing model similar to IEM, the localness in the concentration space is improved
and consequently the conditional fluctuations are expected to be more accurately
described. The study of the scatter plots of the species and temperature proves the
potential of the method regarding the generation of conditional fluctuations, a dis-
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tinct advantage over conventional IEM models. It also reveals that the model cannot
predict the accurate level of extinction phenomena around stoichiometry that are
present in the experiments. This behaviour can be associated mostly with the choice
of the chemical mechanism rather than the actual model itself.
The sensitivity of the model to the minor dissipation time is also considered
and three test cases are examined with τmin = τd, τmin = 0.5τd and τmin = 0.25τd.
Although theoretical studies regarding the selection of τmin suggest that τmin should
be considerable smaller than τd [78], in the current implementation, reduction of
τmin resulted in the reduction of the conditional fluctuations around 〈Y ∗I |ξ〉 and thus
reduction of the fluctuations around 〈Y ∗I |Z〉. In addition the reduction of τmin affects
the predictions for the mean and the variance of mixture fraction. Nevertheless,
this might not be such a serious drawback of the method since throughout the
calculations as a predictive tool for the mean and the variance of mixture fraction
alone, the results from the RANS calculation can be used, since the focus with
the introduction of the MMC is to improve the predictions of the scattering of the
species. It should be underlined that the work described in Chapter 5 is the first
step of the stochastic implementation of MMC mostly focusing on exploring the
potential of the method and the specific issues that influence the accuracy of the
predictions.
6.3 Suggestions for future work
The current work has highlighted some significant aspects of modelling of tur-
bulent reacting flames using the MMC methodology yet, there are still issues that
need to be addressed in the future.
An important finding, following the calculation of laboratory flames, is the im-
portance of the chosen model for the conditional velocity. Here, only the model linear
to the reference space has been used, however, it has been proved that the gradient
model could also be considered as an attractive alternative since the modelling of the
drift term is simplified. The actual implementation of the gradient model and the
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comparison of its performance against the linear model is an interesting prospect for
future consideration. An additional issue that should be examined is the capability
of the method to predict the joint PDF of more than one conditioning variables.
For the case of mixture fraction, the β-PDF is a good approximation and it came
as no surprise that MMC can reproduce this specific distribution. It remains to
be tested if in a different test case where more than one conditioning variables are
needed, MMC can predict more complicated distributions and if there is a need for
a different choice of the reference space. In theory the choice of the distribution of
the reference space is irrelevant to the distribution that we are interested to pre-
dict. However, in practice since the mapping functions are functions that cause the
stretching of the reference space, problems of existence of suitable functions might
arise in the case that the reference space distribution is bell-shaped but the physical
space distribution is far from being bell-shaped.
Furthermore, the work performed in the stochastic context gave rise to a number
of issues. Although the modified IEM model was considered to be a suitable initial
choice for a stochastic implementation due to its simplicity, it is known that two
particles mixing models perform generally better compared to mean-based models.
The former allow for a greater degree of conditional fluctuations since they do not
necessarily ’push’ particles towards their conditional profiles. In addition, they need
smaller number of particles for the accurate reproduction of smooth mean statis-
tics. [81]. A modified Curl’s model can be used instead, however, an appropriate
distance in both the reference and physical space needs to be defined. An additional
issue that needs to be addressed in the future is the replacement of the chemical
mechanism with a detailed one. This modification is expected not only to improve
the predictions for the current jet flame but it is also expected to make the method
applicable to flames with higher degree of extinction such as Sandia flame E and F.
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Appendix A
Backround Specifics
1.1 Presumed PDF’s
1.1.1 Gaussian PDF
The normal distribution or Gaussian distribution is a continuous probability distri-
bution that describes data that cluster around a mean. The graph of the associated
probability density function is bell-shaped, with a peak at the mean, and is known
as the Gaussian function or bell curve.
The probability density function for a normal distribution is given by
P (ξ) =
1
σ
√
2π
exp
(
−(ξ − µ)
2
2σ2
)
, (A.1)
where µ is the mean, σ is the standard deviation (a measure of the width of the
bell), and exp denotes the exponential function. For a mean of 0 and a standard
deviation of 1, this formula simplifies to
P (ξ) =
1√
2π
exp
(
−ξ
2
2
)
, (A.2)
which is known as the standard normal distribution. When properly scaled, the
corresponding cumulative distribution function is the error function.
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One of the very well known properties of the normal distribution is that if X
is a random variable that follows a normal distribution with mean µ and variance
σ2 and a and b are real numbers, then the random variable Y = aX + b follows a
normal distribution with mean aµ+ b and variance (aσ)2.
1.1.2 β-PDF
The β distribution is a family of continuous probability distributions defined on the
interval [0, 1] and parameterized by two positive shape parameters s and r. It is the
special case of the Dirichlet distribution with only two parameters.
The Favre form the β-function PDF for mixture fraction is given by
P˜ (η) =
ηr−1(1− η)s−1
Iβ
, (A.3)
where
Iβ =
∫ 0
1
ηr−1(1− η)s−1dη, (A.4)
with
r = Z˜
(
Z˜
1− Z˜
Z˜ ′′2
)
s = (1− Z˜)
(
Z˜
1− Z˜
Z˜ ′′2
− 1
)
. (A.5)
The β-function is defined only for 0 < η < 1 and at the boundaries is either zero
or asymptotic to infinity. In general the distribution is asymmetric but approaches
a symmetric Gaussian shape when the ratios
√
Z˜ ′′2/Z˜ and
√
Z˜ ′′2/(1− Z˜) are small.
While the formulation of this PDF is quite simple the calculation of the integral Iβ
can be computationally expensive.
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1.1.3 Error function
The error function (also called the Gauss error function) is a function of sigmoid
shape which oftenly occurs in partial differential equations. It is defined as
erf(x) =
2√
π
∫ x
0
e−t
2
dt. (A.6)
The inverse of the error function can be used for the modelling of the conditional
scalar dissipation of mixture fraction in the context of the Amplitude Mapping
Closure model.
1.2 Conditional scalar dissipation models
1.2.1 Amplitude mapping closure
O’Brien et al. [112] derived the conditional scalar dissipation based on the mapping
closure approach of Chen et al. [30] for the case of binary mixing. For the case of
a double delta initial condition the expression for the conditional scalar dissipation
of a scalar YA is the following
NYa =< N |Ya >= A(t)F (YA), (A.7)
where A(t) is some function of time and F (Ya) is a universal function independent
of the mean and the variance of the scalar consentration. We consider the case of a
non-reactive scalar in homogenous turbulence with a symmetric at Ya = 0 double
delta initial distribution. Then, by introducing a mapping between a standard
time-independent Gaussian reference field ξ and the scalar we have the following
closure for the conditional scalar dissipation [112]
〈N |Ya〉 =
(
∂Φa
∂ξ
)2
< ∇ξ∇ξ >
= 〈N |Ya = 0〉exp{−2[erf−1(YA)]2} (A.8)
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where the inverse error function is used for F (YA) since the analytical solution of
the mapping function for the case under investigation is
Ya = Φa(ξ, t) = erf(ξe
−t/
√
2(1− e−2t)), (A.9)
and thus
(
∂ΦA
∂ξ
)2
=
2
π
e−2t
1− e−2t exp{−
e−2t
1− e−2t ξ
2}. (A.10)
When this model is used for the modelling of the conditional scalar dissipation
of mixture fraction the model takes the following form
< N |Z >=< N |Z = 0.5 > exp{−2(erf−1(2Z − 1))2}. (A.11)
An apparent disadvantage of the above model is that the conditional scalar
dissipation always peaks at Z = 0.5 which is not realistic if the model is used for
inhomogeneous flows.
1.2.2 Girimaji’s model
Girimaji’s model [53] is developed for the mixing of two scalars a and b of identical
density in isotropic turbulence. Let Ya be the mass fraction of scalar a and
Yb = (1 − Ya) be the mass fraction of scalar b. Then the evolution of the PDF of
scalar a, PYa is defined by the following equation
∂PYa
∂t
= −∂
2(NYaPYa)
∂ya∂ya
. (A.12)
Integrating twice the above equation and assuming that PYA evolves according to
a β distribution from double delta initial conditions, the model for the conditional
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scalar dissipation results in the following form
NYA = −2N˜Ya
Y˜a(1− Y˜a)
Y˜ ′′2a
Ia
P˜Ya
, (A.13)
where Ia is given by
Ia =
∫ ya
0
Y˜a(lnY
′
a − l˜nYa) + (1− Y˜a)(ln(1− Y
′
a)− ˜(1− Ya))PYa(Ya − Y
′
a)dY
′
a .(A.14)
Y
′
a symbolises the integration variable and the
′ for the current section is not
associated with any kind of fluctuation. Equation (A.13) for the mixture fraction
conditional scalar dissipation can be written as
< N |Z = η >= −2N˜Z Z˜(1− Z˜)
Z˜ ′′2
Iη
P˜Z
, (A.15)
if we replace Ya by Z.
The model of Eq. (A.13) depends on the mean and the variance (through the
N˜YA) of Ya. However, for the case of the binary mixing that the model is derived the
mean remains constant through the mixing process. When the same model is used
for inhomogeneous cases then at each point of the physical space the conditional
scalar dissipation is calculated based on the mean and the variance of the specific
point.
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Appendix B
Deterministic Modelling Specifics
2.1 Flow field equations
In this appendix the basic equations for the evolution of the flow field are displayed.
The equations for continuity, momentum, turbulent kinetic energy, mixture fraction,
mixture fraction variance and standarised enthalpy are expressed in the steady state
axisymmetric form as following
continuity:
∂
∂x
(ρu˜) +
1
r
∂
∂r
(rρv˜) (B.1)
axial momentum:
ρu˜
∂u˜
∂x
+ ρv˜
∂u˜
∂r
= ρg − ∂p
∂x
+
∂
∂x
[
2µeff
∂u˜
∂x
+
2
3
ρk˜
]
+
1
r
∂
∂r
r
[
µeff
(
∂u˜
∂r
+
∂v˜
∂x
)
+
2
3
ρk˜
]
(B.2)
radial momentum:
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ρu˜
∂v˜
∂x
+ ρv˜
∂v˜
∂r
= −∂p
∂r
+
∂
∂x
[
µeff
(
∂u˜
∂r
+
∂v˜
∂x
)
+
2
3
ρk˜
]
+
1
r
∂
∂r
r
[
2µeff
∂v˜
∂r
+
2
3
ρk˜
]
(B.3)
turbulent kinetic energy:
ρu˜
∂k˜
∂x
+ ρv˜
∂k˜
∂r
=
∂
∂x
[(
µ+
µt
σk
)
∂k˜
∂x
]
+
1
r
∂
∂r
r
[(
µ+
µt
σk
)
∂k˜
∂r
]
+ µt
[
2
(
∂u˜
∂x
)2
+ 2
(
∂v˜
∂r
)2
+
(
∂u˜
∂r
+
∂v˜
∂x
)2]
+
µeff
σ
g
1
ρ
∂ρ
∂x
− ρε˜ (B.4)
rate of dissipation of the turbulent kinetic energy:
ρu˜
∂ε˜
∂x
+ ρv˜
∂ε˜
∂r
=
∂
∂x
[(
µ+
µt
σε
)
∂ε˜
∂x
]
+
1
r
∂
∂r
r
[(
µ+
µt
σε
)
∂ε˜
∂r
]
+ Cε1
ε˜
k˜
[
µt
[
2
(
∂u˜
∂x
)2
+ 2
(
∂v˜
∂r
)2
+
(
∂u˜
∂r
+
∂v˜
∂x
)2]
+max
(
µeff
σ
g
1
ρ
∂ρ
∂x
, 0
)]
− Cε2 ε˜
2
k˜
(B.5)
mixture fraction
ρu˜
∂f˜
∂x
+ ρv˜
∂f˜
∂r
=
∂
∂x
(
µeff
σf
∂f˜
∂x
)
+
1
r
∂
∂r
(
r
µeff
σf
∂f˜
∂r
)
(B.6)
mixture fraction variance
ρu˜
∂f˜ ′′2
∂x
+ ρv˜
∂f˜ ′′2
∂r
= 2
µt
σg
(
∂f˜
∂x
)2
+ 2
µt
σg
(
∂f˜
∂r
)2
+
∂
∂x
(
µt
σg
∂f˜ ′′2
∂x
)
+
1
r
∂
∂r
(
r
µt
σg
∂f˜ ′′2
∂r
)
− 2ρN˜Z (B.7)
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standarised enthalpy:
ρu˜
∂h˜
∂x
+ ρv˜
∂h˜
∂r
=
∂
∂x
(
µeff
σ
∂h˜
∂x
)
+
1
r
∂
∂r
(
r
µeff
σ
∂h˜
∂r
)
+ S˜h (B.8)
2.2 First and second moment of the PDF trans-
port equation
MMC is PDF compliant if the general form of the parameters U , Ak and Bkl are
chosen so that Eq. (2.59) is satisfied. However, the accuracy of the implementation
of MMC depends on the specific closures, in particular for the modelling for the
velocity coefficient. This parameter is analysed in detail below. U(ξ) is a model for
the conditional velocity uZ that can be decomposed into the unconditional mean
and a fluctuation around this mean that depends on Z (i.e. uZ = u˜ + u
′′′
Z ). The
starting point for the analysis is the steady state mixture fraction PDF transport
equation
∇[ρ(u˜+ u′′′Z )PZ ] = −
∂2
∂Z2
(ρNZPZ). (B.9)
The above equation can be multiplied by the mixture fraction and then,
integration over the Z space yields
∇(ρu˜Z˜) +∇(ρ
∫ 1
0
Zu
′′′
ZPZdZ) = 0. (B.10)
The boundary conditions at Z=0 and 1 are given by [82]
∂
∂Z
(ρNZP˜Z) = 0 ρNZP˜Z = 0. (B.11)
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Equation (B.10) must be consistent with the high Reynolds number governing
equation for Z˜
∇(ρu˜Z˜) +∇(ρu˜′′Z ′′) = 0. (B.12)
Equating Eq. (B.10) and Eq. (B.12) provides a sufficient condition for the integral
in Eq. (B.10)
∫ 1
0
Zu
′′′
ZPZdZ = u˜
′′Z ′′ . (B.13)
A similar procedure is applied for the second moment. Multiplication of
the PDF transport equation by Z2, integration in mixture fraction space and
comparison with the mixture fraction variance equation gives
∫ 1
0
(Z2 − 2Z˜Z)u′′′ZPZdZ = u˜′′Z ′′2. (B.14)
2.2.1 Conditional velocity linear over ξ
Replacing Z in the Eq. (B.13) with ΦZ(ξ) and using the linear model for the MMC
conditional velocity (see Eq. (4.5)) we get
∫ 1
0
Zu
′′′
Z P˜ZdZ =
∫ ∞
−∞
ΦZu
′′′
ZPξdξ
=
∫ ∞
−∞
ΦZU
(1)ξPξdξ
= U (1)
∫ ∞
−∞
ΦZξPξdξ (B.15)
= U (1)〈ΦZξ〉∗.
Modelling U (1) according to Eq. (4.8) reproduces Eq. (B.13) thus illustrating
consistency with the first moment of the PDF transport equation.
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Replacing u
′′′
Z in Eq. (B.14) by U
(1)ξ leads to the relationship
u˜′′Z ′′〈Φ′′2Z ξ〉∗
〈ΦZξ〉∗ = u˜
′′Z ′′2. (B.16)
In MMC the LHS of Eq. (B.16) can be evaluated with the aid of Eq. (4.11) which
models the turbulent flux of the scalar mean via gradient diffusion. In conventional
RANS a separate variance equation is solved and the turbulent flux of the scalar
variance is also modelled by a gradient method (see the first two terms on RHS of
Eq. (B.7)). This additional modelling requirement in the variance transport equation
gives rise to differences in conventional RANS and MMC.
2.2.2 Conditional velocity linear over Z
An alternative model for uZ commonly used in CMC applications [71, 33] is the
following
uZ = u˜+
u˜′′Z ′′
Z˜ ′′2
(Z − Z˜). (B.17)
It is a model linear with mixture fraction that is supported by some experimental
data for Z within two standard deviations of Z˜ [88]. Substituting the fluctuating
component on the LHS of Eq. (B.13) yields
∫ 1
0
Zu
′′′
Z P˜ZdZ =
∫ 1
0
Z
u˜′′Z ′′
Z˜ ′′2
(Z − Z˜)P˜ZdZ
=
∫ ∞
−∞
ΦZ
u˜′′Z ′′
〈Φ′′2Z 〉∗
(ΦZ − 〈ΦZ〉∗)Pξdξ
=
u˜′′Z ′′
〈Φ′′2Z 〉∗
∫ ∞
−∞
[(ΦZ − 〈ΦZ〉∗)2 + ΦZ〈ΦZ〉∗ − (〈ΦZ〉∗)2]Pξdξ
= u˜′′Z ′′ . (B.18)
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Then, inserting the same quantity into Eq. (B.14) yields
∫ 1
0
(Z2 − 2Z˜Z) u˜
′′Z ′′
Z˜ ′2
(Z − Z˜)PZdZ =
∫ ∞
−∞
(Φ2Z − 2〈ΦZ〉∗ΦZ)
u˜′′Z ′′
〈Φ′2Z 〉∗
(ΦZ − 〈Φ′2Z 〉∗)Pξdξ
=
u˜′′Z ′′
〈Φ′′2Z 〉∗
〈Φ′′3Z 〉∗ 6= u˜′′Z ′′2. (B.19)
It can be seen that although the model of Eq. (B.17) is consistent with the
first moment of the PDF transport equation, it might not be consistent with the
governing equation for the scalar variance, unless a joint Gaussianity is assumed for
mixture fraction and the velocity [82, 41]. This assumption is not necessary for the
model of Eq. (4.5).
2.2.3 Gradient velocity model
Another model that has been used in the literature for CMC computations for
uniform reacting flows is the gradient model [105, 123]. The model arises directly
by applying the gradient diffusion hypothesis to Eq. (B.13) so that
∫ 1
0
Zu
′′′
ZPZdZ = −Dt∇Z˜ (B.20)
=
∫ 1
0
−Dt∇(ZP˜Z)dZ. (B.21)
Equating the integrals in Eq. (B.21) and solving for u
′′′
Z the conditional velocity
becomes
uZ = u˜− Dt
P˜Z
∇P˜Z = u˜−Dt∇lnP˜Z . (B.22)
The derivation of the model guarantees the consistency with the first moment of
the PDF transport equation. For the second moment we substitute the fluctuating
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quantity in Eq. (B.14)
∫ 1
0
(Z2 − 2Z˜Z)
(
−Dt
P˜Z
∇P˜Z
)
P˜ZdZ =
= −Dt∇
∫ 1
0
[
(Z − Z˜)2 + 2ZZ˜ − Z˜2
]
P˜ZdZ +
+ 2DtZ˜∇Z˜
= −Dt∇Z˜ ′′2 − 2Dt∇Z˜2 + 2Dt∇Z˜
= −Dt∇〈Φ′′2Z 〉∗ − 2Dt∇〈ΦZ〉2 + 2Dt∇〈ΦZ〉∗
= −Dt∇〈Φ′′2Z 〉∗, (B.23)
which is the gradient model of u˜′′Z ′′ . The result given by the Eq. (B.23) shows that
the gradient model is consistent with the governing equation for scalar variance for
the parts of the flow that −Dt∇〈Φ′′2Z 〉∗ is a good approximation of u˜′′Z ′′2.
2.2.4 Comparison of velocity models and consistency with
the MMC coefficients
The model for the conditional velocity of Eq. (4.5) that is linear over the reference
space is suggested by Klimenko and Pope in the original formulation of MMC [83].
A primary advantage of this model is that although it imposes linearity over the
reference space it does not impose linearity over the mixture fraction space that is
known to be problematic. An extra advantage is that it results in an easy modelling
for the coefficient Ak through Eq. (4.10). These are the main reasons for the use of
this model through the current work. However, the implementation of alternative
models is possible in the MMC context. The models of Eq. (B.17) and Eq. (B.22)
can be used instead, but then different modelling of the drift coefficient Ak is needed.
Starting with Eq. (4.10) that we rewrite here for convenience
A =
(
−∂B
∂ξ
+Bξ
)
− 1
ρPξ
∫ ξ0
−∞
∇(UρPξ)dξ, (B.24)
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and then replacing U(ξ) with Eq. (B.17), the last term of the above equation becomes
1
ρPξ
∫ ξ0
−∞
∇(UρPξ)dξ = 1
ρPξ
∫ ξ0
−∞
∇
[(
u˜+
u˜′′Z ′′
〈Φ′2Z 〉∗
(ΦZ − 〈ΦZ〉∗)
)
ρPξ
]
dξ
=
1
ρPξ
∇
[
ρ
u˜′′Z ′′
〈Φ′2Z 〉∗
(∫ ξ0
−∞
ΦZPξdξ +
∫ ξ0
−∞
〈ΦZ〉∗Pξdξ
)]
=
1
ρPξ
∇
[
ρ
u˜′′Z ′′
〈Φ′2Z 〉∗
(∫ ξ0
−∞
ΦZPξdξ + 〈ΦZ〉∗
∫ ξ0
−∞
Pξdξ
)]
=
1
ρPξ
∇
[
ρ
u˜′′Z ′′
〈Φ′2Z 〉∗
(∫ ξ0
−∞
ΦZPξdξ + 〈ΦZ〉∗1
2
[1 + erf{ ξ√
2
}]
)]
(B.25)
where the fact that the cumulative distribution function of a Gaussian distribution
is an error function has been used. The problem with the above model is that the
form of the coefficient Ak is considerably more complicated than Eq. (4.6).
Following the same process for the gradient model
1
ρPξ
∫ ξ0
−∞
∇(UρPξ)dξ = 1
ρPξ
∫ ξ0
−∞
∇
[(
u˜− Dt
P˜Z
∇P˜Z
)
ρPξ
]
dξ
=
1
ρPξ
∇
[
ρDt
∫ ξ0
−∞
(
−∇P˜Z
P˜Z
)
Pξdξ
]
=
1
ρPξ
∇
[
ρDt
∫ Z0
0
(
−∇P˜Z
)
dZ
]
=
1
ρPξ
∇
[
ρDt∇
(∫ Z0
0
(
−P˜Z
)
dZ
)]
=
1
ρPξ
∇
[
ρDt∇
(∫ ξ0
−∞
(−Pξ) dξ
)]
= 0, (B.26)
since Pξ is considered independent of the spatial location. Due to Eq. (B.26)
the model for the drift coefficient is considerably simplified since the last term
disappears and A becomes
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A =
(
−∂B
∂ξ
+Bξ
)
. (B.27)
Consequently the implementation of the model linear over mixture fraction does
not seem advantageous. On the other hand, the gradient model could be an attrac-
tive alternative to the MMC model for the conditional velocity since simplifies the
modelling of the drift coefficient.
On theoretical level, a more rigorous comparison of the three models can be
performed based on the conclusions of the previous sections. The model of Eq. (4.5)
is consistent with the first moment of the PDF and with the second moment under
the assumption that Eq. (B.16) holds. However, in practice the consistency with the
first moment is preserved only in the regions of the flow where the gradient diffusion
approximation holds, since a model for u˜′′Z ′′ is always needed for the implementation
of the model. This should not be considered a serious drawback since the same
assumption holds for all the models for the conditional velocity that are commonly
used in the literature for conditioning methods. However, the consistency of the
second moment of mixture fraction might be more challenging because the model’s
terms are calculated in reference space (see the LHS of Eq. (B.16)) and thus, it is
difficult to conclude if it is consistent. The linear model over the mixture fraction
space is not consistent with the second moment of the PDF transport equation and
the gradient model is consistent under the assumption that −Dt∇〈Φ′′2Z 〉∗ is a good
approximation of u˜′′Z ′′2.
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Appendix C
Stochastic Modelling Specifics
3.1 Coordinate transformation
The general form of the equations can be expressed as
ρu˜
∂Y
∂x
+ ρv˜
∂Y
∂y
=
1
r
∂
∂y
(
rΓy
∂Y
∂y
)
+ ΩY , (C.1)
where y = r for cylindrical polar coordinates and r=1 for Cartesian coordinates. Y
in this appendix represents all the dependent variables and not only the reactive
species. The application of the Von Mises transformation maps the relation
Y = f(x, y) to Y = g(x,Ψ), where f and g denote functional relations. The
transformation does not affect the velocities. The chain rule is used to obtain the
following expressions for the differential of Y in the two coordinate systems
δY =
(
∂Y
∂x
)
y
δx+
(
∂Y
∂y
)
x
δy, (C.2)
δY =
(
∂Y
∂x
)
Ψ
δx+
(
∂Y
∂Ψ
)
x
δΨ. (C.3)
Dividing equation Eq. (C.3) by δx and taking the limit as δx → 0 with y held
constant (δy = 0) the following expressions for
(
∂Y
∂x
)
y
can be obtained
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(
∂Y
∂x
)
y
=
(
∂Y
∂x
)
Ψ
+
(
∂Y
∂Ψ
)
x
(
∂Ψ
∂y
)
y
. (C.4)
A similar procedure in terms of δy (with x held constant) yields
(
∂Y
∂x
)
y
=
(
∂Y
∂Ψ
)
x
(
∂Ψ
∂y
)
x
. (C.5)
The transformation is achieved by substituting Eqs. (C.4) and (C.5), together
with the definition of the stream function; i.e.
(
∂Ψ
∂y
)
x
= ρu˜r
(
∂Ψ
∂x
)
y
= −ρv˜r (C.6)
into Eq. (C.1)
1
r
(
∂Ψ
∂y
)
x
[(
∂Y
∂x
)
Ψ
+
(
∂Y
∂Ψ
)
x
(
∂Ψ
∂y
)
y
]
− 1
r
(
∂Ψ
∂x
)
y
(
∂Y
∂Ψ
)
x
(
∂Ψ
∂y
)
x
=
1
r
(
∂Ψ
∂y
)
x
[
∂
∂Ψ
[
rΓY
(
∂Ψ
∂y
)
x
(
∂Y
∂Ψ
)
x
]
x
]
+ ΩY . (C.7)
Eq. (C.7) can be simplified to
(
∂Y
∂x
)
Ψ
=
∂
∂Ψ
[
ρur2ΓY
(
∂Y
∂Ψ
)
x
]
x
+
ΩY
ρu
. (C.8)
Introducing ω as the dementionless stream function defined by
ω =
Ψ−ΨI
ΨE −ΨI , (C.9)
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where 0 ≤ ω ≤ 1, we can transform the (x,Ψ) to (x, ω) as
(
∂Y
∂x
)
Ψ
=
(
∂Y
∂x
)
ω
+
(
∂Y
∂ω
)
x
(
∂ω
∂x
)
Ψ
, (C.10)
(
∂Y
∂Ψ
)
x
=
(
∂Y
∂ω
)
x
(
∂ω
∂Ψ
)
x
, (C.11)
Frome Eq. (C.9) it follows
(
∂ω
∂Ψ
)
x
=
1
ΨE −ΨI , (C.12)
(
∂ω
∂x
)
Ψ
=
[
(ΨE −ΨI)
(
−dΨI
dx
)
− (Ψ−ΨI) d
dx
(ΨE −ΨI)
]
1
(ΨE −ΨI)2 =
−
[
dΨI
dx
+ ω
d
dx
(ΨE −ΨI)
]
1
(ΨE −ΨI) =
rImI + ω(rEmE − rImI)
(ΨE −ΨI) . (C.13)
Eq. (C.13) uses the following definitions
(
∂Ψ
∂x
)
I
=
dΨI
dx
= −(ρv˜)IrI ≡ −rImI (C.14)
(
∂Ψ
∂x
)
E
=
dΨE
dx
= −(ρv˜)IrE ≡ −rEmE (C.15)
The quantities rImI and rEmE represent the mass entrainment rates (i.e. the
rate of addition of fluid) into the solution domain encompassed by 0 ≤ ω ≤ 1.
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Their values are chosen using expressions which are to a certain degree ad-hoc, so
that the solution domain just covers the region where the variable Y shows its most
significant variation. The boundary I is an axis of symmetry and consequently there
is a zero gradient condition with no mass flux across it (dΨ
dx
= 0). The boundary
E is a free boundary and physically the jet spreads by entraining fluid from the
surroundings. Consequently the solution domain needs to expand in order to
resolve the behavior of the spreading jet. Patankar and Spalding [116] demonstrate
that for the region inside the boundary layer, rEmE can be approximated by
rEmE ≈ lim
ω→1
{
∂
∂ω
(
ρur2µ
ΨE−ΨI
∂u
∂ω
)
(
∂u
∂ω
) }. (C.16)
The value of rEmE affects the location of the edge grid node. It is important
to note that the physical spreading of the jet should not be confused with the
grid expansion. The former is an outcome of the physics of the problem and it is
associated with the differential equation of the variable of interest whilst the latter
is a parameter imposed to the model in order to capture the significant features of
the flow. Consequently increasing rEmE increases the entrainment of fluid into the
solution domain by expanding the finite-difference grid more rapidly. However this
does not mean that the jet spreads any faster.
Substituting Eqs. (C.10) to Eqs. (C.13) into Eq. (C.8) leads to the general form
of the boundary layer equation that is being solved using the Patankar-Spalding
method
(ΨE −ΨI)∂Y
∂x
+ (a+ bω)
∂Y
∂ω
=
∂
∂ω
[
ρur2ΓY
(ΨE −ΨI)
∂Y
∂ω
]
+
(ΨE −ΨI)
ρu
ΩY , (C.17)
where a = rImI , b = rEmE − rImI and (ΨE −ΨI) is a function of x only.
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3.2 The Monte Carlo method
The solution formalism for the scalar PDF transport equation is based on the
method of the fractional steps so that the effect of each physical process on the
PDF to be considered separately. First, Eq. (2.59) is expressed in the following form
∂P˜
∂t
+ uk
∂P˜
∂xk
+
∂
∂ya
(P˜Ωa)
1
ρ
∂
∂xk
(
µt
σt
∂P˜
∂xk
)
+ Ξ(y;x, t). (C.18)
Equation (C.18) is then discretised using an explicit forward time finite-difference
approximation which may be written as
P˜ (y, x, t+∆t) ≈ (I +∆t)(T + Ξ + Ω)P˜ (y, x, t), (C.19)
where P˜ is the solution vector, I is the identity matrix and T , Ξ and Ω are different
coefficient matrices associated with transport (convection and diffusion), molecular
mixing and chemical reaction, respectively. For numerical stability the convective
contribution to T must either correspond to upwind differencing or alternatively
hybrid (upwind-central) differencing can be used for the complete term. Performing
an approximate factorization on Eq. (C.19) yields
P˜ (y, x, t+∆t) ≈ (I + T∆t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Transport
(I + Ξ∆t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Mixing
(I + Ω∆t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Source
P˜ (y, x, t). (C.20)
Equation (C.20) can now be solved via a sequence of fractional steps. First the
effect of transport is calculated from
P˜ (y, x, t+∆tT ) = (I + T∆t)P˜ (y, x, t), (C.21)
where ∆tT is a notional time step indicating that transport has been applied. Then
the mixing operator is applied to P˜ (y, x, t + ∆tT ) and the result of this is then
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acted upon by the chemical reaction operator. On completion of these steps an
approximation to P˜ (y, x, t+∆t) is obtained. In the current approach a second order
accurate central differencing is used for cell Pe number less than two, with upwinding
being applied for larger Pe, giving a somewhat more accurate representation.
A finite-difference approach is computationally prohibitive so in order to min-
imise the computational cost, a particle method is employed. The Monte Carlo
simulations are performed on a finite-difference grid and rather than considering the
P˜ (y, x, t+∆t) explicitly, an ensemble ofN particles are located at each grid cell. The
evolution of the ensemble of the particles is expected to approximate the evolution
of the PDF according to the fde. Each particle can carry with it n+1 properties cor-
responding to the random variables of the PDF plus the nr reference variables. The
ensemble Ya(x, t) at a point can be represented in terms of its individual particles
y
(i)
a as follows
Ya(x, t) =

y1a
.
.
.
yNa

=

y(1)
a,1
... y
(1)
a,n+nr+1
. . .
. . .
.
y
(N )
a,1 ... y
(N)
a,n+nr+1

From such a representation, average values of any function L(Y (x, t))
〈L(Y (x, t))〉 = 1
N
N∑
i=1
L(Y (x, t)), (C.22)
can be obtained.
An important consideration is whether the simulation is a correct representation
of the PDF equation. The weak law of large numbers states that the sample average
of a random variable X converges in probability towards the expected value µ
(XN ,
P−→ µ for N → ∞ and N represents the number of samples). That is
to say that for any positive number ε,
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lim
n→∞
P
(∣∣XN − µ∣∣ < ε) = 1. (C.23)
Interpreting this result, the weak law essentially states that for any nonzero
margin specified, no matter how small, with a sufficiently large number of particles
there will be a very high probability that the average of the observations will be close
to the expected value. Convergence in probability is also called weak convergence
of random variables. This version is called the weak law because random variables
may converge weakly (in probability) as above without converging strongly (almost
surely).
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Appendix D
Numerical Specifics
4.1 Mixture fraction grid
The η space is divided into a grid with boundaries at η = 0 and 1. Conditional
averages are the average quantities within each bin. Indicatively in the following
table we show the mixture fraction grid for the case of Sandia flame D.
0.00000 0.02349 0.04698 0.07047 0.09396 0.11745
0.14094 0.16443 0.18792 0.21141 0.23490 0.25839
0.28188 0.30537 0.32887 0.35236 0.37610 0.40010
0.42436 0.44889 0.47368 0.49874 0.52407 0.54968
0.57556 0.60172 0.62817 0.65490 0.68192 0.70924
0.73685 0.76476 0.79297 0.82149 0.85032 0.87946
0.90891 0.93869 0.96878 1.00000
Table 4.1: Mixture fraction grid points for Sandia flame D.
For all three test cases there are 39 η bins including the boundary points and
bin sizes are refined in the region of stoichiometry. The grids used for DLR A and
B are very similar to the one of Sandia Flame D, however, the clustering is different
since the region of stoichiometry is different.
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4.2 Reference space grid
The ξ space is divided into a grid with boundaries at ξ = −4 and 4. The grid
used for all three test cases is the same and is shown in the table below. Sensitivity
analysis has shown that increased number of grid point does not influence the results.
However. if the number of points is very small then there would be numerical
inaccuracies primarily because the PDF of the mixture fraction will not be smooth.
-4.00000 -3.84314 -3.68627 -3.52941 -3.37255 -3.21569
-3.05882 -2.90196 -2.74510 -2.58824 -2.43137 -2.27451
-2.11765 -1.96078 -1.80392 -1.64706 -1.49020 -1.33333
-1.17647 -1.01961 -0.86275 -0.70588 -0.54902 -0.39216
-0.23529 -0.07843 0.07843 0.23529 0.39216 0.54902
0.70588 0.86275 1.01961 1.17647 1.33333 1.49020
1.64706 1.80392 1.96078 2.11765 2.27451 2.43137
2.58824 2.74510 2.90196 3.05882 3.21569 3.37255
3.52941 3.68627 3.84314 4.00000
Table 4.2: Reference space grid points.
4.3 Species standarised enthalpy coefficients
The coefficient in Eq. (4.36) are shown in the following table. Their values are
derived from thermodynamic data tables from the CHEMKIN III package [67]
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Species a0 a1 a2
CO2 -8.944E+03 0.984 1.395E-04
CO -3.947E+03 1.04 8.688E-05
O2 -7.339E-02 0.958 7.606E-05
H2O -1.343E+04 1.83 3.260E-04
H2 0.476 14.2 8.173E-04
CH4 -4.663E+03 2.56 1.256E-03
C2H2 8.776E+03 1.98 3.843E-04
C2H4 1.874E+03 2.04 7.686E-04
OH 2.315E+03 1.68 1.062E-04
CH3 9.793E+03 2.78 7.151E-04
CH2O -3.620E+03 1.37 4.079E-04
C2H5 4.091E+03 2.25 8.607E-04
C2H6 -2.796E+03 2.34 1.024E-03
C2H3 1.110E+04 1.98 5.688E-04
HCO 1.448E+03 1.29 2.145E-04
HCCO 4.327E+03 1.37 1.888E-04
C 5.972E+04 1.73 1.643E-06
H 2.180E+05 20.8 1.050E-08
O 1.557E+04 1.33 -1.148E-05
HO2 380.0 1.15 1.768E-04
H2O2 -3.997E+03 1.40 2.608E-04
C2H 2.265E+04 1.73 2.543E-04
CH 4.595E+04 2.15 2.460E-04
CH2 2.802E+04 2.58 3.935E-04
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Species a0 a1 a2
CH2 3.071E+04 2.45 4.466E-04
CH2CO -1.136E+03 1.48 3.107E-04
CH3O 525.0 1.56 5.489E-04
HCCOH 1.863E+03 1.61 2.875E-04
CH3OH -6.280E+03 1.71 6.451E-04
CH2OH -472.0 1.79 4.206E-04
CH2CHO 583.0 1.56 4.111E-04
CH3CHO -3.778E+03 1.62 5.405E-04
C3H7 2.336E+03 2.27 8.285E-04
C3H8 -2.362E+03 2.33 9.422E-04
Ar -3.174E-06 0.520 1.971E-12
N2 6.171E-02 1.03 8.550E-05
Table 4.3: Species standarised enthalpy coefficients [67] .
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4.4 BCG solver
In this work the preconditioned-BCG solver [128] is used for the solution of the
mixture fraction MMC equation It uses an iterative approach to solve the set of
linear equations
[A′]Q = S, (D.1)
where [A
′
] is a square, sparse matrix of the coefficients and should not be confused
with the drift term A. The primary advantage of the BCG method over other com-
monly used methods like Newton-Raphson [128, 140] or VODE [21] is that it does
not require a non-sparse (though banded) Jacobian matrix and nor does it use Gaus-
sian elimination. Furthermore the only reference to [A
′
] is for the multiplication of
itself or its transpose by a vector. The solver itself requires very little computer
memory. In conjunction with a compact sparse matrix storage routine (e.g. Yale
Sparse Matrix Package [45]) the BCG solver can be used to solve very large systems
of linear equations.
The BCG solver is more efficient when used in conjunction with a user defined
preconditioning matrix [A
′∗]. which is close to [A
′
] and for which the solution to
[A
′∗]Q = S is known. When [A
′∗][A
′
] ≈ 1, Eq. (D.1) can be expressed as
[A′][A∗
′
]Q = [A
′∗]−1S. (D.2)
Here the preconditioning matrix [132] is chosen to contain only the diagonal elements
of [A
′
] since this is the simplest and the most computational efficient choice.
The BCG solver is used to solve for ΦZ values at all spatial locations at each
ξ cell. The terms a + Q + +, a − Q − − are determined explicitely and placed in
the source vector S. The scheme is implicit with respect to spatial transport. The
solver is typically called every fifth global iteration although when the solution is
far form the converged can make it necessary to reduce the frequency or eliminate
BCG solver calls altogether.
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Although the BCG solver is computationally efficient, it can be proven problem-
atic for the conditional reactive species equations since it is not designed for stiff
equations. Numerical stiffness is associated with the chemical kinetics and occurs
when dependent variables change at very different rates. In combustion kinetics the
intermediate free radical species have very large reaction rates and can change by
order of magnitudes from one iteration to the next. In contrast the stable species
have much smaller reaction rates. Time stepping methods are often used to solve
the stiff equations although they can be prooven slow to converge. For these rea-
sons, in the current work a modified version of Newton-Raphson solver is used for
the reactive species which can be used alone without the need to resort to costly
time-stepping [32]. The N-R method as applied to reacting systems is described by
Turns [140] and the Fortran code used is adapted from Press et al [128]. Modifi-
cations are made to the solver by setting appropriate limits for the allowed upper
value for each species (Qa,max) and for the allowed relative upward movement of the
solution between iterations. The upper limits are scaled according to existing good
solutions and the iteration to iteration movement is set as a fraction of of this. The
species mass fractions are limited at the upper end by
Qka  min(Qk−1a + CQa,max;Qa,max) (D.3)
where k represents the iterations. Typically C=0.1, although this may vary for
different level of stiffness or near converged solution. As the scheme approaches
a converged solution the upper bound is removed to ensure that the result is not
artificially limited.
Due to the need for a large Jacobian matrix it is not possible to solve for all
species, η bins and spatial grid points simultaneously. Hence the scheme is explicit
with respect to transport in physical and mixture fraction spaces. Consequently,
changes in the solution at one location in the flow may take many iterations to have
an impact on the solution at other locations.
D. Numerical Specifics 231
4.4.1 Residuals
The residual is the absolute error in conditional average species determined from
the discretised equations (Eq. (4.60) and (4.61)) and is given by
ǫa = −Qa + Wa + ΣakΦZ,k
ap
. (D.4)
It is more convenient to have a measure of the relative error. The normalized
residual is defined here as the absolute residual relative to the maximum conditional
mass fraction across all η. For the case of ΦZ the absolute residual is relative to the
maximum conditional mass fraction across all ξ. The normalised residual is given
by
ǫa =
ǫa
max(Qa)
(D.5)
For a typical computation the average normalised residual across all species and
locations when the solution is converged is O(10−16).
